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Abstract 
Computer based numerical prediction of wave-body interactions has become a powerful design 
tool and is widely used in the offshore industry. Its application to wave energy conversion is 
more recent. The present work investigates the modelling of three configurations of sloped 
wave energy converters of increasing complexity using the boundary element method package 
WAMIT. These configurations are all related to the concept of the Sloped IPS buoy wave energy 
device. 
The theoretical background of the boundary element method is first presented and the assump-
tions associated with the technique are identified. The validity of these assumptions is briefly 
investigated. Publications dealing with the hydrodynamics of wave energy conversion as well as 
with the use of boundary element method for modelling wave energy converters are reviewed. 
The practical aspects of using WAMIT are presented. These mainly involve the specification of 
the geometrical inputs. 
In order to understand and assess the validity of numerical modelling for the specific cases 
considered, a two stage procedure is adopted. The first stage is to check that the results ob-
tained from WAM1T are consistent with its underlying theory. These results are then compared 
with the corresponding experimental data. The experimental equipment and methodology are 
described. This includes discussion of wave tanks, models, and measuring techniques. 
The three configurations of wave energy converter investigated are the following: 
• A single degree of freedom system whose power take-off is referenced to the sea bed. 
• A free floating device with no power take-off. 
• A free floating device fitted with a power take-off mechanism that uses water inertia for 
its reference. 
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Wave energy can be seen as an indirect form of wind energy. Wind waves are generated by 
wind passing over stretches of water. The energy transferred is proportional to fetch and wind 
duration. However average energy densities as high as 91 kW per meter of wave front can 
be found off the UK continental shelf in the North East Atlantic [4]. Harvesting this energy 
resource has challenged engineers for more than 200 years. 
1.1 Brief history of wave power 
The present section gives a brief historical overview of wave energy conversion. The two 
aspects considered are the technical characteristics and the economic and political context in 
which devices were developed. Only a few devices are mentioned here and a more exhaustive 
approach can be found in [5] and [6]. 
The first wave energy converter (WEC) concept can be traced back to 1799 when two French 
engineers patented a device consisting of a float connected to a lever. However, nothing is 
known of the actual outcome of this invention. 
After the second world war, wave energy was utilised to power more than 300 navigation buoys 
around Japan. The buoys were fitted with a 60W bulb and a flasher unit. They used a wave 
energy conversion system invented by Yoshio Masuda that relies on converting the hydraulic 
energy from the waves into pneumatic energy. This principle is referred to as an oscillating 
water column (OWC). An OWC device basically consists of a partially immersed chamber open 
to the sea at the bottom and capped at the top by an air turbine system. The water column in the 
chamber moves like a piston in response to wave motions. As a wave approaches the structure, 
the water column rises and compress the pocket of air trapped at the top of the chamber. This 
forces the air upwards through the turbine system. When the wave trough arrives, the water 
column falls, drawing air back into the chamber as a reverse flow through the turbine system. 
The wave induced air flow is bi-directional and is coupled to an air turbine either via a set of 
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rectifying valves or directly by using a Wells turbine that spins in the same direction regardless 
of the flow direction. 
Serious interest in wave energy in the United Kingdoms was sparked off by the 'oil crisis' of 
the early seventies. During this period, oil prices rose dramatically. At the time wave energy 
research was aimed at providing an alternative to fossil fuel power plants. Consequently, the 
wave energy converters studied were large scale plants, rated in output powers of the order of 
2GW. 
In the late seventies, four prominent but very distinct UK wave power concepts were the Cock-
erell Raft, the Duck, the OWC proposed by the National Engineering Laboratory (NEL) and 
the 'Rectifier' proposed by the Hydraulics Research Station (HRS). 
Figure 1.1: Artist impression of an array of Cockerell Rafts (ETSU) 
The Cockerell Raft, named after its inventor, Sir Christopher Cockerel], also inventor of the 
Hovercraft, consists of a series of pontoons linked by hinges. It is oriented in such a way 
that the wave propagation direction is perpendicular to the hinges axis. The system therefore 
follows the contour of the waves. Energy is extracted form the relative motion of each pontoon 
section with respect to its neighbour. 
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For the full scale concept each raft consisted of three pontoon sections adding up to an overall 
length of about 100m. The rated power of each raft was 2MW. A series of rafts stretching over 
25km would deliver 500MW. Figure 1.1 shows an artist impression of an array of Cockerell 
Rafts. 
The front shape Salter's Duck, shown in figure 1.2, is optimised to absorb energy from the water 
particle motion when it rotates around its axis. The back side is cylindrical, this way hardly any 
waves are radiated when it rotates. A typical full scale system was expected to consist of 54 
Duck sections of about 15m in diameter, assembled in a spine of about 1600m long moored 
offshore. A set of eight spines was rated to 2GW. 
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Figure 1.2: Artist impression ofa full scale duck string (ETSU) 
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The National Engineering Laboratory considered two different configurations of OWC, a free 
floating one, moored to the seabed and a sea floor mounted one operating in 15m of water depth. 
Each unit of this OWC concept was 11 6m wide and consisted of six chambers. The device was 
to be deployed broadside to the waves. In other words, the longest dimension of the device is 
parallel to the wave crest during normal operation. 
During wave crests, the HRS Rectifier uses one-way valves rather like louvres, to trap some 
of the water forming the waves into a reservoir whose level is higher than the mean sea level. 
The water then makes its way to a low level reservoir, driving a turbine as it goes. It is finally 
discharged back into the sea via return one-way valves during wave troughs. 
The original concept consisted of a rectangular box, the size of a big tanker, standing on the sea 
bed in 15-20m of water depth. It was design to produce 10MW of electricity. Figure 1.3 shows 
a schematic. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the HRS Rectifier device. As the sea level rises, water enters the high 
level reservoir (left) and the water from the low level reservoir is discharged as the 
sea level drops (right). (ETSU) 
As the political situation became more stable in the Middle East in the eighties, oil prices went 
down and wave energy appeared to be too expensive to compete with conventional energy gen-
eration from fossil fuel. It was considered to have a future only for marginal energy markets, 
such as small remote island communities where local energy production is expensive. Conse-




One of the most recent solo devices actually manufactured in a full scale version is the Pelamis, 
developed by the company Ocean Power Delivery Ltd. It is a semi-submerged, articulated 
structure composed of four cylindrical sections linked by hinged joints. The wave-induced 
motion of these joints is resisted by hydraulic rams which pump high pressure oil through 
hydraulic motors via smoothing accumulators. The hydraulic motors drive electrical generators 
to produce electricity. The device is 120m long, 3.5m in diameter and is rated at 750kW. Figure 
1.4 show the Pelamis being towed out into the North Sea for commission tests. 
Figure 1.4: The Pelamis wave energy converter being towed to location (Ocean Power Delivery 
Ltd.) 
The present thesis focuses on another solo device known as the sloped IPS buoy. It is described 
in the following section. 
1.2 The sloped IPS buoy 
The Sloped IPS Buoy is based on a Swedish device developed by the company Inter Project 
Services (IPS) AB. Their vertically heaving buoy is fitted with a power take off (PTO) mech-
anism that can be operated with no reference to the seabed and therefore allows operation in 
deep water. It carries its own internal reaction mass in the form of a body of water contained 
in a large vertical pipe which is open to the sea. Waves force the buoy to heave but the large 
water mass tends to stay relatively fixed in space so that work can be done between a piston in 
the pipe and an oil hydraulic ram attached to the buoy head. A particularly attractive feature of 
the Swedish device is the method used to limit the stroke of the oil ram. This is achieved by 
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enlargements of the diameter of the water cylinder at each end of the working stroke. When 
the buoy moves past the economic stroke limit the piston moves into the enlarged region, water 
can flow round it and the drive force is greatly reduced. A fuller description is given in [7]. 
The University of Edinburgh contribution to the IPS buoy is the idea of slope. The idea is to try 
to makes the device efficient in longer waves. 
The predominant motions of free floating wave energy converters are cyclic. Therefore, their 
response depends on the frequency of the exciting waves. At wave period corresponding to the 
natural frequency of the device, motions are generally more pronounced and if the damping 
associated with the PTO mechanism is suitably set, maximum power is generated (see chapter 
3 for more details). Given that long waves contain more energy than short ones of the same am-
plitude, there is a case for designing wave energy converters with long natural periods. Natural 
period is proportional to the square root of the inertia of the device divided by its hydrostatic 
stiffness. Longer natural period can therefore be achieved by increasing the mass or the added 
mass of the device or by reducing the hydrostatic stiffness. The former approach can lead to 
bigger and heavier devices with increased structural costs. The hydrostatic stiffness associated 
with buoyancy is directed vertically. So by restraining the motion of a device to an interme-
diate direction between surge and heave, the component of stiffness that acts in the principal 
direction of motion is reduced. 
A preliminary study of this concept is given in [8]. A sketch of the Sloped IPS Buoy is shown 
in Figure 1.5. 
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(a) 
(b) 	 (c) 
Figure 1.5: Cross section of the sloped IPS buoy and of one of its water tubes (a). The large 
arrows indicates where the water is able to flow. (b) and (c) show close ups of the 
piston mechanism. On (b) the two end positions of the piston are shown in the case 
of a maximum active stroke. In the case of extreme waves, the piston eventually 
reaches the position shown on (c) where the water can flow round it. 
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1.3 Numerical methods for analysing wave and body interactions 
Computer based numerical prediction of wave-body interactions has now become a powerful 
design tool and is widely used in the offshore industry. The most commonly used approach is 
referred to as the boundary element method, the underlying theory for which was developed in 
the sixties (see chapter 2). However, it was not until the seventies that the availability of rela-
tively powerful computers made these numerical models practically attractive, although these 
mainframe machines were available only in a few institutions. In recent years, the improvement 
of computer technology, and of numerical algorithms, makes it possible to study complex body 
shapes on desktop computers. 
There are two major underlying assumptions associated with boundary element methods: zero 
viscosity of the fluid and linearity. The latter implies that the oscillation amplitudes of both 
the fluid and the body are small relative to the cross-sectional dimensions of the body. These 
two assumptions bring limitations to the applicability of boundary element methods. From a 
generic point of view, the scope of these limitations is difficult to assess precisely. A large 
body of experience from the offshore industry provides some guidelines on the validity of such 
methods. However the application to wave energy conversion is more recent and the wide 
variety of devices and body shapes encountered in this field render the knowledge of these 
limitations much less comprehensive. 
There is thus the need for a careful understanding of the validity of the modelling method 
adopted for the specific case considered. R.G. Standing [9] has established a series of recom-
mendations in this respect. The process he proposes consists of two stages: verification and 
validation. He defines these in the following words: 
. "Verification denotes the process of checking that numerical results obtained from the 
program are consistent with the underlying theory, so as to show that the program does 
what it is supposed to do." 
. "Validation denotes the process of comparing numerical predictions with physical mea-
surements, so as to show that the theory adequately represents the real world." 
To the author's knowledge, this two stages approach has never been applied to the Sloped IPS 
Buoy concept. 
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1.4 Aims and objectives 
In the present thesis, the boundary element method package WAMIT 6.03 is used to model 
the behaviour in regular waves of three configurations of sloped wave energy converters of 
increasing complexity. These configurations are all related to the concept of the Sloped IPS 
Buoy. The aim is to investigate the capability of WAMIT to model reliably these wave energy 
converter configurations. The three configurations are: 
• A single degree of freedom configuration where a float is externally constrained to move 
in translation along a fixed axis. In this case, the power take-off is referenced to the 
seabed. 
• A free floating configuration without power take-off. 
• A free floating configuration with a power take-off mechanism corresponding to the one 
described in section 1.2 (p.5). 
An overview of the underlying theory of WAM1T is given in chapter 2, with a strong focus on 
the assumptions made in its derivation. A critical assessment of the scope of these assumptions 
is presented, mainly through the analysis of specific examples. 
Chapter 3 is a literature review that goes through the key publications on theoretical hydrody-
namics that were written during the early days of modem wave energy research. More recent 
papers on the applications of numerical modelling to wave energy conversion are also dis-
cussed. 
The practical aspects of using WAMIT are considered in chapter 4. These are mainly related to 
the specifications of the inputs to the program and to the processing of the outputs. 
In order to build confidence with WAMIT, the modelling for the three configurations described 
above are verified and validated. The idea behind this approach was to develop confidence 
with simpler systems before applying the numerical modelling techniques to the fully realistic 
system. The most challenging difficulty associated with the latter is the modelling of the PTO 
mechanism reacting against water inertia. 
The modelling of the three system types is described in three different chapters dealing with 
respectively: 
• The formulation and the verification of the PTO model. This is performed for a generic 
case which is less complex than the experimental model (chapter 5) 
• Descriptions of the various experimental equipment and facilities (chapter 6). 
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Verification of the WAMIT models through convergence tests and validation against ex-





The underlying theory of WAMIT is developed in this chapter. Starting off with the basic 
equations of fluid mechanics, the key concepts leading to the development of the boundary 
element method are presented step by step and explained. 
Given the general complexity of hydrodynamic problems, the derivation of WAMIT underlying 
principles often involves the making of assumptions so as to render the intermediate stages more 
solvable. It is essential to have a good understanding of these assumptions and to be able to 
assess their validity. Particular emphasis has therefore been put on introducing and explaining 
them clearly during the theoretical development. They are finally summarized in table 2.3 
(p.36) and a brief assessment of their validity is given for each. 
Unless otherwise stated, it should be noted that after any of these assumptions is stated, its use 
is assumed in the remaining part of the chapter. 
2.2 Fundamental equations of fluid mechanics 
In order to give as broad as possible a view of the subject, it is desirable to go back to the 
original and fundamental underlying concepts. However, such an approach could lead to a very 
extensive review, which is beyond the scope of the present work. It was thus decided to take 
Newtonian fluids as a starting point. 
Properties of such fluids were first stated in detail by Newton, in 1687, in [10]. For the purpose 
of the present thesis, the following basic definition will suffice. A Newtonian fluid is a fluid 
where shear stress is proportional to shear rate, with the proportionality constant being the 
viscosity. 
The equations in the paragraphs below are defined for Newtonian fluids with the following 
notations and conventions. 
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X 	 x2 
Figure 2.1: Cartesian coordinate system 
A Cartesian coordinate system is adopted with the three orthogonal axis x1, x2 and x3 . The 
latter being vertical and directed upwards as shown on figure 2.1. 





Similar index notations are adopted for matrices. 
2.2.1 Equation of continuity 
The equation of continuity relies on the fundamental concept of conservation of mass. This 
equation was first demonstrated by Euler, in 1755, in [11]. The local expression of the equation 
of continuity is: 
(2.2) 
where p is the fluid density, and v the velocity vector of the considered fluid particle. V is the 
nabla' or 'del' operator. The definitions of the different notations associated with it are given 
in table 2.1. 
To understand the physical meaning of (2.2) it is useful to consider a fluid medium and within 
it, a control volume V. The first term of (2.2) represents the variation of the fluid density within 





VO gradient of 
V v divergence of v 
Vxv curl ofv 
Table 2.1: Notations involving the operator V and their meanings. 0 is a scalar and v is a 
vector. 
If the fluid is assumed to be incompressible and of constant density, (2.2) can be simplified and 
becomes: 
aVl 8V2 8V3 
V•v=O or 	 (2.3) 
49X 1 	09X2 	IOX3 
2.2.2 Equations of motion 
The equations ruling fluid motions are based on the conservation of momentum. For Newtonian 
fluids, the integral expression, for a volume V, of this conservation is given by: 
Dt j=1 Oxj NPViN(d +F)dv for i=1,...3 	(2.4) 
where -rij are the coefficients of the 3 x 3 stress tensor r and F is the external force field 
per unit volume. In the case of gravitational force, F = pg, with g being the gravitational 
acceleration expressed as a vector. Physically, the stress tensor represents the stress T per unit 
surface applied by the rest of the fluid domain onto V. If n denotes the normal vector on the 
boundary surface S of V. then: 
T=rn 	 (2.5) 
denotes the 'substantial derivative', also called 'Eulerian derivative'. As Euler demonstrated 
it in 1755, in [11]: 
D 3 
(2.6) 
In order to give a physical interpretation of (2.6), it is useful to consider the substantial deriva-
tive of the fluid velocity: 
Dv 9v 
(2.7) 
The first term of the right hand side of (2.6) can be interpreted as the local acceleration due to 
the change of velocity at a given point with time. The second term corresponds to a convective 
acceleration due to translation. 
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By using (2.6) and expressing (2.4) locally: 
	
D(pv) = a(v) 
+ 	 + F for i = 1,.. .3 	(2.8) 
Dt 	at 	E axj 	. 8x, j_1 	 .1- 
If the fluid is now assumed to be incompressible and of constant density, (2.3) can be used to 
simplify (2.8) in order to obtain what is often referred as the Euler equations: 
for i=1,...3 	(2.9) 
Dt 	 p \ 3Dx3J 	. 9x3 j1 	 3- 
The next step, to express the equations of motion in a more useful form, is to relate the stress 
tensor -r to the properties of the fluid. Going back to the control volume V introduced above, 
two different kinds of surface stresses are applied to S: 
. A shear stress due to fluid viscosity and relative motion between adjacent fluid particles. 
It should be noted that such stress vanishes if the fluid is at rest or if the whole fluid 
domain moves as a rigid mass, without deformation. 
• A pressure stress, normal to S which exists even when the fluid is at rest. 
These two distinct phenomena are thus present in the equations defining r: 
i\ 
T 3 = —p& 	
a 	av 
J + /L (— + 	
3 	
for i,j = 1,.. .3 	 (2.10) 
where p is the pressure, p is the dynamic viscosity and where öij  denotes the Kroenecker delta 
function equal to I if i = j and to 0 otherwise. 
Substituting (2.10) into (2.9) leads to the Navier-Stokes equations: 
for i=1,...3 	(2.11) 
Introducing the kinematic viscosity ii = and assuming that the force field F is only due to 
gravity, (2.11) can be rewritten, in vector form: 
Dv av 1 
- =+ (
V . V)v = 	+ p9x3) + uV 2 v 	 (2.12) 
The formulation of these equations and their associated hypothesis evolved over a period of 29 
years. Navier was the first, in 1822, to attempt the extension of the Euler equations to viscous 
fluids. His first results were published in 1827 in [121. His work was finalized in 1851 by 
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Stokes in [13]. A more detailed explanation of the derivation of the above equations can be 
found in chapter 3 of [14]. 
2.3 The case of inviscid fluids 
In order to be applicable, (2.12) requires only few assumptions that have generally little practi-
cal impact. However, this universality becomes less attractive when attempting to actually solve 
these equations. Indeed, they form a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations 
that is rather resistant to analytical solution. There is thus a need for further assumptions to 
make the equations more manageable. 
If the fluid is assumed to be inviscid (or ideal), its viscosity is nil. A more physical definition is 
given by Milne-Thomson (article 1.0 of [15]): "An inviscid fluid is a continuous fluid substance 
which can exert no shearing stress however small." 
The practical restrictions implied by assuming zero viscosity will be explored later in this chap-
ter in section 2.8.3. From a mathematical point of view, it eliminates the non linear term from 
the right hand side of (2.12) which thus becomes: 
1 
at + (
v . V)v = --V(p + p9x3) 	 (2.13) 
P 
2.3.1 Irrotational flows 
For (2.13) to be more practically applicable, the categories of flow to which it applies have to 
be restricted further. This leads to consideration of the rotational aspect of the flow. 
A flow is said to be rotational when fluid particles undergo a rotation in addition to translation 
and pure straining motion. Rotation in a fluid is related to the concept of circulation, commonly 
denoted F. Circulation is defined as the line integral of the velocity vector along a closed 
contour C: 
F = v dx 	 (2.14) 
In 1869, Lord Kelvin stated in his theorem of conservation of circulation [16] that for an ideal 
fluid acted upon by conservative forces, the circulation along a circuit moving with the fluid 
is constant. A more recent exposition of this theorem can be found in article 3.51 of [15]. 
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Physically, it implies that in the absence of viscosity, a fluid element cannot acquire or loose 
rotation, because there is no shear stress to induce such motion. 
Another important concept related to fluid rotation is vorticity, sometimes noted w, which is a 
vector expressing the rotation of a fluid element about an instantaneous axis. The components 
of w are expressed from the velocity: 
1 	
9v 	.9v 
W 	 99V e9v )—V X V 	 (2.15) F1 31 	X1 	 2 
ôv av 
From Stokes' theorem: 
if (V x v) - dS = i v - dx 	 (2.16) 
where S is the surface bounded by the closed contour C. Stokes first stated this theorem in 
1854, in [17]. A derivation of this theorem can be found in chapter 3 of [181. 
Now, consider a flow where the vorticity I' is equal to zero on any closed contour. From 
Stokes' theorem, this implies that the surface integral of (2.16) is nil for any surface S of the 
fluid, which, in turn, implies that: 
Vxv=2w=O 	 (2.17) 
The vorticity is thus nil everywhere in the flow, in other words, the flow is irrotational. 
In addition, from Kelvin's theorem, if a given inviscid flow is irrotational to start with, it will 
remain irrotational. 
2.3.2 Potential flow 
In the case of irrotational flow, the velocity vector obeys (2.17). From a theorem of vector 
analysis, first introduced by Helmholtz in 1895, if V x v = 0 then v can be expressed as the 






is called the velocity potential. The demonstration of this theorem can be found in article 
2.52 of [15]. 
The representation of v from a potential might appear to just be a mathematical trick with no 
practical implications. However, although the concept of velocity potential lacks intuitive phys-
ical meaning, it brings considerable simplification to the analysis of irrotational flow. Indeed, 
at a given point in time and space, the velocity vector v normally requires 3 scalar components 
to be fully defined. If v is represented by a potential, it is fully defined by only I scalar. 
For incompressible fluids, substituting (2.18) into (2.3) leads to the Laplace equation: 
a 	092o 82 
(2.19) 
This equation was originally introduced by Laplace in 1782, in the field of astronomy in [19]. 
2.33 Bernoulli's equations 
Consider an incompressible and inviscid fluid. Substituting the velocity potential (from (2.18)) 
into (2.13) leads after rearranging to: 
a ( a  
+ i
3 (aac5 	18 
= -- — (p + pgx) for i = 1,. . .3 	(2.20) xi at
j=1 







	1 +1 --j  
= --(p+ pgX3) + 1(t) 	 (2.21) 
rearranging: 
8 	(V) 2 
+ 
2 
 + (P  + p9x3) = f(t) 	 (2.22) 
where f(t) is an arbitrary function of time that is independent of space. Frequently, f(t) is 
absorbed into 0 because, f(t) being independent of space, it does not affect the gradient and 
thus not the velocity. 
(2.22) is referred to as Bernoulli's equation. Physically, it can be seen as standing close to 
the principle of conservation of energy. It was first stated by Bernoulli, in 1738, in [20]. It is 
interesting to note that there is another form of Bernoulli's equation that does not require any 
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assumption about the vorticity (see article 21 of [18]). However, in that case, the flow has to be 
steady. 
2.3.4 Boundary conditions 
In order to fully define an ideal and irrotational flow, that is to specify the value of the velocity 
at any point in time and space of the flow, Laplace equation (2.19) is not sufficient. Knowledge 
of the fluid behaviour at the limits of the fluid domain is required. This corresponds to what are 
commonly called the boundary conditions, which are divided into two categories: the kinematic 
and the dynamic boundary conditions. 
2.3.4.1 Kinematic boundary conditions 
At a solid boundary, the fluid cannot go through nor come out of the boundary. This condition is 
often referred to as the impermeability of the solid boundary. This translates by the fact that the 
normal components of velocity of the solid boundary must be impressed upon the fluid adjacent 
to it. In the case of a motionless solid surface, such as seabed, this condition is expressed, by: 
090 = 0 on the boundary surface 	 (2.23) 
where 	denotes the differentiation along the normal n to the boundary surface. If the solid 




where u is the velocity of the boundary surface at the considered point. 
It should be noted that there is no condition on the tangential component of the fluid velocity 
at the boundary surface. This is because the fluid is assumed inviscid so no sheer stress can be 
transmitted from the boundary surface to the fluid. 
2.3.4.2 Dynamic boundary conditions 
In the case of a flow exhibiting a surface separation between two fluids, a dynamic boundary 
condition is required. It actually expresses the continuity of pressure between both fluids at the 
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interface. It should be noted that this dynamic condition becomes more complex when surface 
tension is taken into account (see article 15.50 of [15] for more details). However, for the 
purpose of the present work, surface tension can be neglected as will be explained in section 
2.8.5 (p.39). 
In the case of a flow where the free surface is open to the air, the dynamic condition simply 
states that the fluid pressure at the free surface must be equal to the atmospheric pressure. 
2.4 Regular waves 
It is useful at this point to recall the assumptions made on the flow so far that will be carried 
over for the rest of this chapter. These are: the fluid is Newtonian, incompressible, inviscid; 
the flow is irrotational; the force field pertained to the fluid is due only to gravity; and surface 
tension effects are neglected. 
Consider a flow with a horizontal sea bottom and a free surface of infinite horizontal extent. 
Deriving a velocity potential that describes this flow first requires the solution of the boundary 
value problem. 
2.4.1 Linearization of the free-surface boundary conditions 
The conventions associated with the Cartesian coordinate system defined at the beginning of 
this chapter will be kept here, with the added detail that the origin lies on the undisturbed free 
surface. The vertical elevation of the free surface, measured above the still water level, at a 
given point in time and space, is noted 77(x1, X21 t). 
In order to identify the elements of linearization, it is useful to derive the 'exact' boundary 
conditions. 
Generically, as seen above, the kinematic boundary condition corresponds to the continuity of 
the normal component of the velocity. It corresponds to the fact that the substantial derivative 
Of x3 - ij equals zero on the free surface. 





8t 	a a - 0 on x3 77(xi,x2,t) 	
(2.26) 
(9X3 Xl 8x2 3x2 
If the wave elevation is considered small compared to the wave length and the water depth, the 
slopes along the Xl and x2 directions, namely and , are small compared to 1 and of the 
same order of magnitude as . In the same way, assuming that the fluid velocity is a small 
quantity proportional to the wave motion, then alt , - and are small first order quantities. 
It follows that the last two terms of (2.26) are of second order and may be neglected within the 
scope of linearity. The linear kinematic boundary condition is thus: 
dl) - 090 
09t — 8X3 
(2.27) 
The atmospheric pressure Pa is assumed constant all over the free surface. The dynamic bound-
ary condition is derived by expressing the continuity of pressure using the Bernoulli equation 
(2.22). 
1 	 a 	(V 
- Pa) = + 2  + 
9x3 = 0 	 (2.28) 
(2.28) applies to the free surface, i.e. when X3 = i, so substituting in (2.28): 









Another aspect of linearization is that both the dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions 
may be applied for x3 = 0 and not X3 = ij as should, strictly speaking, be the case. This 
assumption is actually consistent with the linearizations adopted for (2.27) and (2.30). It can 
also be more formally derived using Taylor series expansion, as shown in chapter 4 of [21]. 
Combining both boundary conditions by substituting (2.30) into (2.27) yields a single boundary 
condition that applies on the linearised free surface: 
a 2o 
2 	_0 on X30 	 (2.31) 
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2.4.2 Plane progressive waves 
In the case where the water depth is not considered infinite, an extra boundary condition must 
be established on top of the free surface conditions. It corresponds to the impermeability of the 
sea bed and is expressed by: 




There are several solutions for the velocity potential that are consistent with with the boundary 
conditions (2.31) and (2.32) and the Laplace equation (2.19). The one that is of particular inter -
est for the present work is the plane progressive wave. The complete derivation of that solution 
can be found in chapter 9 of [18] or chapter 15 of [15]. Only the main results will be stated 
here. It should be noted that the derivation of those results does not imply any assumptions with 
regard to the fluid or the flow additional to those that have already been stated. 
The expression of the velocity potential is: 
= ag cosh 
(k(x3 + h)) sin(kxi - wt) 
W 	cosh(kh) 
(2.33) 
where a is the wave amplitude, w the radian frequency and k the wave number. Physically, k is 




where A is the wavelength. The potential expressed above corresponds to waves propagating 
along the x1-axis, in the positive direction. For (2.33) to satisfy the free surface boundary 
condition (2.31), it follows that: 
W 2 
k tanh(kh) = - 	 (2.35) 
9 
The dispersion relation (2.35) relates the wave number and the wave frequency. 
In the case of infinite water depth, (2.33) becomes: 
ag = --e'3 sin(kx i - wt) 	 (2.36) 
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and the dispersion relation (2.35) becomes: 
k = W 
g 
(2.37) 
The theory of linear progressive waves was originally developed by Airy, in 1845, in [22] and 
is sometimes referred to after his name. Other wave theories can be found in chapter 4 of [21]. 
2.5 Interactions between regular waves and a floating body 
The theory exposed so far in this chapter provides tools to analyse the motion of a floating 
body in the presence of regular waves, within the scope of linear potential theory. In order to 
provide a solution to the flow problem, the velocity potential must satisfy not only the Laplace 
equation and the boundary conditions on the seabed and on the free surface but also the bound-
ary conditions on the submerged surface of the body. However, finding a velocity potential 
which satisfies all these conditions can be difficult. It is thus common to break down the flow 
problem into two simpler subproblems whose solution can be superimposed to obtain, within 
the scope of linearity, a global solution. For this approach, the steady state harmonic regime is 
considered. The two subproblems can be summarized as follow: 
. The body is forced to oscillate in otherwise undisturbed water. Doing so, it radiates waves 
away and is thus subjected to hydrodynamics loads. This subproblem is often referred to 
as the radiation problem. 
The body is held fixed in a regular wave field. It diffracts the incoming waves and is sub-
jected to different hydrodynamic forces and moments. This subproblem is often referred 
as the diffraction problem. 
Before going into any more details it is important to state the conventions adopted to describe 
the body motions. For a rigid body, six degrees of freedom, or modes, are considered. They 
consists of three translations, along the three axes Xl, X2 and x3 and three rotations about the 
same three axes. By reference to naval terminology, these modes are called respectively surge, 
sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. Moreover, the coordinate system is defined as inertial (or 
fixed) with the centre of gravity of the body G coinciding with the origin when the body is at 
rest, as shown on figure 2.2. 
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roll 	 pitch 
su rg." -I 
x l 	 x 2 
Figure 2.2: Representation of the 6 rigid degrees offreedom 
The displacement of the body along these modes are referred to using the 6-dimensional gen-
eralized vector . For the sake of simplicity and because the steady state harmonic regime is 
assumed, will actually denote the complex amplitude of the motion: 
= Re(e' t ) 	 (2.38) 
where is the real, time dependent, displacement vector and Re( ) denotes the real part of the 
quantity in brackets. Similar notations shall be adopted for all the harmonic variables. Table 
2.2 summarizes the adopted notations for the displacement: 







Table 2.2: Displacement notation 
Consider the wetted surface of the body. Strictly speaking, because of the wave run up or the 
body motion, this surface is not constant. These variations can be formalized by expressing 
the actual body wetted surface S(t) as the sum of a constant surface Sb and a 'varying' surface 
/Sb(t). 
S(t) = Sb + Sb(t) 	 (2.39) 
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Sb corresponds to the body wetted surface at rest in calm water. Under the assumption of small 
displacements and small wave amplitudes, the variation zSb(t) is a first order small quan-
tity. Now, assessing the hydrodynamic loads on the body involves integrating first order small 
quantities (expressing local hydrodynamic pressure) over the surface S(t). Using the surface 
decomposition (2.39), the integral over Sb is still a first order quantity as the integral over 
Sb(t) is a second order quantity, which can thus be neglected. For the hydrostatic pressure, 
the linearization process is slightly different in that the quantity integrated over the body sur-
face (pgx 3 ) is not a small quantity. However, for the integration over SW),  0 <X3 < ij(t), 
so over ZSb(t), p9x3 is a first order small quantity. Thus, the contribution to hydrostatic load 
from the subsurface ASb(t) is a second order quantity. Consequently, in the rest of this chapter, 
Sb will be considered as the body wetted surface. 
Considering a surface element dS of the body wetted surface Sb, the position of dS is identified 
by the vector x, which originates from G and points at dS. The point on Sb where dS is located 





U- 	2 	and 1= 	 (2.41) 
3) ~6 ) 
where denotes the time derivative of . It should be noted that under harmonic regime, 
= iw. U and fl thus correspond respectively to the translational and angular velocity of the 
body. 
For a given point on Sb identified by x, the local normal vector directed into the body is noted: 
nl 
n 	n2 	 (2.42) 
Th3 
2.5.1 The radiation problem 
The body is not subjected to any incoming waves. However, its forced motion generates outgo-
ing waves and results in oscillating fluid pressure on the body surface. 
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The flow corresponding to the radiated waves can be described by a velocity potential referred 
to as the radiation potential Or. 
Or must satisfy the boundary conditions on Sb: 
aor on 5b 	(2.43) 
In order to simplify the algebra expressions, it is useful to extend n as a 6-dimensional gener- 




I n5 	= X X 	n2 	 (2.44) 
n6 	( n3 
(2.43) can thus be rewritten: 
aor 	 6 	 6 
an 
'ifli + 22 + 6n3 + e4n4 + 5fl5 + e6n6 = E En3 = iw 	on S (2.45) 
j= 1 	 j=1 
At this stage, it is convenient to consider the flow corresponding to Or  as a linear superposition 
of radiated waves caused by each of the 6 oscillation modes. This formulation leads to express 
(I)r the following way: 
6 
(2.46) 
where the çj  are complex coefficient of proportionality. This simplifies the problem in the sense 
that it breaks down the boundary condition (2.45) into 6 simpler boundary condition equations: 
an = iwn3 on Sb for j = 1,. . .6 	 (2.47) 
Each co7 coefficient can be interpreted as the complex amplitude of the radiated velocity poten-
tial which is due to body oscillation in mode j with unit displacement amplitude (j 1). 
The Wj coefficients must, of course, satisfy the Laplace equation (2.19) as well as all the other 
boundary conditions on the sea bed and the free surface. On top of these, they must also satisfy 
a radiation condition that will be exposed later in section 2.5.3. 
Solving the radiation problem thus comes down to computing the values of the wj coefficients. 
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2.5.2 The diffraction problem 
The body is in the presence of incoming regular waves, but it is restrained from oscillating, it 
thus diffracts the incoming wave pattern. The corresponding flow can be described by what is 
referred to as the diffraction potential 'kd. 
(/d must satisfy all the boundary conditions previously stated. Although boundary conditions 
on the body surface Sb are simple to formulate because the body is fixed, the free surface 
conditions must take into account the incoming waves. Again, to simplify the problem, it is 
convenient to consider Od  as the linear superposition of two 'simpler' velocity potentials. One 
represents only the incident undisturbed regular wave field. It is denoted by 0j. The other 
represents the wave field scattered by the fixed body and is noted 0, 
/j has already been derived earlier and is given by (2.36) for infinite water depth and by (2.33) 
for a finite water depth h. 
I'd = /)j + 0 has to satisfy the boundary condition on the body surface, however, 0, does not 
satisfy such a condition, so to compensate, q has to satisfy the following boundary condition: 
00, - —-I- On Sb 	 (2.48) 
49n--- an 
It should be noted that 4 must also satisfy the the Laplace equation (2.19) as well as all the 
other boundary conditions on the sea bed and the free surface. On top of these, it must also 
satisfy the radiation condition that will be introduced in section 2.5.3 below. 
Solving the diffraction problem thus comes down to computing the value of 0, using the 'given' 
value of 0j. 
2.5.3 Far field radiation condition 
From a physical point of view, the waves radiated and scattered by the body must propagate 
away from the body and vanish at a large distance from the body. This is ensured by introducing 
a 'radiation condition at infinity' on the velocity potential. However, this condition does not 
apply, by definition, to 0I since the later represents an infinite undisturbed regular wave field. 




In the three dimensional case, this condition can be expressed as follow: 
eiR 
0C 	 when R —poo 	 (2.49) 
where R is the positive distance to the body. VWR at the denominator expresses the conservation 
of the radiated energy flux. More details about the radiation condition can be found in [23]. 
2.5.4 Hydrodynamic loads 
The loads on the body are obtained by integrating the local pressure p on Sb. p is obtained 
from Bernoulli's equation (2.22). However, for simplicity and consistency with the first order 
approximation already used for several quantities, (2.22) is linearised to yield: 
P = — p LO + 9X3) 	 (2.50) 





+ 01 + 0s) - X3 	 (2.51) 
j=1 
Time derivation in the harmonic domain can be expressed as multiplication by iw so: 
p = jwp(ii + i + s) - p9x3 	 (2.52) 
In order to analyse the different phenomena contributing to p, it is useful to rewrite (2.52) as 
follows: 
P = 	 - iwp(1 + ) - p9x3 	 (2.53) 
The first term of (2.53) is related to the radiation problem and is proportional to the velocity 
of the body iw. However, the ca) coefficients are complex, so one part of the radiation load 
will be in phase with the body velocity whilst the other one will be 900  out of phase. For this 
reason, the contribution in phase with velocity is referred to as the damping whilst the 90° out 
of phase component is called the added mass. Physically, the damping is associated with the 
waves generated by the body motions. These waves are radiated towards the far field and are 
therefore dissipating some of the energy of the moving body. 
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The second term of (2.53) is related to the diffraction problem and the loads associated with 
it are referred to as the wave exciting force and moment. It is interesting to note that if the 
body is very small compared to the wavelength, the scattering effect of the body does not affect 
much the wave field. The later is thus dominated by the undisturbed incoming wave field. 
In this case, the load associated with the diffraction problem can be calculated uniquely from 
41. This simplifies the derivation of the load significantly in the sense that it does not require 
solution of the boundary condition problem. The force calculated in this manner is termed the 
Froude-Krylov force. 
The last term of (2.53) corresponds to the hydrostatic force on the body. 
2.6 Solution methods 
Finding a velocity potential capable of satisfying both the Laplace equation and the boundary 
conditions is not straightforward. The most commonly used approach was first introduced by 
Lamb for the case of a body in an infinite fluid domain. He showed (articles 56 to 58 of [18]) 
that the velocity potential associated with the flow about a body can be described by 'source' 
and 'dipole' pairs distributed over the body surface. 
To explain the term 'source', it is simpler to first consider a 'source point' - a point from which 
fluid is flowing out uniformly in all directions. The 'strength' of the source, often referred to 
as Q, corresponds to the flux through a small closed surface surrounding the source point. The 
velocity potential at field point x generated by a source point located in x' in an infinite fluid 
domain is given by: 
(X, X') = - 
47cr 
	 (2.54) 
where r is the distance between x and x': 
r = 	- x) 2 + (x2 - x) 2 + (x3 - x) 2 	 (2.55) 
When Q < 0, the source is referred to as a 'sink'. 
A dipole consists of two source points of equal and opposite strength. The distance 8s between 
these two sources is considered infinitely small and their strength Q infinitely large, but in such 




To derive the expression of the velocity potential Odp at field point x created by a dipole in x', it 
is useful to define the unit vector I whose direction is that of the dipole axis, oriented positively 
from the sink toward the source. It is also convenient to express the potential of a source as the 
product of its source strength Q and of the velocity potential I, of the source of unit strength 
at the same location: 
30 (x, x') = QI 80 (x, x') 	 (2.56) 
For the sake of simplicity, the field point x is fixed so that q, is only a function of x'. The 
dipole velocity potential is given by: 
t'dp(X) = 0,, (X' + ösl) - 	 (2.57) 
= QösI VI 30 (x') 	 (2.58) 
=q 	 (2.59) 
From (2.59), the potential of a dipole can be seen as proportional to the spatial derivative along 
the dipole direction of the source potential. 
These concepts of source and dipole do not have to be restricted to isolated points and can be 
extended to continuous distribution over surfaces. 
2.6.1 The Green function 
The source potential expressed in (2.54) is only valid for an infinite fluid domain. This means 
that it satisfies neither the free surface boundary condition (2.31), the seabed boundary condi-
tion (2.32) nor the far field radiation condition (2.49). (2.54) has thus to be modified to account 
for these extra requirements. Havelock [24] worked out an expression of the source potential 
satisfying these conditions in the case of infinite water depth. Expressions valid for finite water 
depth were later given by John [25] and Wehausen and Laitone [26]. For infinite water depth, 
the potential at the field point x generated by a source of strength —47r located in x' is given 
by: 
1 	1 	2y 	f ek(23'3) 
	





r = 	- ) 2 + (x2 - x) 2 + (x3 - x) 2 
= 	- X 1 )2 + (x2 - x)2 + (x3 + x) 2 
R = 
L0 2  
'V = - =ktanh(kh) g 
PV denotes the principal value of the integral and J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of 
zero order (more details in [27]). For finite and constant water depth h, the expression of the 
potential becomes: 
1 	1 	 _____________________________________________ 
G(x,x') = - + - + 2PV fo 
(k + -y)cosh(k(x3 + h))cosh(k(x + h))e_khJo(kR)dk 
 ksinh(kh) - 'ycosh(kh) 
(2.61) 
where 
r 	- x) 2 + (x2 - x) 2 + (x3 + x' + 2h)2 
G is called the Green function. It is sometimes also referred to as the 'wave source potential'. 
Now considering a distribution of sources over a body surface 5, the potential generated in a 
field point x by the surface source distribution is given by: 
(x) = - if f(x')G(x, x')dS 	 (2.62) 
where f(x') denotes the source distribution over the body surface S. It should be noted that x' 
corresponds to the position of the surface element dS on the body surface S. 
2.6.2 The source distribution method 
G as defined in (2.61) satisfies the Laplace equation and all the boundary conditions with the ex-
ception of the kinematic condition on the body (2.24). Enforcing the latter boundary condition 
using (2.62) to express the potential yields the following integral equation: 




Solving (2.63) yields the source distribution f over the body surface S. The velocity poten-
tial can then be derived using (2.62). Detailed explanations of this procedure illustrated with 
examples can be found in chapter 4 of [28]. 
2.63 The source and dipole distribution method 
Using Green's theorem leads to an alternative formulation of the velocity potential to the one 
expressed by (2.62): 
(x) (O(xl)  
OG(x') 
- dS 	 (2.64) 




0 when x is outside the fluid domain 
= 
	
	1 when x is within the fluid domain 
2 when x is on the body surface 
Here again, it should be noted that x' corresponds to the position of the surface element dS 
on the surface S. The first term of the integrand of (2.64) includes the spatial derivative of 
the source potential G. As seen in section 2.6 (p.28) this corresponds to a dipole potential. 
The second term of the integrand of (2.64) represents the source distribution. This hybrid 
distribution is sometimes referred to as the 'doublet' distribution. The derivation of (2.64) can 
be found in chapter 4 of [141. 
As in the case of source distribution, expressing the body boundary condition (2.24) using 
(2.64) yields an integral equation where the velocity potential is the unknown. The velocity 
potential can then be derived by solving this equation. More details on this method can be 
found in [29]. 
2.7 Numerical considerations 
The two methods described above yield integral equations with the velocity potential as the 
unknown. In both cases, a unique and exact solution may be achieved for most frequencies 
providing that the integral equation is satisfied everywhere on the body boundary. The com-
plexity of the analytical problem means that this requirement needs to be relaxed for complex 
geometries. In other words, with the exception of simple basic geometries, the integral equa- 
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tions cannot be practically satisfied on every single point of the exact geometry of the body. 
Some form of discretization has thus to be implemented. The earliest approach is the panel 
method, but more recently a technique relying on B-Spline to approximate the body surface 
and the velocity potential has been implemented. Both approaches are available in WAMIT. 
However, since only the latter has been used for present work, the emphasis is put on present-
ing its theoretical background. 
2.7.1 Low-order panel method 
The numerical solution may be carried out by a panel method, whereby, the body surface is 
approximated with a large number of quadrilateral or triangular panels. The velocity potential 
is assumed piecewise constant over each panel surface and the kinematic boundary condition 
(2.24) considered for each panel corresponds to the centroid of the panel. The integral equations 
are thus broken down into a system of piecewise continuous integrals to be satisfied at the 
centroid of each panel. An early adaptation of this method was developed by Hess and Smith 
[30] to solve flow problems without a free surface. A detailed explanation of this methods 
applied to free surface flow is available in chapter 6 of [21] and chapter 3 of [31]. 
2.7.2 Higher-order method 
The idea is to represent the velocity potential on the body surface and optionally the body 
surface itself with B-Splines. Before going into any more details, it is useful to give a brief 
description of B-Splines and of their underlying theory. 
2.7.2.1 B-Spline 
For the sake of simplicity, the following explanations are given for B-Spline curves. The gen-
eralization to surfaces will be given later on. 
A B-Spline curve is a continuous piecewise polynomial parametric curve. It is mainly defined 
by a set of 'control points'. Its shape can be controlled locally: changes in control point location 
do not propagate shape change globally, and control points influence only a few of the nearby 
curve segments. This is not the case for most of the other types of curves used in geomet-
ric modelling (Bézier curves and Hermitian curves for example [32]). Another advantageous 
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feature of the B-Spline is that the degree of the polynomials describing the curve segments 
is defined almost independently of the number of control points. B-Spline is now recognised 
as one of the most versatile tools for modelling curves and has almost become an industry 
standard. 
In order to present a more detailed approach of B-Spline, it is useful to contemplate a B-Spline 
curve P(u). P is parameterised in such a way that the whole curve is described when the 
parameter u E [a, b] with a < b. For the sakes of simplicity, P is a nonrational B-Spline. 
Rational B-Splines will be explored later. 
Three entities are required to define P. A set of n control points noted p i with 1 < i < n. The 
order of P, noted K and a set of knot' values grouped as a vector noted T. 
The pi 's are the points that P approximates. 
The order K controls the degree (K - 1) of the polynomials describing the different curve 
segments. The degree of the polynomials can thus be controlled independently from the number 
of control points; however, ii must be greater than or equal to K. 






constitute a discretization of the interval [a, b] where the parameter u evolves to describe the 
whole curve. So for 1 < j ç T all t3 e [a, b]. Practically, the knot values indicate, on P, the 
divisions between the distinct curve segments. The elements of T must be non-decreasing, in 
other words, t2 < t3 1. The number of knot values T, is related to the number of control points 
and to the order of P by the relation n + K = T. Spacing the knot values at equal intervals of 
the parameter u describes a uniform B-Spline curve; otherwise, it is nonuniform. 
P is expressed by: 
P(u) = 	 (2.66) 
The functions N,K are polynomials called P's basis functions. They are defined recursively in 
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the following way: 
N,1(u) = 1 if t3 	u tj+i, N3,i(u) = 0 otherwise 	(2.67) 
and 
Njm(u) - (u - tj)Nj,m_i(u) + (tj+m - u)Nj+i,m_i(n) 	
(2.68) 
- 	tj+m_l - tj 	 tj+m - tjl 
where in e [2, K]. 
Several important properties can be derived from (2.66), (2.67) and (2.68): 
• The degree of the basis functions polynomials is K - 1. 
• The N,1 functions act like switches, taking on a value of I or 0, depending on the value 
of u. That is why, a B-Spline curve can be considered as a composite sequence of several 
curve segments. 
• Each curve segment is influenced only by K control points and each control point influ-
ences at most only K curve segments. 
• The basis functions are actually independent of the control points. They only depend on 
the knot vector T and on the order K. 
In the case of rational B-Spline curves, the basis functions are expressed as the ratio of two non-
rational B-Spline basis functions. Thus, nonrational B-Splines are special instances of rational 
B-Splines. 
B-Spline surfaces are a generalization of B-Spline curves to a two dimensional parametric 
space. The equation of a B-Spline surface is given by the following tensor product: 
M TL 
P(u,w) = >> pjjNjK(u)NjL(w) 	 (2.69) 
i=1 j=1 
The Pij  are the control points. The NiK(u) and N,L(w) are the basis functions which are 
actually the same as those for B-Spline curves. Further information on B-Spline curves and 
surfaces can be found respectively in chapter 5 and 9 of [32]. 
2.7.2.2 Approximation of the velocity potential 
The surface, or a subsurface of the body is parameterized by two variables u and w describ- 
ing the intervals [as , b] and [a rn , b] respectively. Using this parametric space, the velocity 
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potential is approximated by a B-Spline tensor product similar to (2.69): 
cb(u,w) 	>2oijNiK(u)NjL(w) 	 (2.70) 
j=1 j=1 
It should be noted that (2.70) differs slightly from (2.69) by the fact P(u, w) and the Pij  are 3 
dimensional vectors as q5(u, w) and the 'pjj  are scalars. 
The 	are the unknown coefficients that needs to be found to solve the problem. This is 
achieved by substituting the potential representation (2.70) into the integral equation introduced 
in section 2.6.3. The detailed numerical procedure can be found in [33] and [34]. It should be 
noted that the total number of unknown coefficients çojj is m x n. 
2.7.2.3 Advantages of the higher order method 
The two main advantages of the higher order method over the low order one are as follows: 
• In most cases, the higher order method is more efficient and accurate. To be more spe-
cific, the higher order method converges faster than the low order method. Accurate 
solutions can thus be obtained more efficiently with the higher order method. Compar -
isons can be found in [33] and [34]. 
• Since the B-Spline basis functions are polynomials, the B-Spline representation of the 
potential can be analytically differentiated on the body surface. This yields continu-
ous velocity and pressure on the body surface, which is not the case with the low order 
method. 
2.8 Assumptions validity 
This chapter has shown the assumptions that are required in the derivation of WAM1T's un-
derlying equations from basic principles. To what extent these assumptions are justified is a 
complex and case specific question. It is thus hazardous to give general and precise rules of 
validity. However, it is possible to shed some light on the problem by considering some basic 
experimental results. 
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2.8.1 Assumption summary 
Before analyzing the scopes of the different assumptions made in this chapter, it might be useful 
to recall them. Table 2.3 summaries these assumptions and indicates in which section they were 
introduced. 
Assumption Section Page 
Incompressibility and constant density of the fluid 2.2.1 12 
Zero viscosity 2.3 15 
Irrotationality 2.3.1 15 
No surface tension 2.3.4.2 18 
Linearization of the free surface boundary conditions 2.4.1 19 
Linearization of the body surface boundary conditions 2.5 22 
Linearization of Bernoulli's equation 2.5.4 27 
Numerical resolution 1 2.7 1 	31 
Table 2.3: Summary of the boundary element methods underlying assumptions 
2.8.2 Incompressibility and constant density of the fluid 
In the case of gases, the assumption of incompressibility has to be taken with great care. How-
ever, for the present work the fluid considered is liquid water. The bulk modulus of water at 
constant temperature is: 
= 2.05 x 109Nm 2 	 (2.71) 
dp 
where p is the pressure and p the density [35]. In other words, the density of water increases by 
0.49% for a pressure increase of lOObar. Temperature also affects water density. An increase 
of temperature from 5°C to 30°C lowers the water density by 0.44% [14]. 
In the case of free surface under atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature, the assumption 
of incompressibility and constant density is thus reasonable. 
2.8.3 Viscosity 
Viscosity was introduced in section 2.2.2 as a factor affecting the stress tensor r. One aspect of 
viscosity is that the fluid immediately adjacent to a solid boundary cannot move relative to its 
surface. Consequently, the flow will separate from the solid boundary under certain conditions. 
The main parameters affecting this phenomenon are the viscosity of the fluid, its velocity, the 
shape of the body, its surface roughness and the angular position of the body with respect to the 
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flow (angle of attack). Flow separation typically occurs when the body exhibits sharp corners. 
As momentum is dissipated through shear stress and resulting pressure gradients in the vicinity 
of viscous layers, the production of vorticity may force the streamlines to break away from the 
body surface. It may be shown that flow separation is a key phenomenon which influences the 
level of hydrodynamic losses affecting flows around immersed bodies [21]. 
As a first approach, Morison's equation is a simple and convenient way to assess the impact of 
viscosity on a flow. Historically, it was introduced, in 1950 in [36], as a semi-intuitive formula 
to work out the wave loads on objects which were small in relation to the wavelength. It has 
been widely used in the offshore industry. From this equation, the horizontal force dF on a 
strip of length dz of a vertical rigid circular cylinder in an oscillating flow is given by: 
dF = P 
irD2  
---dzCM') + CdDdzIvIv 	 (2.72) 
where D is the cylinder diameter, '1) and v are the horizontal undisturbed fluid acceleration and 
velocity at the midpoint of the strip. The first term of (2.72) accounts for the inertial force 
due to fluid mass, including the added mass. Cm is thus defined as CM = 1 + Cm where Cm  
denotes the added mass coefficient. As the cylinder experiences a resistance due primarily to the 
separation of the flow and resulting in adverse pressure gradients, the equation also includes a 
damping term proportional to the square of the velocity, often referred to as the drag coefficient. 
This formula is semi-intuitive in the sense that the inertia term is exactly of the form associated 
with inviscid flow theory while the drag term is of the form associated with steady flow. 
Garrison et al conducted experiments where they measured Cm and Cd for a smooth circular 
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Figure 2.3: Added mass (upper graph) and drag (lower graph) coefficients for an oscillating 
smooth circular cylinder of diameter d. Urn  is the maximum fluid velocity ii the 
kinematic viscosity and a the amplitude of the motion (from [I]). 
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Cm and Cd are plotted against Reynolds number. It should be noted that the Reynolds number is 
here calculated from the fluid maximum velocity during the oscillation cycle. To make sense of 
these results, it is useful to recall that in the case of an inviscid fluid, Cm = 1 and Cd = 0. The 
extent to which these experimental curves depart from the values corresponding to inviscid flow 
gives a good indication of the importance of viscous effects. For this specific case, viscosity 
appears to have the least effect when 221 <2 provided that the Reynolds number is around 10 5 . 
To give more practical examples, viscous damping is an important phenomenon is the case of 
resonant structure vibrations where even a small amount can change the structure behaviour 
significantly [21]. Also, for ship-like structures, the boundary element method based on an 
ideal fluid tends not to properly predict the response in roll. Because of the elongated shape of 
such structures, there is little radiation damping in this mode and viscous damping is thus not 
negligible [37]. 
A detailed investigation of viscous effects in the field of wave body interactions can be found 
in chapter 7 of [28]. 
2.8.4 Irrotationality 
The assumption of irrotationality is, to a large extent, a direct consequence of the non viscosity. 
As explained in section 2.3.1, the lack of viscosity prevents any transmission of shear stress. 
This implies that in the absence of initial vortices, an ideal fluid cannot generate rotational flow. 
2.8.5 Surface tension 
Surface tension is caused by molecular attraction between fluid particles. In the bulk of the 
fluid, a molecule is equally attracted in all directions. However, this is no longer the case for 
a molecule situated at the free surface where the attraction is stronger in the direction towards 
the bulk of the fluid. Surface tension tends to reduce the surface of a free body of liquid to 
a minimum. Indeed, any molecule required to expand this surface has to come from the bulk 
of the fluid and has thus to overcome the unbalanced molecular attraction when reaching the 
surface. Because of surface tension, the surface of a liquid can be seen as an elastic membrane 
under tension. 
Considering surface waves, surface tension represents a restoring force which tends to bring 
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back the water particles to their equilibrium position. However, its impact on wave mechanics 
is comparable to gravity only for very short waves and it can be neglected for waves longer 
than 10 1 m [38]. This range of validity does not affect most ocean engineering application 
including the present work. 
2.8.6 Linearization 
At this stage, it will be useful to give a detailed treatment of the concept of linearity as used 
in the context of potential flow. It relies on perturbation analysis' with the wave steepness 
(amplitude over wavelength ) as the parameter. This means that the velocity potential q and 
all the associated variables (velocity, pressure, wave loads,...) can be expressed as follow: 
00 
= 1: A (a)i 	 (2.73) 
Qi is referred to as the linear or first order term, 02  the quadratic term, and so on. In this context, 
treatment of the problem as linear implies that the quadratic and higher order variables can be 
considered to be negligible compared to their first order counterpart. This in turn assumes that 
the flow variables (, v, p,...) are proportional to the wave amplitude a. More details on small 
perturbation analysis can be found in chapter 4 of [21] 
For an exact approach of potential flow theory, the free surface boundary conditions must be 
satisfied, for every instant, on every single point of the time-dependent instantaneous free sur-
face. The same goes for the body boundary condition: it must be satisfied on the instantaneous 
wetted surface. The linearization of these conditions implies that they are satisfied on the time 
invariant mean position of the free surface and of the body immersed surface. In addition, the 
expressions of the fluid pressure and of the fluid velocity involved in the kinematic and dynamic 
free surface boundary conditions ((2.26) and (2.28) respectively) are lineansed. 
A way to assess the implications of linearization is to study the higher-order contribution. For 
the sake of simplicity this will be limited to an explanation of second-order effects. This implies 
that the flow will not be solved exactly, but that all the contributions linear with the wave 
amplitude or proportional with its square will be taken into account. 
Raman and Venkatanarasaiah carried out calculations of second order wave loads on a fixed 
vertical cylinder [2] in regular waves. In figure 2.4, first order and second order as well as 
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experimental values of the horizontal wave exciting force coefficient are plotted against the 
wave steepness and the wave height H to cylinder diameter D ratio. The wave force coefficient 
corresponds to the amplitude of the exciting force normalised by pg(D12) 3 . The two graphs 
correspond to two different water depth to wave length ratios. It can be seen that the linear 
assumption becomes increasingly unrealistic as waves become higher with respect to wave-
length and to cylinder diameter. The second order approach yields a much better agreement 
with experimental data. 
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Figure 2.4: Horizontal wave exciting force coefficient for a fixed vertical cylinder. The left 
graph corresponds to a water depth to wavelength ratio of 0.123. For the right 
graph, this ratio is 0.195 (from [21). 
Another aspect of second order theory comes into play when considering more than one regular 
wave frequency at the same time. Practically, structures in a real sea environment are subjected 
to 'mixed seas' that can generally be considered as resulting from the superposition of a large 
number of regular waves. For clarity, the phenomenon will be illustrated with a combination of 
just two regular waves of different frequency. Again, to keep things simple, only one aspect of 
second order theory will be presented, though the principle is transposable to the other aspects. 
The example chosen is the quadratic term of Bernoulli's equation Pv2 . Considering only one 
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component of v, say v1 for instance, since it corresponds to the velocity induced by 2 regular 
waves, it can be written as follow: 
V1 = Y1 cos(wit +'i) + Y2cos(w2t + 02) 	 (2.74) 
where the U, w3 and 7Pj for  = 1,2 are the amplitudes, the circular frequencies and the phases 
for the two wave components. Now expressing the quadratic term of Bernoulli's equation: 
= 	
( 
+ 	+ cos(2wit + 2l'i) + 	cos(2w2t + 2 l'2) 
+V1192 cos ((w' - w2)t + ,l'i - b) 
+V1V2 cos ((WI + w2)t + 01 + 2)) 	 (2.75) 
From (2.75), the different contributions to the quadratic pressure term can be divided into: 
• Constant terms 
R (+ ), 
often termed as the mean drift force. 2 2
• High frequency terms, harmonics and summation frequencies such as 2wi, 2w2 and (Wi + 
W2). 
• A low frequency 'beat' - (Wi - w2). 
Although the above contributions are one order of magnitude smaller that first order quantities 
they can be important for some issues of engineering design. The drift force can have an im-
pact on mooring considerations. The high frequency terms can excite high frequency resonance 
which is a particular design concern for heave, pitch and roll oscillations of Tension Leg Plat-
forms (TLP). Similarly, low frequency contributions can excite resonances related to mooring. 
More details about this example and second order phenomena can be found in chapter 5 of [28]. 
A complete theoretical formulation of second order wave loads can be found in [39]. 
Finally, rough guidelines on the limitations of linear potential theory for a vertical circular 
cylinder in waves are given by Isaacson [3] in the form of a graph (figure 2.5). The ratio of 
cylinder diameter to wavelength, D/A, varies along the x-axis. The y-axis corresponds to the 
Keulegan-Carpenter number KC sometimes also referred to as the 'period parameter'. It is 
defined by where T is the wave period and U is the amplitude of the flow velocity. H is the 
wave height, so H/\ represents the wave steepness. This graph also gives indications of the 
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Figure 2.5: Approximate regime of validity of linear diffraction theory (from[31). 
2.8.7 Numerical errors 
For complex geometries, the solution methods introduced in section 2.6 cannot be solved an-
alytically and some numerical techniques must be employed. As has been shown numerical 
methods rely, to some degree, on approximations which affect the overall accuracy of the re-
sults. The main numerical challenge lies in the resolution of the integral equations yielding the 
value of the velocity potential on the body. 
A good illustration of the impact of numerical approximations can be obtained by comparing 
the hydrodynamic loads predicted by different numerical solution methods that are based on 
the same underlying theory. A study of this type was presented by Eatock Taylor and Jefferys 
in 1986 [40]. They gathered the hydrodynamic load predictions for a TLP case study from 17 
different organisations. The authors concluded that 'there is a degree of general agreement be-
tween the diffraction and radiation results obtained by the different organisations using constant 
source panel methods with comparable meshes. But there is considerable uncertainty regarding 









A similar but more recent survey has been carried out by Herfjord and Nielsen [37]. The floating 
structures studied are a deep draft floater and a turret moored production ship. 23 institutions 
took part to the survey. Predictions from the different organisations of first order quantities 
agree well. Agreement is not as good for mean drift forces but most of these discrepancies 
seem to be attributable to user error and not to the actual numerical methods. It is also stated 
that the discretization of the body surface in panels has a critical influence on the accuracy of 
the results. It involves two factors, the number of panels used and the way they are distributed 





Modern academic research on wave energy conversion can be traced back to Salter's experi-
mental investigations in a wave flume where he tested the performances of different 'nodding' 
shapes [41]. Theoretical studies were published by a number of authors soon after. However, 
at the time, these were based on hydrodynamic analytical approaches which could only handle 
simple geometries. 
The use of the boundary element method in the field of wave energy conversion was introduced 
in the early nineties. This technique has since then been increasingly employed as a design 
tool, especially for oscillating water column (OWC). Although the energy extraction principles 
of OWC plants are quite different to those of the sloped IPS buoy, their numerical modelling 
techniques are very relevant to the present work. 
The studies of wave energy converters (WEC) involving boundary element methods that can 
be found in the literature fall into two categories: those which are purely theoretical and those 
which involve comparison with experimental results. 
The present chapter provides an overview of the key early theoretical publications and then 
focuses on the literature that deals with the use of boundary element methods for analysis of 
wave energy devices. 
3.2 Early theoretical studies 
In the mid-seventies, Mei [42] provided a two dimensional theoretical investigation of the wave 
power conversion principles established experimentally by Salter [41]. Linear potential theory 
is assumed, viscous effects are ignored and frequency domain approach is adopted. The generic 
wave energy device considered by Mei is a cylinder with either one degree of freedom or with 
two uncoupled degrees of freedom. In the latter case, the body is symmetrical about its vertical 
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axis. A symmetrical and an antisymmetrical mode are considered (heave and surge respectively 
for example). This way, there is no hydrodynamic coupling between the modes. In other words, 
motions in one mode do not affect body behaviour in the other mode. 
The generic power take-off (PTO) mechanism envisaged comprises a damping and an inertia 
term. The WEC is approximated by a forced mechanical oscillator and the maximum power 
absorbtion value is derived. The requirements for such performance is that the energy extraction 
rate must equal the rate of radiation damping and that the floating cylinder must be kept in 
resonance. This maximum value is obtained analytically using asymptotic values of the velocity 
potential, that is values at a field point infinitely distant from the cylinder. 
With a single degree of freedom, the maximum absorbed power corresponds to 50% of the 
incoming wave power. With the two uncoupled modes, 100% absorption can be achieved. 
A few months after Mei, Evans submitted a more detailed paper [43] on the same subject with 
similar conclusions. Evans' approximation of WECs to spring-and-damper systems is similar 
to Mei's approach except that the inertia term of the power take off mechanism is replaced by 
a spring term. For optimum energy absorption, two conditions must be met by the PTO. One 
condition applies to the damping term and the other to the spring term. 
Evans illustrates his two dimensional theory of wave power extraction with the following ex-
amples; which corresponded to simple geometries for which hydrodynamic coefficients were 
available from analytical approaches. 
• A vertical thin plate hinged at the mean water line 
• A surging half-immersed circular cylinder 
• A heaving half-immersed circular cylinder 
• A surging and heaving half-immersed circular cylinder 
• A surging and heaving fully-immersed circular cylinder 
For each example, Evans shows the efficiency of power absorption plotted against wave number 
with the device tuned for different frequencies. He also investigates partial tuning' where 
the damping component of the PTO is tuned to the considered frequency, but the stiffness 
component is fixed. These partial tuning investigations tend to show that the spring term had a 
more critical influence on power absorbtion than the damping term. 
Each configuration was studied for two values of the device inertia. In all cases, the high inertia 
configuration produces narrower efficiency bandwidth. 
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It is interesting to note that in the case of the hinged plate, the ratio of the maximum displace-
ment of the lower edge of plate to the incident wave amplitude reaches values of up to 7. As 
pointed out by the author, such excursions are not consistent with linear theory and in practice, 
strong non-linear phenomena would come into play. 
Evans also extends his study to three dimensions for a half-immersed hemisphere. He confirms 
the remarkable conclusion reached previously by Budal and Fames [44] that a correctly tuned 
heaving body of any diameter is capable of absorbing all the power in an incident wave front 
of A/2ir width (A being the wavelength). This phenomenon, often referred to as the 'point 
absorber effect', is graphically illustrated by Budal and Falnes by analogy with radio antennae: 
"an antenna absorbs much more power from the (radio) wave, to which frequency it is tuned 
than is incident on to its physical cross section" [44]. 
Newman also reports this phenomenon [45], mentioning that it makes it possible to harness 
wave energy with devices of relatively small dimensions, which is advantageous from an eco-
nomical point of view. He points out however that as the floating body becomes smaller its 
amplitude of motion must increase correspondingly, which can bring practical problems. 
Most of [45] is dedicated to the systematic application of Green's theorem to derive essential 
theoretical hydrodynamic relations for both two dimensional and three dimensional approaches. 
Amongst these are: 
• The symmetrical aspect of the radiation force. Physically, this means that "the force in 
one mode due to a unit motion in a second mode is equal to the force in the second mode 
due to the unit motion in the first". A consequence of this relation is that the damping 
and added mass matrices are symmetrical. 
• The 'Haskind relation'. This fundamental result, originally derived by the Russian hy-
drodynamicist Haskind [46], shows a relation between the radiation and the diffraction 
problem. This makes it possible to calculate the wave exciting force from the radiation 
potential only. 
• The fact that for axi-symmetric bodies, the wave exciting force in surge and the wave 
exciting moment in pitch have the same phase modulo 7r. 
Newman finally applies these fundamental hydrodynamic results to wave energy extraction. 
Although his approach is different from Mei and Evans, his conclusions are the same. Two 
dimensional symmetric bodies cannot extract more than 50% of the incoming wave energy with 
a single mode of motion. This is due to the fact that they radiate waves on both sides. However, 
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with two modes of motions or with non symmetrical geometry, this energy absorption upper 
limit becomes 100%. 
3.3 Purely theoretical studies involving the boundary element method 
Lee eta! present a purely numerical study on OWC wave energy converters [47]. They consider 
three generic OWC configurations: a square moon pool in infinite water depth, a box-shaped 
OWC mounted on the sea bed and the same OWC with a 'harbour', that is with the side walls 
extended in the direction of incoming waves. The results are computed using the low order 
version of WAMIT. 
Two different methods are employed here to take into account the oscillating pressure in the 
OWC chamber. The most obvious method consists in modifying the dynamic boundary condi-
tion on the free surface of the chamber. It is referred to as the 'direct' approach and involves 
a modification of the WAMIT source code. The second technique relies on the introduction of 
a weightless 'lid', or surface, covering the free surface of the OWC chamber. This lid is made 
deformable according to several modes of motion which correspond to prescribed distributions 
of vertical velocity. As an example, the two first even and odd modes correspond respectively 
to the piston and the lowest sloshing modes. A large number of such modes can be defined to 
account with increasing precision for the vertical velocity distribution on the inner free surface. 
These extra modes of motions are called generalized modes and their definition only involves 
the modification of a small subroutine. 
Part of the verification process of the numerical model involves the comparison of the outcomes 
of these two approaches. In the case of head seas, accounting only for the piston and the lowest 
sloshing modes in the generalized mode approach brings satisfactory correlation with the direct 
approach. However, the piston mode on its own fails to yield satisfactory predictions. 
This paper also provides valuable information on the numerical difficulties associated with the 
modelling of OWCs. These have mainly two causes: 
• The principle of OWCs involves "highly-tuned resonant motions which imply poorly 
conditioned linear systems of equations with corresponding solutions which may be dif-
ficult or impossible to obtain." 
• Typical OWC geometries involve relatively thin walls that separate region of different 
flow patterns. Such walls render the linear system, obtained from the discretization of 
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the integral equations, ill-conditioned. 
Consequently, the authors present a detailed set of convergence tests in order to validate the 
model. These include: 
• The use of different discretizations. 
• The comparison of hydrodynamics parameters computed by direct pressure integration 
and from the Haskind relation. 
• The comparison of the cross-coupling hydrodynamic coefficients. In other words, mak-
ing sure that the damping and added mass matrices are symmetric, as predicted by theory. 
Arzel et al. [48] report a numerical study in both the frequency and the time domain for a 
generic wave energy converter that reacts against a submerged body. The system consists of 
two concentric cylindrical bodies arranged vertically. One pierces the free surface whilst the 
other, located below, is fully submerged. The latter cylinder has a diameter to height ratio larger 
than the floating one in order to provide significant vertical added inertia. 
The only mode of motion considered by these authors is heave. Three variants of the body ge-
ometry are investigated. The hydrodynamic coefficients are computed in the frequency domain 
using the boundary element method package AQUADYN. This package was developed by the 
Laboratoire de Mecanique des Fluides of the Ecole Centrale de Nantes. It is based on linear 
potential theory and the low order panel method. Verification of the calculations are carried out 
against earlier computations obtained from a purpose built code based on the same underlying 
theory [49]. An agreement within 2 to 3% is obtained. The time domain results are then ob-
tained from inverse Fourier transform of the frequency domain data. 
Babarit et al. [50] present an investigation on latching control for a purely heaving WEC. The 
device considered is a fully immersed vertical cylinder. Latching control consists in locking the 
heaving body in position as its velocity reaches zero and then releasing it when the phase of the 
wave forces is appropriate to achieve optimum power capture over the next oscillation. 
The authors first provide a detailed analytical study of latching control for a generic mechanical 
oscillator and then apply the principle to wave energy conversion. 
Latching control is by essence non-linear. It thus requires a time domain analysis. In this study, 
the hydrodynamic aspect of the analysis is linear and based on boundary element method. 
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Different latching control strategies are tested for both regular and random seas. From the 
point of view of power capture, the benefit of latching control over an 'uncontrolled' approach 
(simply tuned for maximum power absorption at resonance) is obvious. However, such latching 
control strategies require accurate prediction of future wave exciting forces, which might not 
be easily achievable in practical conditions. 
3.4 Boundary element method studies with experimental valida-
tion 
One of the first uses of the boundary element method to model WECs was due to Pizer and 
his work on the Solo-Duck [51] & [52]. For that purpose, the author utilized his own numer -
ical code based on source distribution. The numerical predictions are verified against analyt-
ical results for a heaving hemisphere and they are validated against experimental results for a 
Solo-Duck. In the case of the hemisphere, the agreement is excellent. For the Solo-Duck the 
agreement is generally good except for the wave exciting force in heave where the numerical 
predictions fail to reproduce properly a peak centered at 1.3Hz [52]. 
Because the Solo-Duck can be considered as tending towards being a point absorber, linear 
theory predicts wide capture width under specific conditions. However this implies large body 
motions which violate the assumptions of linear theory. To circumvent this problem, Pizer 
introduces constraints on the amplitudes of the excursions. Under this scheme, the motion in 
each degree of freedom can be constrained individually to remain within the limits associated 
with linear theory. 
The performances of the Solo-Duck are then investigated for three degrees of freedom (surge, 
heave and pitch) and for six (sway, roll and yaw added). In both cases, head-on waves as well 
as 40° oblique waves are considered. Predictions are given for five different wave amplitudes. 
It is interesting to note that the damping matrix of the Solo-Duck exhibits singularities. In other 
words, there exist combinations of motions which have zero hydrodynamic damping. These 
combinations, termed 'wave-free modes', result in no wave being radiated from the body. Near 
these singularities, the numerical predictions were seen by Pizer to be "erratic and produced 
nonsensical results" [52]. 
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Yemm et al. [53] report on the first numerical model results of the Pelainis WEC and their 
comparison with data obtained from a 1/35th1  scale model. The device consists of a series of 
cylindrical tube of equal diameter and similar length hinged together lengthwise. The whole 
system looks like an articulated floating sea snake. Waves approach the device from a direction 
parallel to its axis. An in-house low-order boundary-element method code is used to analyse 
the device response in the frequency domain. The numerical predictions and experimental data 
are briefly compared and the agreement seems to be good. However because of the commercial 
sensitivity of the project, no in-depth analysis of this comparison is given. 
A time domain numerical model is also mentioned. Its main purpose is the study of the mooring 
response. 
A more in-depth investigation of this device was later given by Pizer et al. [54]. This paper 
presents the experimental and time domain numerical results relative to a 1/20th  scale model 
of the Pelamis wave energy converter. Each articulation between the cylindrical sections has 
two bending degrees of freedom which are fitted with dampers to simulate the power take-off 
mechanism. 
The model is tested in a wave flume where the waves are unidirectional. Three wave lengths 
are investigated, with, in each case, three to four different wave heights. 
The hydrodynamics of the numerical model is derived from an in-house linear low-order bound-
ary element method code. However, the power take-off damping applied at the joints is non-
linear and its characteristics are derived from experimental measurements. 
The agreement between numerical predictions and experimental data is good except in the cases 
where the experimental model exhibits non linear behaviours. This is particularly the case in 
short and steep waves where 'hydrostatic clipping' occurs. This phenomenon is desirable for 
the wave energy converter as a way of limiting the power captured from the waves to be within 
the rating of the power take-off system. 
The authors also carry out a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of both experimental results 
and numerical predictions of the joints bending angles. In the case of small waves, the DFI' 
is largely dominated by the fundamental frequency components for both experimental and nu-
merical results. However, for steeper waves 2nd  and 3rd  harmonic components become more 
significant in both cases, but especially for experimental results. Although based on linear 
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hydrodynamics, the numerical model exhibits such non linear features (2nd  and 3rd  harmonic 
components) because of the non linearity of the PTO damping introduced in the model. How-
ever, the facts that the 2nd  and 31  harmonic contributions are more pronounced for the exper-
imental data confirms that some of the non linearity comes from the hydrodynamics and is not 
accounted for by the numerical model. 
Pizer and Korde [55] report a study of the Mighty Whale wave power device. This system, 
developed in Japan, consists of a compliantly moored free-floating hull incorporating three 
OWCs. 
An in-house low-order boundary-element method is used to evaluate the hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients of the device. The geometry of the system is complex and involves several interior fluid 
regions leading to the presence of thin walls. The latter feature is associated with numerical 
difficulties as exposed in [47]. They are here by-passed by defining separate fluid domains. 
This method provides a more robust numerical solution than a single domain approach. 
Computations with different panel discretizations of the geometry yield satisfactory conver-
gence. Numerical predictions for heave and pitch responses as well as capture width ratio are 
compared with experimental results obtained from a 1/40 th  scale model. The agreement is 
very good for both motion responses, especially for small wave amplitudes. The numerical 
predictions of capture width ratio have similar trends to the experimental results, but are signif-
icantly larger (up to 100% for some frequencies). The authors associate this over prediction to 
losses from strong vortex shedding at the submerged openings of the OWC chambers that are 
not taken into account by the linear theory. 
The hydrodynamic coefficients computed are then used to evaluate an optimisation method 
based on the implementation of pistons in the upper part of the OWC air chambers. The posi-
tion of these pistons is dynamically controlled in such a way that their heave (or surge) motion 
is zero with respect to Earth. The improvement of the performances then comes from the rela-
tive motion between the Mighty Whale hull and these pistons. 
Brito-Melo et al. [561, [57] & [58] have carried out a series of investigations on numerical 
modelling of OWCs. Their investigations rely on a modified version of the boundary element 
method code AQUADYN. This code was originally developed to study the interaction between 
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waves and floating bodies. Modifications were required to take into account the additional ra-
diation problem associated with the imposed oscillatory pressure within the OWC pneumatic 
chamber. This was achieved through the pressure distribution method, by modifying the dy-
namic boundary condition on the free surface situated inside the chamber. The resulting modi-
fied code is named AQUADYN-OWC. 
The original geometry for their model corresponds to the full scale prototype plant deployed 
in the Azores, although here considered to be surrounded by an infinite fluid domain [56]. 
Verification of the model was achieved through convergence tests. It is interesting to note that 
when the system exhibits a pronounced resonant behaviour, some aspects of the verification 
deteriorate. 
The influence of the OWC geometry on the damping and added mass is also explored. 
In a subsequent publication [58], the numerical investigation is extended to an OWC plant 
imbedded in the surrounding coastline. The surrounding bathymetry and topography for the 
Azores plant are now taken into account. Three geometry definitions are investigated: 
• The OWC structure by itself (without shoreline). 
• The OWC structure with the surrounding coastline and bathymetry in a radius of about 
50m. 
• The OWC structure with the coastline within the same range as above, but with simplified 
bathymetry; the sea bottom is assumed to be flat. 
Computation of the hydrodynamic coefficients with the two latter geometries yield very similar 
results. However, there are significant differences with the results relative to the first geometry. 
The authors also point out the difficulties associated with numerical convergence when the ge-
ometry includes the coastline, especially near resonance. However, no quantitative information 
is given with regard to that issue. 
Numerical predictions are compared with experimental data from a 1/35" scale model for 
both time and frequency domain. The agreement is reasonably good, but it should noted that 
the experimental data used for the comparison were processed in order to remove non linearity 
associated with the pressure in the OWC chamber. 
A further publication [57] presents a numerical study of an OWC integrated at the head of a 
semi infinite breakwater. The authors first analyse the problem in the frequency domain using 
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AQUADYN-OWC. An interesting modification was required to model the semi-infinite break-
water. AQUADYN was originally developed to study the hydrodynamics of bodies of finite 
dimensions in the presence of waves, so it is not possible to discretise the infinite breakwa-
ter. It has therefore to be defined with a finite length. The arrangement adopted here relies 
on the similarity between a semi-infinite breakwater and a finite breakwater terminating in a 
'fully absorbing' coastline; the key feature is that the downward end of the structure does not 
reflect any waves. No coastline is modelled here. Instead, the finite length breakwater consists 
of a 'head' where the OWC is located and a 'downward part' whose permeability to waves 
increases gradually to reach full permeability at the downward end. This is achieved by intro-
ducing a coefficient of reflection in the boundary condition over the downward part surface of 
the breakwater. 
A time-domain analysis is also carried out. The latter incorporates all the different stages of 
the conversion of wave energy into electricity and is therefore referred to as the 'wave-to-wire' 
time domain model [59]. The hydrodynamic part of this model is derived from the computed 
hydrodynamic frequency domain coefficients. The model is then applied to a case study lo-
cation in the North of Portugal where wave data are available. The performance predictions 
are well above the performances experimentally derived for the Azores OWC plant, which has 
similar specifications and is subjected to a similar wave climate. The authors attribute these 
non physical results to non-linear effects particularly significant in steep waves. 
Delauré and Lewis [60], [61], [62] & [63] published a series of papers on the modelling of a 
generic OWC using WAMIT with low order panels. The formulation they used to model the 
OWC chamber relies on generalised modes and is similar to the one introduced by Lee et al. 
[47]. 
They first verify that boundary element method was appropriate to model the OWC by compar-
ing WAMIT predictions with benchmark response predictions established by Evans and Porter 
using a matched eigenfunction expansion method [64]. The main difficulty raised by this com-
parison is that the generic OWC plant used by Evans and Porter consists of an axi-symmetric 
chamber whose duct wall is assumed to be of zero thickness. As mentioned in section 3.3 
(p.48), wall thickness is a critical parameter for the convergence of the numerical method. De-
lauré and Lewis thus carried out a series of tests with different wall thicknesses and different 
panel distributions. They were eventually able to make WAMIT predictions converge towards 
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Evans and Porter results, but only for a wall thickness equal to one fifteenth of the chamber 
radius [61] & [63]. 
They also validated WAM1T predictions against experimental results for a generic rectangular 
bottom mounted OWC plant. The Froude scaling of the model is l/36', a typical length for 
the OWC chamber is 250mm. Before actually comparing these results, they carried out careful 
convergence tests for their geometry [60] & [63]. Different meshing schemes where tested in 
order to improve the accuracy, whilst decreasing the number of panels. A cosine spacing dis-
cretization was found to be the most adequate. It reduces the average panel size near the edges 
and the free surface boundaries, where the velocity potential is subject to greater variations. 
They investigated both source and doublet distribution methods. They noticed significant de-
parture between the two predictions. To find out which one was consistent, they computed the 
response of the inner free surface when the chamber was completely closed from the outside 
fluid domain and no pneumatic damping was applied. The source distribution predicted wave 
elevation amplification of up to 0.8 at the lower end of the spectrum and the doublet distri-
bution produced an attenuation of 95%. The authors concluded that the source distribution is 
less suitable for dealing with thin wall geometries than the doublet method. The comparison 
with experimental data for open chamber (i.e. no pneumatic damping) in regular waves yielded 
good agreement for amplification response of up to 10 in small wave amplitudes (2.5— 10mm). 
For larger amplifications, discrepancies appeared. These were attributed by the authors to the 
limitations of linear theory. However, good agreement was obtained for larger wave amplitudes 
(up to 12.5mm) when pneumatic damping was introduced. It is believed that this damping re-
duces the flow velocity by limiting the chamber amplification, thus reducing non-linear losses 
associated with viscous effects and vortex shedding. 
Comparisons between numerical predictions and model tests results in random seas are also 
presented by Delauré and Lewis. It is interesting to note that in these conditions, the agree-
ment remains good for larger significant wave amplitude (up to 28mm). This is explained by 
the authors in the following words: "in steady state conditions (regular waves), the assumption 
of non-viscous and irrotational flow proved to become less appropriate than when the wave 
patterns change constantly, as experienced in irregular wave conditions. The periods of small 
wave heights following higher oscillations may be sufficient to delay the onset of flow separa-
tion mechanisms or to limit the development of large eddies."[60]. 
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Finally, Delauré and Lewis present an optimisation procedure for the case study of an OWC 
plant whose deployment site would be off the West Coast of Ireland at Rossbay. A compre-
hensive 5-year field survey is available for this location. The latter is used in association with 
WAMIT modelling to assess the yearly performances of various OWC geometric configurations 





WAMIT is a powerful numerical modelling tool for the study of the hydrodynamics of wave and 
body interaction. However, WAMIT carries out only the core computations. This means that 
the physical description of the configuration to be modelled needs to be separately formulated 
to provide suitable input files for WAMIT. Similarly processing of the corresponding outputs is 
required to make physical sense of the results. 
A fundamentally important aspect of the verification of a numerical model consists in making 
sure that the calculations converge for the particular input data. 
The details of the input and output files of WAMIT are described in detail in the user manual 
[65]. The present chapter therefore concentrates on those aspects that are key to the understand-
ing of the present work as well as on the pre and post processing tools that have been used with 
WAM1T. 
4.2 Inputs 
The input to WAMIT that requires most attention is the geometrical definition of the body 
shape. The other inputs are either well covered by the user manual [65] or not relevant to the 
present work. 
4.2.1 Geometrical inputs 
For the boundary element method where the free surface conditions are linearised, only the 
geometrical description of the part of the body located below the mean water level is required. 
This is explained in more details in section 2.5 (p.23). 
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With WAM1T 6.03, the model shape can be described in three ways. The basic method is to 
input the (Xl, X2,  x3) coordinates of the corners of a number of flat rectangular panels. The 
geometry defined with this technique is a piecewise approximation of the actual shape whose 
accuracy depends on the number of panels employed. This approach, which was the only one 
available in earlier versions of WAMIT, is associated with the low order representation of the 
velocity potential as explained in section 2.7.1 (p.32). The low order method generally leads to 
less efficient computation than the higher order methods. It has thus not been used here. 
The two other techniques are associated with higher order representation of the velocity poten-
tial. 
The most accurate method for defining the model geometry is by analytical representation. 
The last and most versatile method consists of describing the geometry using B-Splines, this 
method being particularly appropriate for bulbous shapes. 
The body surface is, in this case, subdivided into patches. Each patch is a smooth continuous 
surface. Contiguous patches meet at a common edge, where the coordinates are continuous but 
the slope may be discontinuous. Figure 4.1 shows the representation of a circular cylinder by 
eight patches (two per quadrant). More details on body surface subdivision is given on page 
6-3 of [65]. 
Figure 4.1: Representation of a circular cylinder showing the delimitation of the eight patches 
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4.2.1.1 Analytical representation of the geometry 
With this method, each patch must be defined by a set of three analytical mapping functions. 
These express the three Cartesian coordinates x1, x2,  X3 of the continuous set of points describ-
ing the patch surface, as a function of two parametric variables u and w. The whole patch has 
to be covered with u and w describing the interval [-1, 1]. Patches can then be divided into 
sub-patches whose boundary correspond to lines of constant u and constant w, sometimes also 
referred to as iso-parametric lines. This is illustrated by figure 4.2 where a patch is represented 
with four lines of constant u and four lines of constant w are shown. The position of the point 
p(ul, W2) on the patch is defined by the parametric values Ui and W2. 
Figure 4.2: Representation of an arbitrary patch with sub-patches 
Additionally, the normal to the patch has to be defined by the partial derivatives of these three 
mapping functions, with respect to the two parametric coordinates u and w. The normal is 
indeed required to derive the kinematic boundary condition (see section 2.3.4.1 p.1  8) and to 
compute the hydrodynamic loads from pressure integration (see section 2.5.4 p.27). In the 
WAMIT conventions, the normal points in the direction from the water, into the body. The 
orientations of u and w are therefore important. More details about parametric description of 
surfaces can be found in chapter 6 of [32]. 
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These analytical functions needs to be coded in Fortran as a subroutine that will be called by 
WAMIT during the execution of the main program. 
The principal advantage of this method of representation of the geometry is its suitability for 
automatic parameter variation to allow sweeps of the design variables. 
This approach is illustrated in section 7.2.1.1 (p.1 19) as it was used to deal with the representa-
tion of one of the experimental models. 
4.2.1.2 B-Spline representation of the geometry 
The B-Spline representation of the geometry relies on the same basic principle as the analytical 
one. Each patch is described by a three dimensional mapping function. The difference here is 
that the mapping function is defined by a B-Spline tensor product (cf equation (2.69) p.34). 
As explained in section 2.7.2.1 (p.32), B-Splines are defined in such a way that they can be fully 
specified by a set of control points, a set of knot values and an integer specifying the order. In 
this form, the input geometry does not need to be coded in Fortran but instead, the parameters 
defining the different B-Spline tensors are collated in a text file according to a syntax suitable 
for WAMIT. 
As the shape of the body becomes more complex, the definition of the corresponding B-Spline 
tensor becomes more difficult. The CAD package MultiSurf 4.7 was therefore used for this 
purpose. 
4.2.2 Using MultiSurf 
MultiSurf 4.7 is a specialised surface design CAD package whose main applications lie in the 
yachting industry. It provides a wide range of ways to generate surfaces including B-Splines. A 
special add-on enables these surfaces to be exported into the WAM1T geometrical input format. 
The simplest way to generate a geometry for WArvIIT applications is to create surfaces using 
any of the numerous MultiSurf tools and to then export them in an NBS file (MultiSurf acronym 
for Nonuniform rational B-Spline). The add-on is then used for the conversion of the file 
from the NBS to the GDF format (Geometric Data File) compatible with WAMIT. The export 
to the NBS format is the most critical stage as most of the surfaces generated by MultiSurf 
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are not B-Spline based. The export procedure therefore involves fitting a NTJRBS (standard 
acronym Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) on the surface to be exported. This fitting is done 
automatically or with the user inputting the number of control points, the order of the Splines 
and the accuracy of the fitting. 
The above technique works well for simple shapes such as spheres or cylinders. However, 
as the complexity of the geometries increases, the fitting algorithm leads to distortions or is 
unable to achieve good accuracy with a reasonable number of control points. Figure 4.3 shows 
an example of inappropriate fitting. The gap between the two surfaces might seem small but 
if located at the common edge of two different patches, it could cause a discontinuity in the 
geometry definition. This could, in turn, be detrimental to convergence. 
Figure 4.3: Wirefraine detail view of two surfaces generated by MultiSwf. The solid line wire-
frame represents the 'master' surface as the dashed line corresponds to the fitting. 
In order to avoid relying on this fitting algorithm, surfaces can be created as NURBS in the first 
place. A practical way to do so, is first to create a set of B-Spline profile curves which are then 
connected by a NURBS surface. The curves defining a given surface have to be all of the same 
order and with the same number of control points, otherwise the resulting surface will not be 
an exact NURBS and a fitting will be necessary before the export. This technique is illustrated 
on figure 4.4 which shows part of the geometry used to represent the free floating model. 
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4.23 Control of the geometry definition 
For a standard run, the only check carried out by WAMIT on the input geometry consists in 
calculating the volume V of the body by integration along the three Cartesian axes: 
V = _Jfni x i ds 	 (4.1) 
Sb 
V = - ff n2xdS 	 (4.2) 
Sb 
V = - ff n3xdS 	 (4.3) 
Sb 
where Sb is the mean wetted surface as defined by equation (2.39) (p.23) and where n1 , n2 and 
n3 are the components of the local normal as defined by equation (2.42) (p.24) 
This method for calculating the body volume is based on the divergence theorem. The right 
side of (4.1) can be rewritten as: 
if x1 dS 	 (4.4) 
Sb 
Applying the divergence theorem, it follows that: 
if x, -dS = N V •x1 dV 	 (4.5) 
Sb 
(4.6) 
If the joins between the different patches of the geometry are gap free, the three values of V 
given by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) respectively should be equal within the limits of the numerical 
approximations involved in the integral calculations. Erroneous definitions of the normal to the 
surface will also lead to discrepancies between the three volumes. 
Although the above check is rigorous and essential, it does not indicate where the flaws are 
located on the geometry, nor does it say whether it is associated with gaps or with the definition 
of the normal. Moreover, it does not provide any visual check that the input geometry actually 
corresponds to the intended shape. It was thus found necessary to build graphic tools enabling 
accurate visual control of the geometry. These were coded in MATLAB. 
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The first of these tools relies on an auxiliary output file that can be requested from WAMIT. This 
file provides the Cartesian coordinates of a number of points describing the different patches. 
The advantage of using these output data is that they correspond to the geometry as recon-
structed by WAMIT, so that this visualisation relies on WAMIT itself and not on any other user 
coded routine. Figure 4.5 shows a typical graphic representation of the input geometry plotted 
from such an output data file. 
Figure 4.5: Wireframe view of the input geometry for the constrained model 
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The other visual checking tool is designed to display the normal for geometries defined ana-
lytically. WAMIT does not supply any data on the normal in the auxiliary file. This approach 
has therefore to be entirely independent from WAMIT. However, it was designed to rely on 
the same Fortran geometry definition routine called by WAMIT. The three dimensional view is 
generated using MATLAB so it was necessary to interface these two programming languages. 
Figure 4.6 shows the graphic representation obtained with this technique. The input geometry 
is the same as for figure 4.5. It can be seen that the normal vectors point out of body into the 
fluid. Although this is the opposite of WAMIT's convention, it is much easier to discern the 
normal direction when the normal points out of the model. The source code of this MATLAB 
function and its Fortran core can be found in appendix A. 
Figure 4.6: Wireframe view of the input geometry with the representation of the local normal 
to the surface 
4.3 Outputs 
The five outputs from WAM1T that are used in the present work are: 
• The wave exciting force expressed by the vector 
• The added mass coefficients forming a matrix A 
• The hydrodynamic damping coefficients forming a matrix B 
• The hydrostatic stiffness coefficients forming a matrix C 
• The response amplitude operator (RAO) vector 
Fexc , A, B and C are derived from the integration of the pressure defined in (2.53) (p.27) over 
the body surface Sb. The derivation of these quantities can be found in [14] (pp.290-307). 
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Fexc  and are complex amplitudes. As explained in section 2.5 (p.23), the real, time dependant 
wave exciting force and RAO vectors are respectively: 
Fexc = Re(Fexce"t ) 	 (4.7) 
= Re(e't ) 	 (4.8) 
where w is angular frequency. 
The RAO is obtained from the other hydrodynamic quantities by solving the equation of mo-
tion: 
(ME + A) + (B + BE)  + (C + CE)4 = Fexc 	 (4.9) 
where ME, BE and CE  are the mass, external damping and external stiffness matrices respec-
tively and where the operator denotes the time derivative. In terms of complex amplitudes, 
(4.9) is equivalent to: 
_w2(ME + A) + iw(B + BE)  + (C + CE)t = Fexc 	(4.10) 
which is the equation of motion actually solved by WAMIT. 
When analysing the interactions between waves and one body, the vectors in (4.10) consist 
of six components corresponding to the six degrees of freedom. The convention ruling the 
numbering of these components is given by table 2.2 and figure 2.2 of chapter 2 (p.23). The 
matrices of (4.10) are accordingly 6 x 6. 
WAM1T outputs all hydrodynamic parameters in a non-dimensional, or normalised, form. The 
details on this normalisation process are given in chapter 4 of [65]. The components of the 
normalised RAO are defined by: 
= A/L  
where are the dimensional RAO components, A the wave amplitude and L. the length scale 
which is set to unity throughout this work. n = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1 for i = 4, 5, 6. The 
components f of the normalised wave exciting force are defined by: 
ni 
Ii = 	 (4.12) 
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where f exc are the dimensional wave exciting force components, p the water density and  the 
gravitational acceleration. n = 2 for i = 1,2,3 and ii = 3 for i = 4,5,6. 
When dealing with two bodies interacting in the presence of waves, the vectors 	and then 
consist of twelve components. The first six correspond to the six degrees of freedom of the first 
body, and the other to the second body. The associated matrices are comprised of 12 rows by 12 
columns (12 x 12). To understand the meaning of these, it can be useful to contemplate these 
12 x 12 matrices as made up of four separate 6 x 6 matrix blocks. The two diagonal blocks 
express the interactions between the different modes for each body, independently of the other 
body. The two off-diagonal blocks express the coupling between both bodies. 
4.3.1 Physical meaning of the RAO 
The previous section describes the theoretical derivation of the RAO vector. However, when 
using WAMIT to compare numerical predictions against experimental data, it is important to 
have a clear understanding of the physical meaning of and how it can be compared with 
experimental results. 
Prior to any body motion analysis with WAMIT, two coordinate systems have to be defined. 
The global one, sometimes also referred to as the inertial or absolute coordinate system, is 
fixed with respect to the sea-bed. It is noted Gbl. The body-fixed coordinate system, noted 
Bfx, is integral with the body and thus moves with it. The RAO expresses the motion of the 
body-fixed coordinate system with respect to the global one. For the three translational modes 
the motion is easily understood. Understanding the three rotational modes requires a little more 
consideration. 
The instantaneous orientation of Bfx with respect to Gbl must be specified using Euler an-
gles, or equivalent. This is obtained from the product of the three transformation matrices 
corresponding to the three rotational modes. Details on transformation matrices are given in 
appendix B. The order in which the three rotations are taken in the WAMIT conventions, roll, 
then pitch and finally yaw, does not correspond to that of the standard Euler angles. The three 
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associated transformation matrices are respectively: 
1 	0 	0 
Tr = 	0 COS C4 sin C4 
0 	sin C4 COS C4 
COS C5 0 — sin C5 
T = 	0 1 	0 
sin C5  0 cos 6 
COS C6 sin C6 0 
T = 	— sin C6 cos C6 0 
0 	0 	1 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
The global transformation matrix from Gbl to Bfx is given by: 
TBfIGbz 	T y Tp T r  
COS 45 COS 
- 	— COS C5 sin C6 
sin Cs 
cos C4 Sfl 
+ sin C4 Sill  C5 COS  C6 
cos COS C6 
- sin C4 Sfl  C5 Sfl 
- Sfl 44 COS 6 
sin C4  sin e6 
- cos C4 Sfl  C5 COS 
Sill 	COS 
+ COS C4 sin  C5  sin C6 
cos COS 
(4.16) 
When the displacements are assumed to be small, (4.16) becomes: 
1 	C6 — 05 
TBf/ 	= —C6 1 	C4 
	 (4.17) 
6 —C4 1 
XBIX  is a coordinate vector in the coordinate system Bfx. Expressing it in the coordinate 
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system Gb! gives: 
( 1 \ 
I 	I 	ryiT 
Gbi = 2 + 'Bfx/Gbl Bfx 	 (4.18) 
3) 
where TT fxlG is the transpose of TB 	 i f/c. More details on the transformation of coord 
nates can be found p.229 of [39]. 
4.4 Convergence issues 
An essential step in the verification of a numerical model consists in making sure that the 
algorithm actually converges. 
Finding a solution to the flow problem stated in section 2.5 (p.22) involves solving the integral 
equation (2.64) (p.31). For complex body shapes, this is only possible by discretizing this 
continuous equation. The accuracy of the resulting computation will depend essentially on the 
degree of discretization adopted. Also, in some cases, a too crude discretization will prevent 
the algorithm from converging properly. The results then obtained can simply be erroneous. 
However, the finer is this discretization, the heavier is the computing burden. The idea is thus 
to seek for a compromise between sufficient accuracy and an acceptable computer run time. 
Quantitative estimates of the accuracy can only be achieved by comparing results against some 
form of reference value. The ideal benchmark data are those obtained from analytical solutions 
based on the same underlying theory as the numerical model. However, such solutions exist 
only for simple geometries. Consequently, in most practical cases, benchmark data are derived 
from the numerical model itself. For this purpose, the finest discretization, achievable within 
practical time limits, is adopted. Given the computing burden associated with fine discretiza-
tions, the comparison is made only for a limited number of wave frequencies. 
4.4.1 Discretization control 
From a WAMIT user's point of view, the means of control of the discretization of the inte-
gral equations are different depending on whether low order or higher order approaches are 
employed to represent the velocity potential. 
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4.4.1.1 Low order 
With the low order method, as explained in section 2.7.1 (p.32), the integral equations are 
broken down into a system of piecewise continuous integrals to be satisfied for each of the 
panels defining the body geometry. This leads in turn to a linear system whose unknowns are 
the values of the potential on each panel. The discretization process is thus controlled by the 
way the body shape is represented by these panels. The higher the number of panels involved, 
the finer is the discretization. The number of unknowns associated with the linear system is 
also equal to the number of panels. More details about low order discretization can be found in 
[66]. 
4.4.1.2 Higher order 
For the higher order method, the velocity potential is represented using a B-Spline tensor (see 
sections 2.7.2.1 and 2.7.2.2 p32). Recalling equation (2.70), the potential is expressed by: 
M n 
çb(u, w) = 	ccjjNjK(u)N 3 L(w) 	 (4.19) 
i=1 j=1 
The discretization is here controlled by the total number of basis functions m x n which also 
corresponds to the number of unknowns (the j) of the linear system associated with that 
discretization of the integral equation (2.64). The higher this number is, the finer is the dis-
cretization. 
For the higher order method, the term 'panel' defines the physical surface corresponding to the 
parametric space between consecutive knots of the B-Spline tensor representing the velocity 
potential. Panels should not be mixed up with sub-patches defined in section 4.2.1.1 (p.59). 
Sub-patches are entities that have to do with representation of the geometry whereas panels are 
invoked in the representation of the velocity potential. It should be noted that for the low order 
approach, there is no such distinction, since there is a direct relation between the geometry 
definition and the velocity potential representation. With the higher order method, the only 
relation between the geometry and the potential representations lies in the similarity of their 
parametric space. More details on higher order representation can be found in [33]. 
With WAMIT, users do not have direct access to the number of basis functions. Instead, two 
alternative methods are offered: 
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. To specify, for each patch, the number of panels (flpu  and flpw)  as well as the order (K 
and L) of the basis functions along the u and w directions. The number of basis functions 
is then given by: 
m = mp+K-1 	 (4.20) 
n = np+L-1 	 (4.21) 
To specify a common maximum physical length for each panel in physical space. The 
program will then automatically assign the corresponding values of 1 Pu, P,,,, K and L 




U 	 U 
Figure 4.7: Representation of two patches (thick lines) with sub-patches (thin lines). The left 
patch has a uniform parameter distribution for both u and w whilst the right patch 
exhibits a non-uniform distribution for w. 
As it will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, it is sometimes beneficial to use 
non-uniform panel distribution which results in having a higher surface density of panels in 
one area of a patch. This is achieved by modifying the distribution of the parameters u and 
w with respect to physical space. This is illustrated by figure 4.7 showing two similar square 
patches. On the left one, the parameterization is uniform for both u and w. On the right one the 
parameterization for w has been modified. This results in the iso-parametric lines being closer 
to each others towards the top of the square. As explained earlier, panels and sub-patches are 
different entities. However, the panel distribution relies on the parameterization of u and w 
implemented for the geometry description. The sub-patches distribution thus gives a visual 
indication of the panel distribution. 
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4.4.2 Convergence tests 
To the author's knowledge, all the WAMflT hydrodynamic analyses reported in the present 
thesis involve body geometries for which no analytical solution have yet been produced. The 
associated convergence tests have therefore to be carried out using for reference the finest panel 
distribution practically achievable. 
The configuration of the convergence tests used here is largely inspired by the work of Lee et 
al in [47]. As explained in section 3.3 (p.48), these authors used different discretizations for 
which they compared hydrodynamics parameters computed by direct pressure integration and 
from the Haskind relation (see section 3.2 p.45). They also checked the symmetry of the added 
mass and damping coefficients. 
The quantities chosen for comparison in the present work are: 
. The wave exciting force computed from both direct pressure integration and the Haskind 
relation. 
The symmetry control of the hydrodynamic coefficient matrices has not been retained. These 
coefficients are actually involved in the derivation of the RAO (see equation of motion (4. 10)), 
so significant discrepancies in the symmetric pairs would affect the RAO. 
The comparison of the output of the two methods of calculating the wave exciting force ensures 
that the solution of the radiation problem is consistent with that of the diffraction one. Indeed, 
the standard derivation from direct pressure integration is associated with the diffraction prob-
lem (see section 2.5.2 (p.26)) as the Haskind relation enables derivation of this wave exciting 
force from the radiation velocity potential (see section 3.2 (p.45)). 
All the convergence tests are presented in appendix D except for one, shown in section 7.5.2 
(p.14.6). 
4.4.3 Typical convergence problems 
From a numerical point of view, the main cause for a boundary element method algorithm to 
produce erroneous results lies in its inability to approximate accurately enough the velocity 
potential on the body. Typically, a coarse panel distribution on a region of the body where the 
potential exhibits a steep gradient will yield a poor representation of the potential. 
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The sharp variations in velocity potential are often referred to as singularities and occur charac-
teristically in the vicinity of sharp corners of the geometry. This is because, in reality, the flow 
would separate at this spot. However this separation cannot be accounted for by the algorithm 
since it relies on the assumption that the fluid is inviscid. Similar singularities are also found 
near the free surface when the body is subjected to short waves. 
Poor representation of the potential can also be caused by thin bodies or small gaps. To under -
stand this phenomenon, consider the low order approach. For a given panel, the body boundary 
condition is to be satisfied at the panel centroid. In the presence of thin bodies or small gaps, 
there is a strong possibility that the edge of another panel (on the other side of the gap or 
of the thin wall) may be physically close to the panel centroid. Now, the velocities induced 
from a panel are singular at its edges. This configuration would thus impair the resolution of 
the boundary condition on the first panel centroid. More details on this topic can be found in 
chapter 4 of [28] and in [67]. 
4.4.4 Non-uniform panel distribution 
The singularities described in the previous section can usually be handled by a fine enough 
panel distribution. Strong potential variation over a given area of the body is better represented 
with a large number of panels over this area. However, if a uniform panel distribution is em-
ployed, achieving the required density of panels in the vicinity of the singularities imposes the 
same panel density over the whole body. Depending on body geometry and the severity of the 
singularities, this approach could increase the computing burden to a prohibitive level. 
Alternatively, a non-uniform panel distribution can be adopted to increase the panel density 
locally, around the singularities. Using this technique, it is recommended to avoid as much 
as possible abrupt changes in neighbouring panels dimensions. Instead, a 'cosine spacing' is 
commonly adopted near the free surface and near exterior corners protruding into the flow [66]. 
In this case, the width of panels is proportional to the cosine of equally-spaced increments 
along a circular arc. This is illustrated by the right square of figure 4.7, where the distribution 
of parameter w corresponds to a portion of a cosine spacing (between E and ir). 
It should be noted that when generating a geometry using MultiSurf 4.7, the control over non- 
uniform panel distribution is limited. If the surface considered has been created in such a way 
that the original parameter distribution is uniform, it is possible to implement a non-uniform 
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parameter distribution by defining a 're-parameterizing' mathematical function that relates this 
non-uniform distribution to the original one. This re-parameterizing function can only be a 
B-Spline. 
However most complex surfaces are not parameterized in a uniform way to start with. This 
is because they are generated from a number of control curves that are not evenly distributed. 
In this case, it is still possible to implement a re-parameterizing function, but since the origi-
nal parameter distribution is non-uniform and quantitatively unknown, it is very difficult and 
impractical to achieve a well defined non-uniform panel distribution. 
A practical alternative consists in adding control curves in the area where the panel density 
is to be higher. This method is only qualitative in that the appraisal of the resulting panel 
distribution can only be achieved by visual control the sub-patches distribution on the geometry. 




Modelling of the Power take-off 
mechanism 
5.1 Introduction 
The power take-off (PTO) mechanism of the sloped [PS buoy is described in detail in section 
1.2 (p.5). However, for the purposes of the current chapter, a reminder will be helpful. 
The power take-off mechanism basically consists of two components: 
• A circular tube, rigidly connected to the buoy. This tube is fully submerged and both its 
ends are open. It is thus flooded. 
• A piston, whose diameter corresponds to the inner diameter of the tube. The piston is 
located inside the tube and can slide back and forth along the axis of the tube. The seal 
between the piston and the tube is as leak tight as is practical, thus preventing water from 
flowing freely from one side of the tube to the other. 
Energy is extracted from the piston motion relative to the tube. Figure 5.1 show a schematic of 
the PTO. 
It should be noted that for numerical modelling purposes, the widening geometry of the tube at 
both ends of the piston stroke (see p.7) is ignored. This is because such a flow bypass feature 
is intended to solve the end-stop problem in extreme waves which correspond to sea conditions 
that are beyond the scope of linear hydrodynamics. 
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the power take-off mechanism attached to the buoy 
The main difficulty in modelling such a power take-off mechanism with WAMIT lies in the 
relative motion between the piston and the tube. The device consists of two rigid bodies (the 
piston and the rest of the device) whose motions relative to each other have to be accurately 
constrained. 
In order to work out and to verify a formulation that reasonably models the power take-off, a 
set of simple geometries was used within WAMIT. These geometries consist of a piston, a tube 
and a float, but they do not have the complexity of the actual experimental model and they are 
designed in a way that minimises convergence issues. They are thus different from the sketch 
of figure 5.1. 
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5.2 Description of the modelling approach 
As explained above, the piston and the rest of the device are two separate bodies. Focusing 
on the piston and the tube, the most natural way to define the geometry of those two bodies 
is shown on figure 5.2, where the inner diameter of the tube is equal to the outer diameter of 
the piston. However, this definition implies an infinitely small radial gap between the piston 
and the tube. From the modelling point of view, this gap represents a serious singularity as 
explained in section 4.4.3 (p.72). Given the extreme nature of such singularity, it is preferable 
to avoid it. Widening this gap in the geometry definition would tackle this issue but it would 
also enable water to flow between the piston and the tube, which is in contradiction with the 
experimental reality. 
Figure 5.2: 'Natural' representation of the tube, on the left and of the piston, on the right 
The solution adopted consists of defining the geometry of the two bodies as 'open surface' as 
shown on figure 5.3. 
The diameter of the two discs forming the piston is equal to the inner diameter of the tube. 
From figure 5.3, each body taken individually does not correspond to physical reality in the 
sense that they do not have any volume. However, when they are combined as shown on figure 
5.4, the resulting geometry represents realistically the tube with the piston inside, at rest. 
MA 
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Figure 5.3: 'Open surfaces' representation of the tube (left) and the piston (right) 
Figure 5.4: Open surface representations of the tube and the piston combined 
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The fact that WAMIT is based on linear hydrodynamic theory means, among other things, 
that the fluid velocity potential and the hydrodynamic pressure are derived from geometries 
corresponding to bodies at rest (see section 2.5 p.23 for more details). Thus, in the geometry 
definition, there is no need to account for actual movements of the piston. 
Two aspects of the formulation are of particular importance: 
• Since each body taken individually does not represent a closed surface, WAMIT com-
putes erroneous values of their volume, which in turn, leads to incorrect hydrostatic 
restoring coefficients. 
• Initially, the piston and the rest of the system are two free floating bodies whose motions 
relative to each other are not constrained. In other words, nothing prevents the piston 
from moving about its six degrees of freedom, regardless of the tube's motion. 
To make sure that those points are addressed properly, two cases of increasing complexity have 
been successively analysed. 
5.3 Hydrostatic corrective terms 
As mentioned above, when dealing with geometries defined by open surfaces, WANIIT derives 
erroneous hydrostatic quantities. The hydrostatic matrix cannot be directly modified by the 
user. So the only way to compensate it, is via the external stiffness matrix. Recalling the 
equation of motion (4.10) (p.66) solved by WAMIT: 
_w2(ME + A) + iw(B + BE) + (C + CE) 	Fexc 	(5.1) 
it can be seen that incorrect terms in C can be accounted for by introducing corrective terms in 
CE, which is entirely defined by the user. 
The appropriate corrective terms are derived by the following procedure: 
• WAMIT is run for the open surface geometries in order to get the erroneous hydrostatic 
matrices. 
• WAMIT is used to calculate the hydrostatic matrix of each body taken individually. For 
this purpose, the geometry of each body is 'closed' thus avoiding the problems related to 
open surfaces. 
• The erroneous 'open body' matrices are subtracted from the 'closed body' matrices to 
yield the 'hydrostatic corrective' matrix. 
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5.4 Constraint of the piston motion 
For the power take-off to be modelled realistically, it must be ensured that the piston motion is 
restrained to translation along the tube axis only and that this movement of translation relative 
to the tube can be damped. 
Constraint of the piston motion can be achieved by applying high stiffness between the tube 
and the piston. This is done through the external stiffness matrix CE. 
For this formulation to be relevant to the sloped IPS buoy, the axis of the tube must be inclined. 
However it is useful to first verify the approach with the simpler vertical case. 






p 	 p 
0 
Figure 5.5: Representations of the vertical axis power take-off geometry with a 3D wireframe 
view on the left and a cross-section view on the right 
The geometry input to WAMIT is shown on figure 5.5. As mentioned in section 5.1 (p.75) this 
geometry is only a simplification of the actual device shape. The piston forms one of the bodies 
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while the second body consists of the tube surrounding the piston and the circular cylinder 
breaking the free surface. Although the top cylinder and the tube are represented as disjointed 
parts, they are actually rigidly connected to form a single body. If they were to be connected the 
piston would not be in contact with water on both sides. The presence of the surface piercing 
cylinder is not strictly necessary to analyse the piston's motion relative to the tube. However, 
since both piston and tube are fully submerged, if it were not for the top cylinder the whole 
system would not be subjected to any hydrostatic stiffness in heave. This would imply no 
resonant behaviour in heave, which is a key feature of the sloped IPS buoy. 
The cylinder is 0.5m in diameter and the water depth is considered infinite. 
Generally speaking, to analyse the free floating behaviour of a single rigid body, the six de-
grees of freedom need to be considered. Both piston and 'tube/cylinder' exhibit two common 
perpendicular vertical plans of symmetry. One of them is enough to bring down the number of 
degrees of freedom to three per body - surge, heave and pitch. This simplifies the problem in 
the sense that out of the twelve coefficients of the force or RAO vectors, only six are of interest. 
5.5.1 Vertical axis power take-off formulation 
When devising the coefficients of the external stiffness matrix, it is important to note that since 
the system, as a whole, is free floating, no component of the stiffness force vector should be a 
function of the displacement components of only one body. If this was the case, it would mean 
that one of the bodies would be restrained with respect to the global frame of reference. In 
other words, the external stiffness should only restrain the motion of the first body with respect 
to the second. 




where F is the resulting stiffness force vector. 
With the vertical configuration, the requirements on the six components of interest of F, for 
restraining the motion of the piston along the tube axis are the following: 
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o 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Sr 0 0 0 0 0 Sr 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
— st 0 0 0 0 0 St  0 0 0 0 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Sr 0 0 0 0 0 Sr 0 
0 000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
(5.9) 
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fi = 	(1—&)st (5.3) 
13 = 0 (5.4) 
15 = 	(511)Sr (5.5) 
/7 = 	(7-1)st (5.6) 
19 = 0 (5.7) 
hi = (e1i—WS, (5.8) 
where F and are decomposed according to the conventions stated in section 4.3 (p.65), (i  is 
the surge component of first body, the surge component of the second body ...). St and Sr are 
very high stiffness values in translation and rotation respectively. This leads to the following 
stiffness matrix: 
Similarly, in order to damp the piston's vertical motion relative to the tube, the external damping 
matrix must be derived according to the following equations: 
13 - ( - 	 (5.10) 
19 = (9-3)b 	 (5.11) 
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where b is the damping coefficient. This yields the external damping matrix (5.12): 
000000000000 
000000000000 











5.5.2 Vertical axis power take-off verification 
It is important to check that, with the above formulation, the piston is actually prevented from 
moving in unwanted directions. 
In the subsequent calculations of this chapter, the actual values for the stiffnesses are St = 
100 000N.m 1 and s- = 100 000N.rad 1 . The density of both bodies is the same as that of 
water so that they are neutrally buoyant. 
In figure 5.6, the normalised RAO of tube/cylinder and of the piston are plotted against wave 
period for surge, heave and pitch. It should be noted that on these graphs, the tube/cylinder 
RAO is with respect to the global frame of reference (or 'absolute') whilst the piston RAO is 
relative to the tube/cylinder. The relative motion of the piston with respect to the tube is not 
damped here. The amplitude of motion is normalised by wave amplitude. 
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Figure 5.6: Normalised values of the absolute RAO of the tube/cylinder body and of the relative 
RAO of the piston plotted against wave period in seconds. The period range is here 
extended to long waves to show asymptotic behaviour. 
From figure 5.6, it can be seen that: 
• There is no motion of the piston relative to the tube in surge and pitch, so the external 
stiffness matrix CE  does indeed prevent relative motion in these degrees of freedom. 
• There is absolute motion of the tube (and thus of the piston) in surge and pitch, so CE 
does not constrain the absolute motion of system along these degrees of freedom. 
• The RAO of the tube/cylinder in long waves in heave converges towards I in amplitude 
and 00  in phase. Indeed, in those circumstances, the heave exciting force is dominated 
by hydrostatic terms, which neglects effects of wave interference and of wave diffraction 
([38] p.1  34). Also, long waves imply low frequencies, so the dominant term in the equa-
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• The relative heave RAO of the piston is 1800  out of phase with the tube/cylinder RAO 
in long waves. As mentioned above, the vertical motion of the latter body is buoyancy 
driven in long waves. For the piston, because it does not pierce the free surface, there 
is no vertical buoyancy restoring stiffness, the motion is thus inertia driven, even in long 
waves, which explains the phase shift. 
The second thing to verify is the piston damping. Figure 5.7 shows the motion of the tube/cylinder 
body for three values of the vertical damping applied between the tube and the piston. 
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Figure 5.7: Normalised R40 of the tube/cylinder body for 3 damping values. 
From these graphs it can be seen that: 
Increasing the damping from 0 to 50N.m 1 .s reduces the heave amplitude of motion. 
However for the very high damping value (100 000N.m'.$), the amplitude of motion 
is high again. Also, in the later case, the resonance period is slightly longer. This is 
because with very high damping, the piston hardly moves with respect to the tube and so 
the heave added mass of the whole system is increased. 
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• The motion of the system in surge and pitch is not affected by the different heave damping 
values. This is consistent with what would be expected for a system symmetrical about 
0 where heave is not coupled with either surge or pitch when subjected to waves 
propagating in the x1 direction ([14] p.308). 
• For any damping values, heave RAO converges, in long waves, towards I in amplitude 
and 00  in phase. 
The final verification test is done against benchmark results obtained from WAMIT, but with 
the simpler single body approach. For the two-body approach, when the relative piston motion 
is totally undamped, the tube/cylinder can be considered equivalent to a single body whose 
geometry consists of the cylinder and the tube but without any piston (see figure 5.8). Similarly, 
when the relative piston motion is heavily damped, comparison can be made with a single body 
where the piston is integral to the tube. This actually corresponds to the same global geometry 
as for the two-body approach (see figure 5.5) except that it is considered as only one single 
rigid body. 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the 'undamped' and 'heavily damped' comparison respectively. 
In both cases, the agreement is very good but with slight discrepancies in surge and pitch for the 
comparison between the undamped piston and no piston configurations. To explain these, it is 
useful to recall that the assumption behind this comparison is that a hollow tube is equivalent to 
a tube with a piston inside, free to move along the tube axis. This assumption is reasonable if, 
in the configuration without piston, the flow is uniform through the section where the missing 
piston would be. Indeed, one effect of the undamped piston is to average out the velocity 
profile across the whole piston surface. if in the absence of piston this profile is not uniform, 
the assumption of equivalence does not apply any more. This is almost certainly the case in the 
present comparison. Also, the fact that these discrepancies are more pronounced for surge and 
pitch can be explained by the fact that these modes have asymmetric components with respect 
to the velocity profile over the piston location. 
The comparisons shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10 provide reassurance that the method used to 
constrain and damp the piston motion is appropriate, but they also ensure that the procedure 
used to derive the hydrostatic corrective terms is valid. Indeed, in the single body approach, 
because the geometry of the body is represented by closed surfaces, WAMIT works out the 
hydrostatic stiffness matrix properly, without any extra user input. 
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Figure 5.9: RAO comparisons between undamped piston and no piston configurations 
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5.6 Inclined axis power take-off 
For the inclined axis configuration, the geometry input to WAM1T is similar in dimensions to 
the one used for the vertical case, but this time, the axis of the tube is inclined by 450  to the 
X3-axis as can be seen on figure 5.11. Again, this geometry is only a simplification of the actual 
device shape. The piston forms one of the bodies while the second body consists of the tube 
surrounding the piston and the circular cylinder breaking the free surface. Although the top 
cylinder and the tube are represented as disjointed parts, they are actually rigidly connected to 
form a single body. 
The geometry only exhibits one plan of symmetry (x2 = 0), but as mentioned in section 5.5 
(p.80), this is sufficient to reduce the applicable degrees of freedom to surge, heave and pitch. 
Figure 5.11: Geometry representations of the inclined axis power take-off with a section view 
on the left and a 3D wireframe view on the right 
5.6.1 Inclined axis power take-off formulation 
The principles are the same as for the vertical case, but the formulation is more complicated as 
the axis of motion of the piston does not correspond directly to one of the degrees of freedom. 
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Consider the body fixed coordinate system L : (OL, 'L,JL, kL) with respect to which the 
geometry is defined. WAMIT requires that kL is orientated vertically and pointing upwards. 
Now consider another body fixed coordinate system I : (Oj, i j ,j j , kj) whose origin and x2-
axis are the same as for L (Oj = OL andjL = jj) but whose x3-axis is parallel to the axis of 
the tube and pointing upwards. The formulation that has been derived to constrain and to damp 
the piston motion for the vertical case can be directly applied to the inclined case but using the 
inclined coordinate system I. However, the external stiffness and damping matrices (CE and 
BE respectively) have to be defined in the coordinate system L. It is thus necessary to derive a 
transformation matrix that enables CE and  BE  to be described in L (denoted as CE  and B L ) 
from CE  and BE  described in I (denoted as CE  and BE). 
A general treatment of transformation matrices can be found in appendix B. CE  and  BE  are 
12 x 12 matrices. In three dimensional space, transformation matrices are only 3 x 3. However, 
the fact that these matrices have 12 x 12 coefficients does not imply that they express a linear 
transformation in twelve-dimension space. Instead, they relate vectors that can be decomposed 
along three non collinear unit vectors. As an example, the decomposition of the RAO vector , 
in the case of a two body approach yields: 




The 12 x 12 transformation matrix can thus be built by blocks; that is, repeating four times 
diagonally the standard 3 x 3 transformation matrix. 
Let 0 be the inclination angle between the I and L vertical axes: kJ,kL = 0. Those two 
IJI 
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coordinate systems share the same x2-axis (jj = jL). The 3 x 3 transformation matrix from I 
to L is thus: 
(kL.il 
1L I 1L il 'L k1 \ 	/ cos e o - n
TL/I 
=




	kL j' kL k1 	 sin 9 0 cos 0 
	(5.14) 














As shown in appendix B: 
ciE m 	çiE rrT 
= LL/I '-..I (5.16) 
and 
m rEmT 
= --L/I •J  )l 	LII (5.17) 
where T, 1 is the transpose of TL/J. 
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St cos2 0 0 st cos 9 sin 9 0 0 0 —St COS 2 0 0 — st cos 9 sin  0 0 0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
st cos 9 sin 0 0 St sin 2 0 0 0 0 St cos 0 sin 9 0 —St sin 2 9 0 0 0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 0 Sr 0 0 0 0 OS r O 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
—scos2 0 0 —s t cos O sin O 0 0 0 St COS 2 O 0 St cos O sin O 0 0 0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
—St cos 9 sin 9 0 —st sin  0 0 0 0 St  cos 0 sin 9 0 5t sin 2 9 0 0 0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 OS r O 0 0 0 0 S, 0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
(5.18) 
and 
b sin 2 0 0 —b cos 0 sin8 0 0 0 —b sin2 0 0 b cos 0 sin 0 0 0 	0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
—b cos 0 sin 0 0 b cos2 9 0 0 0 b cos 0 sin  0 —b cos2 9 0 0 	0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
—bsin 2 9 0 b cos 0 sin 8 0 0 0 b sin 2 0 0 —b cos 0 sin 0 0 0 	0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
b cos 0 sin 0 0 —b cos 2 0 0 0 0 —b cos 0 sin 0 0 b cos2 8 0 0 	0 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
0 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
(5.19) 
CE defined in (5.18) does not include the hydrostatic corrective terms, which thus need to be 
added. 
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The derivation of CE  and Bf using transformation matrices as shown depends on the following 
conditions being fulfilled: 
The body fixed coordinate system of the piston and the body fixed coordinate system of 
the tube/cylinder coincide with each other. 
The equation of motion is solved by WAMIT in the body fixed coordinate systems [68]. 
For subsequent analysis, it is necessary to know the values of the relative motion of the piston 
along the tube axis. In the vertical case this is straightforward, as the tube axis coincides with 
the heave direction. In the inclined configuration however, the RAOs output by WAMIT do not 
directly yield values of this parameter. Again, a transformation matrix needs to be used. 
= T I 	= TL 	 (5.20) 
where j and L  are the expressions of the RAO vector in the coordinate systems I and L 
respectively. The displacement along the tube axis corresponds to the displacement along the 
X 3 -axis of the coordinate system I. 
5.6.2 Inclined axis power take-off verification 
Since the inclined formulation is an extension of the vertical formulation, only what is specific 
to the inclined case need be verified. 
As before, different damping values are applied to the relative piston motion. Figure 5.12 
shows the relative RAO of the piston along the tube axis for four different damping values. The 
relative RAO of the piston in the direction orthogonal to the tube axis is not shown here but its 
normalised values are of the order of 10 3 across the period range. 
From these results, it can be concluded that: 
• The amplitude of motion diminishes consistently as the damping increases. 
• The amplitude of the RAO in the direction orthogonal to the tube axis is negligible corn-
pared with that along the tube axis. 
This confirms that the use of a transformation matrix is appropriate to derive the piston motion 
along the tube axis. 
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Figure 5.12: Relative RAO of the piston along the tube axis for different damping values 
As for the vertical case, the final set of verification tests is performed against single body 
benchmark results that correspond to the case where the relative piston motion is completely 
undamped and to the case when it is heavily damped. 
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the 'undamped' and 'heavily damped' comparison respectively. 
In both cases, the agreement is good, with however, the same slight discrepancies as observed 
with the vertical axis configuration. 
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Figure 5.13: RAO comparisons between undamped piston and no piston configurations. The 
y-axis scale for normalised amplitude is logarithmic 
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Figure 5.14: RA  comparison between heavily damped piston and 'fixed piston' configuration. 






































Although the focus of the present work was on numerical modelling, significant contributions 
were made to the experimental work including the design and manufacture of the different floats 
of the free floating model. Experimental measurements were also made by the author with this 
same model when not fitted with a power take-off. Subsequent chapters involve comparison 
between numerical predictions and this experimental data and it is therefore thought useful to 
give a brief description of the experimental equipment. 
This chapter provides background information about wave tanks with more detailed descrip-
tions of the two used for the present work. The different experimental models are presented 
and the power take-off scaling issue is emphasized. 
6.2 Wave tanks 
The concepts of wave-energy extraction and wave making are closely related. In consequence, 
they were developed in parallel during the early years of wave energy research at the University 
of Edinburgh. Experimental development of wave power scheme requires model testing in 
stable and highly repeatable waves in order to predict accurately full scale device behaviour. 
The present thesis refers to model testing carried out in two different 'wave' tanks: the original 
wide tank dismantled in 2001 and the new 'curved' tank commissioned in 2003. 
6.2.1 Wave-maker control 
Early wave-makers were simply controlled by signals which fixed the amplitude of their dis- 
placement. The quality of the waves generated using this technique was rather poor for wave 
energy research applications. In the case of a narrow tank (or wave flume) variations of up to 
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30% in wave amplitude were observed [69]. The amplitude of the wave-maker movement is 
thus not sufficient to define the amplitude of the waves generated. This is because the volume 
of water swept by a wave maker during each cycle is also affected by the instantaneous water 
level in front of it. This instantaneous water level is altered by reflections from the model or 
from the boundaries of the tank. 
This issue called for a different control strategy which would enable wave-makers to absorb 
energy from reflected and parasitic waves. The first application of this absorbing principle was 
reported by Milgram [70] who developed an active absorbing beach system. The waves were 
absorbed by a moving flap. It was driven by an electric motor with the input signal of the 
control loop coming from a wave gauge located close in front of the flap. 
In the seventies, Stephen Salter and the University of Edinburgh Wave Energy Group designed 
an absorbing wave-maker based on force control. This control principle is still in use today. 
The control signal is the force applied by the wave maker to the water and it is provided by a 
piezo-electric sensor inserted between the paddle and the drive system. A velocity feedback 
term is also introduced into the control loop (see figure 6.1). It comes from a tacho-generator 
coupled to the drive motor. This enables the wave-maker to deliver a force proportional to the 
velocity which is a requirement for absorbing energy. As a result, a high percentage of the 




Figure 6.1: Wave-maker control loop. M symbolises the driving motor, T the tacho-generator 




6.2.2 Wave-maker design 
Waves created behind the wave-maker, and the reflected waves associated with them, interfere 
with the paddle. A way to tackle this issue is to opt for an asymmetric arrangement with no 
waves created behind. This approach also presents the advantage of being more energy efficient 
since water has to be moved only on one side of the paddle. This asymmetry can be achieved 
through different designs: sliding wedge, rotating 'duck' or hinged flap. The later was chosen 
for the wide tank because of its comparative simplicity to manufacture and because flaps give 
a reasonable approximation to the depth related exponential decay of orbital motion typical of 
deep water waves. 
The original sealed flap design (which is still in use the Edinburgh curved tank) is shown on 
figure 6.2. The flap is made as a aluminium-alloy prismatic box which is both light and rigid. 
It is hinged at the bottom using a nylon reinforced polyurethane. 
Figure 6.2: Wave-maker paddle used in both the wide tank and the curve tank 
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The single-sidedness of the wave-maker preventing wave generation at the back is achieved 
using rolling seals. This technique was preferred to sliding seals to minimise friction forces. A 
waterproof membrane is thus lined between the paddle and the water with gussets on each side 
that form a rolling seal (see figure 6.3). 
+ 
- 
Figure 6.3: Array of wave-makers during the wide tank construction. The yellow fabric is the 
membrane of the rolling seals and the black fabric on the tank floor is used for 
bottom hinges. 
The drive is provided by a low inertia printed armature motor via a multi-stranded stainless 
steel wire. 
Because this wave-maker design is single sided, it requires some form of spring to balance 
hydrostatic forces which tend to push the flap backwards. The rate of the spring is chosen to 
resonate with the mass plus the added mass of the paddle at a frequency close to the centre of 
the working band. 
The depth of immersion of the flap is a critical parameter in wave-maker design. There is a 
direct conflict between the generation of large waves at low frequencies and the absorption of 
reflections at high frequencies. Flaps run out of displacement at the bottom end of the frequency 
spectrum and have too much added mass at the top. Distortion occurs with large amplitude of 
movement. In both the wide and the curved tank, the wave-makers are optimised for a frequency 
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of 1Hz. The hinge depth is of O.5m and the maximum angular amplitude of movement is ±15 ' .  
The width of the flap is a compromise between the need to generate and absorb high frequencies 
waves and the restrictions on the number of parts to make. 
6.2.3 The wide tank 
The Edinburgh Wide Tank was constructed in 1977 specifically for wave energy research. It 
was originally designed to test a crest-spanning free-floating duck' string ([71] and [72]) at a 
scale of 1/150th  in waves representative of North Atlantic sea conditions. 
The tank was 27.5m wide. Its useful length (between the wave-makers and the beaches) was 
7.3m (figure 6.4). The water depth was 1.2m. The waves were generated by 89 rolling-seal 
flap-type wave-makers at a pitch of 1 foot (305mm) . The useful wave period range was 
0.5s to 2s. In order to prevent waves generated by the array of wave-makers from bouncing 
Figure 6.4: The Edinburgh wide tank 
back against the opposite boundary of the tank, it was necessary to implement a beach system 
that absorbed the incoming waves. Natural beaches make waves break when they come into 
water depth about the same as their own height [73]. The angles which give low reflections 
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are so small that implementing this kind of beach would have required a vast amount of space 
which was simply not available. Instead, a packing of expanded aluminium sheets was used. 
The manufacturing process involved cutting a pattern of slits into thin sheets which were then 
pulled out into corrugated shape. The resulting material presents lots of sharp corners and very 
little volume. It was packed into triangular wedge-shaped cages arranged side by side, as shown 
on figure 6.5. The idea was that the wave energy would be dissipated as water moved through 
the numerous interstices and sharp corners. 
Figure 6.5: Beaches laid out in the wide tank 
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The directionality of the generated waves relies on introducing a progressive phase shift 0 in 
the command signal across the row of wave-makers. 0 is related to the angle of the wave front 





as illustrated in figure 6.6. 
Figure 6.6: Schematic of the generation of directional waves. The array of wave-makers is at 
the bottom and the parallel angled lines represent the wave fronts. 
The width of the wave-makers limits the angle of wave front that can be used at high frequency. 
6.2.4 The curved tank 
The curved tank was designed and built after the real estate occupied by the wide tank was 
required for another use. For building estate and financial reasons, this new tank had to be 
significantly smaller and its construction had to make maximum use of wave-making equipment 
recovered from the wide tank. Consequently, the nominal water depth is the same as it was for 
the wide tank (1.2m) and the wave period range is nominally the same (0.5s to 2s). 
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In order to provide an angular spread of waves at the model position at least as good as in the 
wide tank despite the reduced dimensions, the array of wave-maker was configured in an arc. 
48 wave-makers are thus arranged in a 9m radius arc whose included angle is just over 900• 
The centre of this arc is actually outside the tank (see figure 6.8 and 6.7). 
T1T 	- I 
I.•. 	 &j 	'?r'I" 	!P 
V 
Figure 6.7: The Edinburgh curved tank 
Also due to space restriction, the fetch between wave-makers and beaches is significantly 
shorter than for the wide tank. 
The beaches are of a new design. The material used for packing the wide tank beaches was 
relatively expensive and tended to corrode and to compress unevenly. It was also difficult to 
obtain a consistent packing density distribution. 
The filling for the new beaches is a mixture of cut blocks of polyester open cell foam and folded 
sheets of geotextile fabric. The later is woven from small diameter pvc filaments (see figure 
6.9). More detail about the curved tank are available in [74]. 
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Figure 6.9: Beaches in construction with blue foam and black geotextile (left). Layout of the 
beaches unit in the tank (right). 
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6.2.4.1 Curved tank wave generation 
At the time when the experimental data discussed in the present work were obtained in the 
curved tank, the wave generation system was not fully calibrated. Consequently, for a given 
nominal gain setting, it did not produce regular waves of equal amplitude across the frequency 
range. It was also found that for a given frequency and wavemaking gain setting, the actual am-
plitude of a regular wave varies as it propagates. In other words, the wave amplitudes recorded 
at different points of a same line of propagation of the wave, are different. This is shown on 
figure 6.10 where the wave amplitude is plotted against period for four different wavemaking 
gains. The waves were measured by three wave gauges placed in a line corresponding to the 
direction of propagation of the waves. The wave gauges were 0.5m apart. The middle gauge 
was located at the model position specified on figure 6.8. The wave amplitudes are calculated 
using the root mean square method. 
6.3 The video motion tracking device 
The Wave Energy Group has recently acquired a video motion tracking system ideally suited 
for analysing movements of floating vessels in wave tanks. It provides real time displacement 
information for the six degrees of freedom (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw) of the 
model without mechanically interfering with it. 
The system in place in the curved tank consists of two ProReflex 'motion capture unit' cameras 
and a 'post processing unit' that computes the 3D displacement data. This whole package, 
called MarmneTrak, is manufactured by the Swedish company Qualisys Medical AB which also 
provide an optional Windows interface called TrakManager. 
The measurement technique relies on the principle of triangulation. Several infrared-sensitive 
cameras (at least two) are set to view the area where the model moves. The measurement 
volume is defined by the overlap of the respective camera fields of view. The cameras detect 
the position of small markers attached to the model. Two-dimensional position data from each 
camera are sent to a central processing unit, where they are processed, together with information 
about camera locations, to compute the three-dimensional co-ordinates of the markers. 
In order to compute motions of a rigid body in terms of the classic six degrees of freedom, more 
than one marker is necessary. The different markers have to be fitted on the model in a way that 
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Figure 6.10: Wave amplitude variations across period and space for different wave making 
gains. The four graphs correspond to the four different nominal wave making 
gains. On each graph, the measurement from the three wave gages are plotted. 
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ensures that their position relative to each others is constant. This way, position and orientation 
data relative to this 'network' of markers can be computed in a local coordinate system. 
The markers can be either active infrared emitting devices or passive reflectors. The advantage 
of active markers is that they can be 'seen' accurately by the cameras from further away than 
with passive ones. Passive markers reflect flashes emitted by the array of 250 infrared LEDs 
located on the front of each ProReflex camera. They typically consist of hollow plastic spheres 
coated with a retro-reflective material. The cameras actually work out the position of the cen-
troid of those markers, which means that there is no direct relation between the radius of the 
spheres and the accuracy of the measurement. For the models tested in the curved tank, only 
passive markers have been used. 
The spatial resolution of the system is directly related to the size of the field of view. This is 
because the cameras are capable of determining a marker's position with an accuracy which 
corresponds to a fixed proportion of each camera's sensor area. This means that operating 
with a larger measurement volume will yield poorer accuracy and vice versa. The cameras' 
numerical resolution is 60, 000 by 45,000. This defines the highest theoretical resolution of the 
system. In practice, resolution will be degraded due to noise, limitations of the camera optics 
and flaws in the markers. The field of view, and thus the spatial resolution, is affected by the 
focal length as well as by the distance from the cameras to the markers. For the camera set up 
of the tank, the linear theoretical resolution is 0.03mm. 
The maximum time resolution is 240 frames per second but for the model tests carried out so 
far, a sampling frequency of 32Hz has been considered sufficient. 
Once the cameras have been set, it is necessary to calibrate the system. This is done by po-
sitioning an accurately made frame with several markers, whose positions are known, in the 
measurement volume. This process enables the system to compute the positions and orien-
tations of the cameras with respect to each others. Although the user manual recommends 
calibrating the system before every test session, it was found that if the camera positioning is 
reliable and not accidentally altered, once every month is probably sufficient. 
For the tank configuration, the combination of the theoretical resolution with practical limita-
tions and calibration error yield a worst case error of ±0.1mm. 
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6.4 Experimental models 
6.4.1 Power take-off scaling issues 
In both full scale and the present model conditions, it can be considered that the dominant 
restoring force in the water wave propagation phenomenon is gravity. This assumption becomes 
questionable in the case of very short waves (wavelength < 0.1 m [38]) where surface tension 
is not negligible, but this is beyond the operating ranges of both the wide and curved tank. For 
deep water conditions the dispersion relation yields: 
gT2 
(6.2) 
where A is the wavelength, g the gravitational acceleration and T the wave period. 
g is the same for both full scale and model conditions, so (6.2) is true in both cases. If s 
is the geometric scale between model and full scale conditions, T thus scales with 	The 




where [M], [L] and [T] are the dimensions of mass, length and time respectively. Mass is 
proportional to volume, so [M] scales with s3 , and thus, power scales with s3.5. 
In the case of the sloped IPS buoy, the model scale is intended to be of the order of l/75, 
corresponding to a full scale width of around 40m. For North Atlantic conditions, wave power 
is below 200kW per metre of wave, 90% of the time [4]. So assuming a similar full scale power 
limit, the power take-off system rating of the model should be of the order of 1W. This means 
that in order to simulate full scale behavior accurately, power dissipation due to friction losses 
in the model power take-off, should be kept very low, ideally, down to the 'milliwatt' level. 
Consequently, for both constrained and free floating models, significant technical efforts have 
been put into the design of water fed hydrostatic bearings. Further information on hydrostatic 




6.4.2 One degree of freedom experimental model 
This wide tank model was designed and tested by Chia-Po Lin during his PhD ([76] and [8]). 
The experimental device consisted of a float whose motion was constrained to a single degree 
of freedom as shown on figure 6.11. The guide tube (in fact an aluminium alloy dinghy mast) 
Transmission rod 
iezo force cell 
Float 
Figure 6.11: Single degree offreedo,n experimental model 
was held fixed at a particular angle according to the test. Under wave action, the float slid along 
the guide tube via a water-fed hydrostatic bearing which minimised the friction losses. The 
transmission rod provided a mechanical connection between the float and the power take-off 
mechanism. It also prevented rotation of the float with respect to the guide tube axis. The only 
free motion of the float was thus translation along the guide tube. 
The float was a semi-circular cylinder 0.5m in width and 0.3m in diameter. It was connected to 
the transmission rod through a piezo force cell that provided a force signal. 
The power take-off mechanism provided a means of damping the float motion. It also enabled 
to drive the float over a range of frequencies and amplitudes, in order to work out the hydro-




6.4.3 Free floating model 
The free floating model consists of a buoy head or float, an inertia plate and a self contained 
dynamometer tube acting as a power take-off. The solid view of figure 6.12 shows the distinct 
components of the model. 
late 
Figure 6.12: Solid view ofthefreefloating sloped IPS model 
The total length of the dynamometer tube is 1130mm. Its outside diameter is 120mm. 
As described in the following section, the width of the buoy head is modifiable. However, in 
the present work it is kept constant at 300mm. 
6.4.3.1 The buoy head 
The buoy head is made of a close-cell PVC foam known as Devinycell. It is manufactured 
by the company DIAB. The grade used for this model is HI 00. It offers good mechanical 
properties with a density of 100kg.m 3 , which provides good floatability; The advantage of 
the closed-cell feature of this foam is the low water absorption. Indeed, water tends to only 
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penetrate a superficial external layer of the foam which corresponds to the cells burst open 
by cutting or machining processes. A weight gain due to absorption of 150g.m 2 has been 
experimentally measured in fresh water. 
The foam is sold in slabs of 50mm thick maximum, so the buoy head has to be made with a 
laminated construction. No glue is used here; instead, the profiles are perforated and mounted 
on three aluminium ahoy bars running through the whole width of the float. These also provide 
mechanical connection with the rest of the model. The main advantage of not using glue is to 
keep the width of the buoy head easily changeable by adding or removing inner profiles while 
keeping the same two outer profiles (which are more difficult to make because of their rounded 
edges). 
Sharp tools and an appropriate cutting speed yield a nice surface finish which can be further 
improved by sanding. A coating process of the outer surface has been investigated. The advan-
tages are better toughness, no water absorption and smoother surface finish. It can be achieved 
using several coats of low viscosity resin, typically epoxy putting compound. However, the 
process is tedious because the resin always tends to accumulate at the lowest point of the pro-
file due to gravity. Also, this technique compromises the interchangeability of the profiles and 
this is mainly for that reason that resin coating has not been used on the model. 
6.4.3.2 The inertia plate 
The inertia plate is made from a 20mm thick neutrally buoyant polyethylene plastic. It extended 
0.9m from the end of the float and was 0.5m wide, but tapered in to the buoy diameter. 
6.4.3.3 The dynamometer 
The power take-off simulation of the model relies on the 'eddy-current damper' phenomenon. 
Figure 6.13 shows a cut section of the dynamometer tube. 
The excitation coils create a magnetic field which circulates through the mild steel stator and 
'return ring'. In the gap between those two parts, the field is orientated radially. The eddy-tube 
slides axially through this 1.5mm wide gap. This motion, perpendicular to the magnetic field, 
induces a circumferential voltage in the tube, which in turns drives a current. This current, in 
combination with the radial magnetic field, generates a force which tends to oppose the motion 
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of the eddy tube. For a constant magnetic field, this force is proportional to the axial velocity 
of the eddy tube. 
Bell mouth 
Upper alloy tube 
,Mild steel stator with 3 excitation coils 
V . 
Piston 	 Lower alloy tube 
Tube joiner ring 
Mild steel flux return ring 
Thin walled 	 HOPE draught tube 
eddy tube 
connected 	 7 
to piston 
Positek position sensor 
Bell mouth 
Figure 6.13: Section of the dynamometer 
The eddy tube consists of a 1mm wall thickness aluminium alloy tube. It is mated at one end 
to the piston. 
The piston is fitted with a differential pressure sensor which provides information about the 
water pressure difference between the two sides of the piston, so that the net force on the piston 
can be known. Additionally, a special rig has been built to calibrate the dynamometer in order to 
work out the relation between the current supplied to the coils and the damping force generated. 
The piston also holds one end of a tubular aluminium sheath which, as the piston moves, pro-
gressively covers and uncovers the sensor rod of the 'Positek' linear displacement transducer. 
In order to locate axially the eddy tube and to enable it to slide without significant friction 
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against the different components of the outer tube, hydrostatic water fed bearings are fitted to 
both ends of the eddy-tube and to the mild steel flux returning ring. The nominal radial gap 
between the bearings and the bored inner surfaces of the outer alloy tubes is 25 microns. This 
is a small clearance which is close to the maximum machining accuracy that can be achieved 
using standard machine tools. Also, the outer tube, the eddy-tube is sliding within, is not made 
of one piece, but of two tubes mated together through the mild steel stator. This makes the axial 
alignment less accurate. For all these reasons, the dynamometer requires very fine tuning and 
a lot of attention to work properly. This is achieved by regular maintenance operations which 




Verification and validation of the 
numerical models 
7.1 Introduction 
The verification of the modelling of the generic power take-off (PTO) mechanism is discussed 
in chapter 5. The present chapter deals with the verification and the validation of the numerical 
models for the following configurations: 
A single degree of freedom device whose PTO mechanism reacts against a fixed refer-
ence. 
• Two free floating models of different inertia but without PTO. 
• A free floating model fitted with a PTO mechanism that reacts against water inertia. 
The verifications are achieved through convergence tests and the validations rely on comparison 
against experimental data. 
7.2 Single degree of freedom device 
The experimental model corresponding to this configuration is described in section 6.4.2 (p.112). 
Referring to this model as a single degree of freedom device can be confusing, since the trans-
lating motion of the float is a combination of the two modes: surge and heave. However, when 
considering the device as a forced mechanical oscillator, it has clearly only one degree of free-
dom. 
The behaviour of this model was experimentally analysed both in terms of diffraction and radia-
tion. In the former case, the exciting force was obtained by measuring the force in the drive rod 
via the piezoelectric transducer while the model, in the presence of incoming waves, was held 
locked in its equilibrium position. For the radiation analysis, the float was forced sinusoidally 
in otherwise undisturbed water. The value F of this driving force was recorded. The velocity 
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of the float U was also recorded, which allowed the driving force to velocity ratio to be derived. 




Since F and U are generally not in phase, Z is complex. The radiation impedance is related to 
the conventional damping (B) and added mass (A) radiation coefficients in the following way: 
Re(Z) = B 
	
(7.2) 
Im(Z) = (M + A)w - 	 (7.3) 
where M is the device mass, C the hydrostatic spring and w is the radian frequency. 
The capture width of the device was also measured. This quantity corresponds to the ratio of 
the power captured by the device to the power contained in the incoming wave front of the same 
width as the device. The power captured was obtained from the product of the force into the 
load cell multiplied by the velocity signal from the tacho-generator. The power contained in 
the incoming wave fronts was derived from the measured wave amplitude. 
The Fast Fourier Transform method was used to analysed the measured signals. The device was 
tested for four different values of the slope angle: 35°, 45°, 600  and 90°. More information on 
this experimental work can be found in chapter 5 of [76]. 
Results on the numerical investigation of this device led to the publication of [78]. 
7.2.1 Geometrical description of the device 
Amongst the different elements of the experimental rig, only the float was taken into account 
for the numerical model. The input geometry is therefore rather simple, as shown on figure 7.1. 
As explained in section 4.2.1 (page 57), only the part of the float located below the mean water 
level needs to be be defined. 
Since several slope angles were to be explored, it was decided to describe this shape analyti-
cally. In this way different input geometries can be generated just by defining the slope angle 
and the submergence. 
As explained in section 4.2.1.1 (page 59), analytical descriptions of the geometry require For- 
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Figure 7.1: Float geometry 
tran coded equations representing the body surface and the normal to this surface. One plane 
of symmetry can be exploited to reduce the number of patches to be defined, from four to three 
as shown on figure 7.2. 
Figure 7.2: Four patch representation (left) and three patch representation (right) 
7.2.1.1 Mathematical formulation 
A difficulty in deriving the mapping functions comes from the fact that in most configurations, 
the axis of the cylinder does not lie on the water surface. Figure 7.3 shows, in the case of the 
side patch, the two possible configurations. 
x and x are the coordinates of the cylinder axis, 0 is slope angle, u and w the two parametric 
coordinates. The radius of the cylinder is denoted R and its overall width L. 
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Figure 7.3: Side patch layout when the cylinder axis is below (left) or above (right) the mean 
water level 
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where the two parametric coordinates u and w describe the interval [-1, 1]. 
The partial derivatives are: 
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The front patch and the associated orientations of u and w are shown on figure 7.4 
Figure 7.4: Front patch 
The associated parametric equations are: 
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The partial derivatives are: 
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The back patch and the associated orientations of u and w are shown on figure 7.5. 
U 
X 1  
Figure 7.5: Back patch 
The associated parametric equations are: 
X1(u,w) = 
W+l,f( 	
+R COS  0) 2 +(x—R sin 0)2 COS  0 	(7.22) 
2 
x2(u, w) = — L ---(u + 1) 	 (7.23) 
X3(U,W) = - w+1 2 sI(xi + R COS 0) 2 + (x - R sin 0) 2 sin 0 	(7.24) 
The partial derivatives are: 
(U, W) = 0 	 (7.25) 
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The Fortran subroutine corresponding to this geometry definition is given in appendix C. 
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7.2.1.2 Convergence 
As visible on figure 7.1, the sub-patches distribution is uniform with respect to the paramet-
ric variables. Because of the simplicity of the geometry, the convergence did not exhibit any 
particular issue and no localised panel distribution refinement was required. The actual conver-
gence tests carried out for the four different configurations explored experimentally are shown 
in section D.6 of appendix D (p.221). 
7.2.2 Results for the single degree of freedom configurations 
The comparison between numerical predictions and experimental data are given below for wave 
exciting force, hydrodynamic impedance and capture width. 
The quantities computed by WAMIT correspond to the surge and heave directions. To obtain 
those along the slope angle, transformation matrices are employed. Details of this method are 
given in appendix B. 
Figure 7.6 illustrates the present situation. The quantities computed by WAMIT are expressed 
in the coordinate system (0, i,j, k). They need to be expressed in the coordinate system 
(0, i',j', k') and more specifically along the direction i' 
Figure 7.6: Side view of the float with two coordinate systems 
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The transformation matrix from (0, i,j, k) to (0, i',j', k') is: 
cosO 0 — sinO 
T= 	0 	1 	0 	 (7.31) 
sin  0 cosO ) 




where F is described in (0, i,j, k). 
For the added mass and damping matrices, their descriptions in (0, i', j', k'), noted respectively 
A' and B', are given by: 
= T.A.TT 	 (733) 
= T.B.TT 	 (734) 
where A and B are the descriptions in (0, i,j, k) and where TT  is the transpose of T. 
7.2.2.1 Wave exciting force 
In figure 7.7, normalised wave exciting force is plotted against wave period for the four slope 
angles. The agreement is generally good. The numerical prediction shows a better match with 
the 5-mm wave amplitude experimental points than with 25-mm ones. This is consistent with 
the fact that WAMIT is based on linear theory. The steeper the waves are, the less justified the 
linear assumption is. 
It can also be noted that the experimental points seem to 'fluctuate' around the numerical curve 
with a pseudo sinusoidal oscillating pattern. The period of those oscillations is shorter at lower 
periods and longer at higher periods. This phenomenon was observed by Skyner when carrying 
out experiments on the Solo Duck in the same wave tank [79]. He refers to it as ripple noise' 
and explained it as being due to wave reflection from the beaches of the wave tank. More 
precisely, depending on the wavelength, the reflected wave acts constructively or destructively 
with the incident wave at the point of the model. For short waves there is a higher number of 
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Figure 7.7: Comparison between numerical predictions (solid lines) and experimental data 
for normalised wave exciting force. The crosses correspond to waves of 25mm 
amplitude and the circles to waves of 5mm amplitude. 
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wavelengths between the rear boundary of the tank and the model than for long waves. Thus, 
only a small change in frequency is required to get another whole wave between the model and 
its virtual reflection in the rear wall. The opposite happens in longer waves. 
Finally, bigger discrepancies between numerical predictions and experimental data occur at 
longer periods. Chia-Po Lin showed in his PhD ([76], p.83) that the beaches of the wide tank 
were more efficient at absorbing steeper waves. Given that wave exciting force measurements 
were carried out with constant wave amplitude over the period range, the short waves would be 
steeper than the long ones. The effect of wave reflection is thus likely to be more significant at 
longer period, which is consistent with what is observed in the wave exciting force records. 
7.2.2.2 Hydrodynamic impedance 
Figure 7.8 shows the real and imaginary part of the hydrodynamic impedance plotted against 
wave period for the four angles. The agreement between the experimental data and the numer -
ical results is generally good. There are, however, a few discrepancies. 
Again, a ripple noise phenomenon appears on the experimental data in every case. It can be 
seen that the amplitude of the ripples on the radiation damping, is higher when the radiation 
damping values are high. This makes sense when considering that the radiation damping of a 
body is correlated to its ability to radiate waves when subjected to oscillations. In other words, 
the larger the radiation damping, the bigger the radiated waves, and consequently, the more 
significant the ripple noise due to reflected waves. In the present case, the radiation damping 
values are also affected by the slope angle, the more this angle departs from vertical the larger 
is the damping. Indeed, the 35° configuration would be expected to generate bigger waves than 
the 900  configuration. 
Also, some discrepancies can be spotted for long periods. These differences were also noted 
during solo Duck experiments, when comparing radiation impedances directly measured from 
the force and velocity responses with those calculated from radiation waves [79]. 
For the imaginary part of impedance, small discrepancies appear at both short and long periods. 
To understand the meaning of those discrepancies, it should be noted that the two parameters 
that affect the imaginary part of the impedance are the inertia and hydrostatic spring. At long 
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Figure 7.8: Comparison between numerical predictions (light solid lines) and experimental 
data (dots/heavy lines) for the real and imaginary parts of the hydrodynamic 
impedance 
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The differences between experimental data and numerical results might be explained by the 
fact that the geometry of the hollow cylinder housing the water-fed hydrostatic bearing is not 
taken into account in the numerical model. Another factor is that the inertia of the DC motor in 
the power take-off mechanism is not taken into account in the numerical modelling. 
7.2.2.3 Capture width 
The capture width of the device is strongly influenced by the PTO strategy adopted. In the 
present case, the external force applied to the float is simple damping, that is force proportional 
to velocity. With this condition, it can be shown [76] that the time-average power absorbed P 
by the power take-off mechanism is given by: 
1F12 	_______ e 
('(Dpto_Iz')2 
4 (B + IZI) ID t0 + z2 	 (7.35) 
where Fe is the wave exciting force, B the radiation damping of the device, D 0 the power 
take-off damping and Z the hydrodynamic impedance of the system. P is maximum when 
D 0 = Z. 
This value of the optimum damping coefficient is frequency dependent and needs therefore to 
be derived for every wave period considered. 
In figure 7.9, the capture width (in percent of device physical width) is plotted against wave 
period. These results are obtained with optimum damping for the power take-off at every wave 
period considered. Again, the agreement is generally good. 
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between numerical predictions (solid lines) and experimental data 
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7.3 Free floating systems 
The leap from a single degree of freedom device whose PTO reacts against a fixed reference, 
to a free floating device whose PTO reacts against water is significant. It was thus decided to 
consider an intermediate step. That is, to investigate the motions of the free floating model but 
without any form of PTO. 
7.4 Free floating configurations without PTO 
The experimental model is similar to the one described in section 6.4.3 (p.1  13) with the differ-
ence that the dynamometer is not fitted with a piston and therefore forms a simple hollow tube. 
Two configurations are explored: 
• The dynamometer tube is open at both ends, thus allowing water to flow in and out of the 
tube. 
. The tube is filled with water and blocked at both ends. 
These two configurations can be seen to approximate respectively to notional 'zero damping' 
and 'infinite damping' settings on the model PTO. 
7.4.1 Geometrical representations 
Because of the complexity of the device shape, analytical description would be unwieldy. The 
geometries were instead defined with B-Spline surfaces using the CAD package MultiSurf. 
Figure 7.10 shows representations of open and blocked tube configurations. 
7.4.2 Convergence 
The input geometries shown on figure 7.10 exhibit two main types of singularities: thin walls 
and sharp edges. The latter are tackled by implementing a non uniform panel distribution that 
increases the number of panels in the vicinity of the edges as shown on figure 7.11. 
The wall thickness issue is overcome by keeping the number of panels high enough. The actual 
convergence tests for these geometry and the number of unknowns associated with the panel 
distribution adopted are available in section D.7 and D.8 (p.231). 
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Figure 7.10: Rendered views (left) of the of geometries corresponding to the free floating model 
without PTO but with the tube open (a) and blocked (b) at both ends. Section 
views (right) show the representations of the tube. 
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Figure 7.11: Wireframe view of the bottom of the plate (shown in red on figure 7.10) where 
sub-patches are smaller around the edges than over plane areas 
7.43 Results for the free floating configurations without PTO 
The comparisons between numerical predictions and experimental data are given, for the mo-
tion of a point, fixed with respect to the device. This point is located on the plane of symmetry 
of the system and slightly above the float. The location of this point and the configuration of 
the device are shown in figure 7.12. The experimental data were obtained using a video motion 
tracking device (see section 6.3). 
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Origin for the video 
motion trackinci device 
22.3 
11 	 32.5' 
I model 
ye direction 
Figure 7.12: Section view of the device with the tube shown open. The point used for motion 
comparison is the origin for the video tracking system. Distances are indicated in 
mm. 
7.43.1 Roll instability 
Given that the device is excited by waves propagating in a direction parallel to its plan of sym-
metry, it should only respond in surge, heave and pitch. However, experimental observations 
indicate that the device responds significantly in roll, particularly at periods around 1.2s, as 
shown in figure 7.13. 
For the open tube configuration, the roll response is close to zero except for periods in the 
vicinity of 1.2s and 2s. In the former case there is a sharp peak, in the latter, response values 
are much lower and the peak more spread out. The blocked tube configuration exhibits similar 
behaviour but with both peaks slightly shifted towards longer periods. 
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Figure 7.13: Response in roll (in degree) normalised by wave amplitude plotted against wave 
period for both experimental configurations and for two wave maker gain settings. 
The amplitude is computed using root mean square. 
Further analysis reveals that the frequency of the roll oscillations for the first peak does not 
correspond to the frequency of the waves which the device is subjected to. Figure 7.14 shows 
the frequency distribution of the roll response obtained by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for the 
open tube configuration in waves of 0.848 Hz and the blocked tube configuration in waves of 
0.781 Hz. These frequencies correspond to the sharp peaks shown on figures 7.13. It should be 
noted that here, the horizontal axis is in frequency rather than period as this is more appropriate 
for an FF1'. 
From figure 7.14, it appears that the dominant frequency of the roll response is about half of 
the exciting wave frequency. This clearly non linear phenomenon is believed to be related 
to indirect roll excitation by heave and pitch motion. This type of behaviour was originally 
reported by Froude in 1863 in the case of ships [80]. 
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Figure 7.14: Frequency distribution of the roll response for the open (top) and blocked (bottom) 
tube configurations in waves of 0.848 Hz (top) and 0.781 Hz (bottom). 
For the sake of simplicity, consider the interaction only between heave and roll. As mentioned 
earlier, for reason of symmetry, there is no direct roll excitation from the wave. However, if 
the body is subjected to a small perturbation in roll, the roll hydrostatic restoring moment is 
affected by heave and free surface motions. Liaw [81] has shown that when considering small 
roll angles, the hydrostatic roll restoring moment can be considered as the sum of three terms: 
• a constant term that can be derived from the body position at rest 
• a first order term in relative heave motion 
• a second order term in relative heave motion. 
The relative heave motion is defined as the absolute heave motion minus the water surface 
elevation. 
This heave-roll coupling through the roll hydrostatic restoring moment induces instability in 
the roll equation of motion for certain values of heave amplitude and incoming wave period. 
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Depending on the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic characteristic of the body, the range of wave 
period and heave amplitude over which the instability region spreads can vary. However, the 
case where the exciting wave period is about half the roll resonance is known to be critical in 
terms of instability [81]. 
In the case of the experimental model, it is likely that small cross waves caused by reflections 
on the tank boundaries have hit the model sideways. This would then induce the initial roll 
perturbation that triggers the roll instability. 
For the open and blocked tube configurations, the roll resonance period has not been measured 
experimentally. However, numerical computations were carried out in the case where the direc-
tion of propagation of the waves is perpendicular to the model plan of symmetry. The response 
in roll is shown on figure 7.15. 
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Figure 7.15: Numerical predictions of roll response (in degree) normalised by wave amplitude 
with waves travelling perpendicularly to the plane of symmetry of the body 
() 
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For both configurations, the values reached by the resonance peaks are non physical. This can 
be attributed to the neglect of viscous damping in the computation. However, these results 
indicates resonance periods that are close to the experimental roll oscillation periods reported 
in figure 7.14. This tends to confirm that the roll motions shown in figure 7.13 are caused by 
non linear coupling of roll with heave and pitch via roll stiffness. 
In WAM1T the roll restoring moment is assumed constant and computed from the rest position 
of the body. It thus cannot predict roll response associated with this roll instability. 
7.43.2 Plane motion 
The experimental data used for comparison with numerical predictions correspond to motion 
in the (x 1 , x3) plane (see figure 7.12). For each wave period investigated, motions are recorded 
alter allowing one minute for the system to reach steady state. The sampling frequency is 32Hz 
and measurements are recorded for a duration that covers at least 20 wave periods. In some 
cases, a surge drift is superimposed to the main wave-induced motion. It is thought to be related 
to very long period oscillations associated with the low mooring stiffness. The experimental 
signal was thus averaged over the number of periods studied. This implies assuming that the 
recorded oscillations are of the same period as the exciting waves. Figure 7.16 shows the 
measurement time series and the corresponding averaged motion in the case where there is 
little drift (top row) and in the case where drift is more significant (bottom row). In the latter, it 
can be seen that the averaged ellipsoid exhibits some distortion as a consequence of the drift. 
The comparison in terms of amplitude is shown on figure 7.17. The experimental values for 
these plots were derived from the averaged ellipsoids as explained above. 
In terms of heave, the agreement is generally good for both configurations. However, the am-
plitude of the resonance peaks predicted by WAMIT is much higher than what is observed 
experimentally. This type of discrepancies is not unprecedented (see chapter 3) and can be at-
tributed to the neglect of viscous damping by the numerical model. As in the case of the single 
degree of freedom model (section 7.2.2.1 p.124) it can be seen that the agreement is slightly 
better with experimental data obtained in smaller waves. Again this is consistent with the fact 
that as waves become steeper, the assumption of linearity becomes less justified. 
It can also be noticed that the resonance peak occurs at a longer period for the blocked tube con- 
figuration than for the open tube. The blocked tube is filled with water, the mass of the model 
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in this configuration is therefore higher than with the open tube. Since both configurations have 
the same water plane area, this extra inertia shifts the resonance towards longer periods. 
In long waves, both experimental and numerical results converge, as expected towards 1. 













-10 	0 	10 	20 
Figure 7.16: Time series of the recorded motions (left)for the open tube configuration in waves 
of 1.802s (top) and 1.362s (bottom) and with wave maker gain set to 2. The 
corresponding averaged motions are shown on the right. The x-axis corresponds 
to horizontal displacement and the y-axis to vertical. 
In terms of surge, numerical predictions and experimental data exhibit the same trend. However, 
the experimental measurements are strongly affected by ripple noise. As explained in section 
7.2.2.1 (p.124) this is believed to be primarily caused by reflections from the tank boundaries. 
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Figure 7.17: Comparison between numerical predictions and experimental data for surge and 
heave motions of the open and blocked tube configurations. The motion ampli-
tudes are normalised by wave amplitudes. 
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Depending on the wavelength, the reflected wave acts constructively or destructively with the 
incident wave at the point of the model. This interpretation is suggested by the fact that the 
cyclic fluctuations of the experimental points about the local mean are more rapid for shorter 
waves than for longer waves. For short waves, a relatively small change in frequency causes a 
relatively big change in the phase of the reflected wave at the model position. 
This interpretation can be quantitatively verified for both configurations by considering the fluc-
tuations of the experimental points with respect to the numerical curve between wave periods 
1.5s and 2.3s. (that is between point I and 3 on the surge graphes of figure 7.17). Let d be the 
total distance from the model to the reflecting surface and then back again to the model. d thus 
corresponds to twice the distance from the model to the back of the tank. d can be expressed 
from the wavelength by introducing a coefficient a so that: 
d = aA 
	
(7.36) 
Between points 1 and 3 (in figure 7.17), an entire pseudo-oscillation of the experimental data 
is taking place. It would thus be expected that for the wave regime of point I there is one more 
wavelength within d compared with the wave regime of point 3. In other words, if 
d = aA3 	 (7.37) 
then 
d = (a+ l)Ai 	 (7.38) 
where A1 and A3 are the wavelengths for wave regimes I and 3 respectively. Similarly, for wave 
regime 2, there should be haLf a wavelength more within d than for wave regime 3. That is, if 
d = aA3 	 (7.39) 
then 
d = (a + 0.5)A2 	 (7.40) 
The validity of this interpretation can be checked by comparing the value of d obtained from 
equations (7.37) and (7.38) and the one obtained from equations (7.39) and (7.40). For that 
purpose, A1, A2 and A3 are calculated from wave periods and water depth using the dispersion 
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relation of linear wave theory given by equation (2.35) (p.21): 
Al = 3.43m (7.41) 
1\2 = 4.46m (7.42) 
A3 = 	6.69m (7.43) 
(7.37) and (7.38) yield 
d = 7.04m 	 (7.44) 
and (7.39) and (7.40) yield 
d = 6.69m 	 (7.45) 
The small discrepancy between (7.44) and (7.45) can be explained by the fact that the mean 
drift force is probably different for wave regimes 1, 2 and 3. Given the compliance of the 
mooring this should result in slightly different average position of the model when the steady 
state is reached. These values of d are also consistent with the position of the model in the tank. 
As shown on figure 6.8 (p.I07), the model was located approximatively 3.5m away from the 
rear wall, which corresponds to a nominal value of d equal to 7m. 
It can be noticed that the ripple noise phenomenon does not affect the heave measurements. 
The motion amplitudes shown in figure 7.17 are normalised by the measured wave amplitude. 
This makes the heave results be fairly independent of wave reflection. However this is not the 
case for surge. 
To understand this, it is useful to consider the simplified case where the floating model is small 
with respect to the wavelength and located in an unbounded wave field. In this situation, the 
heave response will follow the motion of the free surface, so when the model is subjected to a 
regular incident wave and no reflected wave, its normalised heave response will be 1. Similarly, 
from the small body approximation the surge response will follow the horizontal motion of the 
water particles. As these have a circular motion in deep water waves, the normalised surge 
response in these conditions will also be 1. Now consider the extreme case of a fully reflective 
wall behind the model. This configuration will generate a standing wave pattern. The heave 
response of the model will depend on its location on this pattern. For instance, if it is located 
at an antinode, the heave motion will be twice what it would be in the absence of reflected 
wave. However, the normalising process will yield a normalised heave response of 1, since at 
the antinode, the wave amplitude is twice what it would be without reflection. This argument 
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holds true for any location of the model, so the normalised heave response of this small model 
is not affected by its location on the standing wave pattern. On the other hand, the location of 
the model will affect the surge response. For example, if located at an antinode, the model will 
not have any surge motion. If located at a node, the model surge response will be twice what 
it would be without reflection. The normalising process exaggerates this discrepancy further. 
In the vicinity of an antinode, the next to zero surge motion amplitude is divided by twice 
the regular wave amplitude. Near a node, the doubled surge amplitude is divided by a wave 
amplitude close to zero. Shallow water waves increase the discrepancy. In these conditions, the 
surge motion in regular wave is larger although it remains zero at an antinode of the standing 
wave. 
In the case of the blocked tube, the prominent feature of the surge response predicted by 
WAMIT is the step change occurring at a period of about 1.3s. This feature seems to also 
exist in the experimental data but at a slightly shorter period. Given the level of noise associ-
ated with the experimental measurements, it is difficult to tell whether this step change is only 
an artifice caused by the noise or if the discrepancy is real and reveals a more fundamental 
problem. 
The above motion comparison provides useful information on the correlation between numeri-
cal predictions and experimental data in terms of amplitude. In order to establish a comparison 
in terms of phase, the phase shift between surge and heave responses is compared. The results 
are presented qualitatively by plotting the averaged experimental ellipsoids and the correspond-
ing WAMIT computations for a set of wave periods. Figure 7.18 shows the comparison for the 
open tube configuration and figure 7.19 for the blocked tube one. It should be noted that scale of 
the axes varies through the period range. This is because the amplitude of the ellipsoids varies 
greatly through the period range. Moreover, these figures are aimed at providing qualitative 
information. Quantitative amplitude comparisons can be obtained from figure 7.17. 
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Figure 7.18: Trace of the motion in the (xi, X3) plane for the open tube configuration with 
wave maker gain set to 2. The dashed lines correspond to the experimental mea-
surements and the solid lines to the numerical predictions. The scale of both axes 
of the graphs are the same to preserve the aspect ratio. The displacements shown 
are normalised by wave amplitude. Wave period is indicated above each graph. 
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Figure 7.19: Trace of the motion in the (X 1, 53) plane for the blocked tube configuration with 
wave maker gain set to 2. The dashed lines correspond to the experimental mea-
surements and the solid lines to the numerical predictions. The scale of both axes 
of the graphs are the same to preserve the aspect ratio. The displacements shown 
are normalised by wave amplitude. Wave period is indicated above each graph. 
When looking at the plots, waves are coming from the right. 
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For both configurations, the agreement is generally good. In terms of phase shift, this good cor-
relation is indicated by the alignment of the main axis of both the experimental and numerical 
ellipsoids. However a few discrepancies are visible: 
. For 0.6s wave period, the experimental averaged ellipsoids are significantly distorted, 
especially in the case of the open tube. As explained earlier this is a consequence of the 
drift in surge. Nevertheless, phase shifts match, as shown by the alignment of both axes. 
• For 0.7s wave period, the experimental ellipsoids are more elongated than their numerical 
counterparts. When looking at the corresponding point (second from the left) in figure 
7.17, this is associated with a surge response about 50% higher than the numerical pre-
diction. This discrepancy is consistent with the ripple noise mentioned earlier. However, 
the phase shift correlation is good. 
• For the three last wave periods 1.8, 1.9 and 2s the phase shift agreement deteriorates as 
waves become longer and the shape of the experimental trace drifts away from that of 
an ellipse. This is not due to the surge drift mentioned earlier and indicates a non linear 
contribution to the motion. 
7.5 Free floating configuration with PTO 
This configuration features all the aspects of the full scale concept except for the enlargement 
of the diameter of the water cylinder at the ends of the piston stroke (see section 1.2 p.5). 
It is consequently, the most challenging model to test experimentally and the most complex 
configuration to model numerically. 
The experimental model is as described in section 6.4.3 (p.1  13). 
7.5.1 Geometrical representation 
As for the free floating configuration without PTO, MultiSurf was used to generate a geometry 
made of B-Spline surfaces. Figure 7.20 shows solid view representations of the input geometry. 
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Ob 
tube - 
float merged _- 
with plate 
Figure 7.20: Solid views of the input geometry for the free floating configuration with PTO. The 
section view (centre) and the close up (right) show in detail the representation of 
the piston within the tube. 
7.5.2 Convergence 
The geometry shown on figure 7.20 is fairly similar to that of the free floating configuration 
without PTO and tube open (figure 7.10 (b)). Consequently, the thin wall and sharp edges 
singularities associated with the latter configuration are also present here. 
The geometry shown on figure 7.20 consists of two bodies: the piston (in purple) and the tube 
(in blue) plus the float merged with the plate (in pink). As explained in section 5.5 (p.80), 
although the float merged with the plate and the tube are represented as a disjointed body, they 
are actually rigidly connected to form a single body. For further reference, this body is referred 
to as the 'main body'. 
The presence of the piston as a separate body associated with the singularities mentioned above 
adds significant convergence difficulties. Convergence tests with different panel distributions 
show that increasing the number of panels on the plate and on the float does not improve the 
convergence significantly. However, it was found that the panel distribution on the piston and 
on the inner wall of the tube has a critical impact. This is probably because the complexity of 
the flow pattern in the vicinity of the moving piston requires a higher number of panels for the 
associated velocity potential to be represented accurately enough. The panel density necessary 
to achieve this accuracy is such that adopting a uniform panel distribution over the whole tube 
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would increase the number of unknowns to an impractical level. Non uniform panel distribution 
was thus adopted. 
As explained in section 4.4.2 (p.72) the hydrodynamic parameters which are investigated for 
these convergence tests are the RAO and the wave exciting force computed from both direct 
pressure integration and the Haskind relation. 
Convergence tests are carried out for surge, heave and pitch for both bodies. 
Each discretization is characterised by its associated number of unknowns specified in the la-
bel box of the graphs below. The meaning of these unknowns, also referred to as unknown 
coefficients, is explained in section 2.7.2.2 (p.34). 
The RAO graphs (figures 7.21 and 7.23) which are plotted against wave period are laid out in 
the following way: 
• The first row shows normalised amplitude for the different discretizations. 
• The second row shows the phase. 
• The third row shows the amplitude relative error with respect to the finest discretization. 
• The fourth row shows the absolute error on the phase with respect to the finest discretiza-
tion. 
The exciting force graphs (figures 7.22 and 7.24) are laid out in the following way: 
• The first row shows normalised amplitude, computed from direct pressure integration, 
for the different discretizations. 
• The second row shows the phase, computed from direct pressure integration. 
• The third row shows the relative error on the amplitude computed from the Haskind 
relation with respect to the amplitude computed from pressure integration with the same 
discretization. 
• The fourth row shows the absolute error on the phase computed from the Haskind relation 
with respect to the phase computed from pressure integration with the same discretiza-
tion. 
For the phase error, presenting relative error was thought to be unnecessary since the maximum 
phase angle range is constant and known ([-180; 180]). 
In terms of amplitudes, the relative error provides the most pertinent information on conver - 
gence. However, when the amplitude values considered are close to zero, the relative error can 
be very high despite an acceptable absolute error. The graphs showing the amplitude values 
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thus provides a way to check if an eventual large relative error is due to lack of converge or 
simply to the amplitude values being close to zero. 
For the main body, the discretization associated with 4344 unknowns keeps the amplitude rel-
ative error on the RAO well below 0.5% and the amplitude relative error on the exciting force 
below 2%. In terms of phase, the error is kept well under 0.5° for the RAO and below 2° for 
the exciting force. 
For the piston, the same discretization leads to good convergence in terms of RAO, by keeping 
the amplitude relative error around I% or below and the phase error under P. For the exciting 
force, the relative error on amplitude is significantly higher and reaches 10%. The phase error 
reaches 12 0 . However, the actual amplitudes of the exciting force for the three modes are very 
small (of the order of 10 or below). It is thus thought that this level of error is acceptable. 
The discretization involving 5520 unknowns leads to slightly lower errors, but the computing 
burden associated with it makes it impractical for calculations over a large number of wave 
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7.5.3 Further verifications 
The formulation of the PTO is described in detail and verified in chapter 5. This verification is 
however carried out on simpler geometries than the one involved here. It is therefore appropriate 
to verify the formulation with this more complex geometry. 
As in explained in section 5.5.2 (p.83) the verification is done against benchmark results ob- 
tained from WAMIT with single body approaches. The two cases considered are the followings: 
• The piston is totally undamped. This configuration is compared with the single body 
approach where the piston is removed from the tube (figure 7.25 (a)). 
• The piston is heavily damped. This configuration is compared with the single body ap-
proach where the piston is integral to the tube (figure 7.25 (a)). (The convergence tests 
for this benchmark configuration are available in section D.9 p.239) 
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Figure 7.25: Comparisons between the two body configuration and the corresponding single 
body approach when the piston is undamped (a) and when it is heavily damped 
(b) 
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7.5.4 Results for the free floating configuration with PTO 
As for the free floating configuration without PTO, comparisons between numerical predictions 
and experimental data are given for the motion of a point fixed with respect to the device. The 
location of this point and the configuration of the device are shown in figure 7.26. 
Coordinate system origin for 
the video motion tracking device 
-- J - 
N. 45.O 
	
Mean water level 
Coordinate system origin 
for the numerical model 
coming wave direction 
Figure 7.26: Section view of the device. The point used for motion comparison is the origin for 
the video tracking system. Distance are indicated in mm 
The relative motion of the piston with respect to the surrounding tube is also compared. 
Experimental measurements were carried out over a range of wave periods and wave amplitudes 
for different values of damping applied to the piston motion. 
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7.5.4.1 Roll instability 
The configuration with PTO exhibits a similar roll instability to that of the free floating con-
figuration without PTO. This would be expected given the similarity of the geometries of both 
configurations. 
7.5.4.2 Plane motion 
The way in which experimental data are presented for comparison with numerical predictions 
is similar to the method used for the free floating configuration without PTO discussed in sec-
tion 7.4.3.2 (p.137). The comparisons are shown in figure 7.27 for four different values of 
dynamometer damping: 3.45, 14.17, 27.52 and 40.7kg.s 1 . 
In the surge results, for the four damping values, numerical predictions and experimental data 
exhibit similar trends. However, as for the free floating configuration without PTO, the exper-
imental measurements are contaminated with ripple noise. Also, both experimental points and 
numerical curves plunge sharply for wave periods in the vicinity of 1.2s. There is however a 
small relative offset of about 0.06s in the wave period for which this plunge takes place. 
In the heave results and for the four damping values, the general trend of both experimental 
data and numerical curves is similar in that they both display a peak. This peak occurs at the 
same wave period as the plunge in surge. As in surge, there is a discrepancy of about 0.06s 
in the wave period for which this peak occurs. The amplitude of the peak of the numerical 
prediction is about 65% higher than the experimental one for the lowest damping case. As the 
damping increases, this discrepancy in amplitude reduces and for damping values of 27.53 and 
40.7kg.s 1 , peaks amplitudes of experimental and numerical data are very similar. A possible 
interpretation for this phenomenon is that WAMIT does not take into account viscous damping. 
As reported in the literature review chapter (p.45), this can lead to predictions of very large 
responses at resonance. This is probably the case for the lowest damping setting. However, 
as the dynamometer damping is increased, the viscous damping could become less significant 
with respect to the dynamometer damping. In other words, the overall damping in the physical 
experiment would be largely dominated by the dynamometer damping. This would yield a 
better amplitude match with numerical predictions since the dynamometer damping is taken 
into account in the numerical model. 
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Figure 7.27: Comparison between numerical predictions (solid lines) and experimental data 
for surge and heave motions for four values of the dynamometer damping. The 
circles correspond to measurements obtained with the wave maker gain set to 2 
and the crosses to measurements with the wave maker gain set to 3. For each case, 
the damping value applied to the piston motion is indicated above the graph. 
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7.5.4.3 Piston motion 
As explained in section 6.4.3.3 (p.1  14), the dynamometer simulating the PTO on the experi-
mental model is fitted with a linear displacement transducer which provides information on the 
piston position. When the amplitude of the piston motion is of the order of one millimetre or 
less, the experimental signal is very small and starting to be dominated by noise. It was thus 
necessary to devise a method of selecting the experimental runs for which the position signal is 
'clean' enough. 
Given that the theoretical motion of the piston is sinusoidal, a natural approach to quantify the 
level of noise and distortion on the measurements would have been to use a FF1' and to compare 
the amplitude of the fundamental component with the amplitude of the signal calculated from 
the root mean square (rms). The latter amplitude corresponds to the amplitude of a sinusoid that 
has the same rms amplitude as the signal, in other word, the amplitude of the signal multiplied 
by However, identifying the fundamental accurately requires a fine frequency resolution 
in the FF1'. This frequency resolution is equal to the inverse of the duration over which the 
measurements are recorded. The recording duration for each run is 16s, yielding a frequency 
resolution of 0.0625Hz which is too coarse. 
An alternative approach relies on the fact that the frequency of the exciting waves is accurately 
known. Assuming that the device response is linear with the exciting wave, the frequency 
of the piston oscillation is theoretically that of the exciting wave. So instead of computing 
the whole frequency spectrum by FFT with a crude frequency resolution that could 'miss' 
the fundamental frequency of the signal, the piston signal is convoluted with only one basis 
function corresponding to the exciting wave frequency. With this method, the amplitude a(f) 
of the component of frequency f is given by: 
a(f) 
= Ti 	
xke21(d1)5t 	 (7.46) 
Ik=1 
where n is the number of samples recorded during the measurement, xk with 1 < k < n the 
sample values and öt the time step between two samples. 
Figure 7.28 shows two examples of such correlation. The experimental signal is shown in blue. 
The sinusoidal s(t) in red is derived from the correlation and given by: 
s(t) = a(f)Re (e- i(2-irft+W(f)) ) 	 (7.47) 
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where a(f) is given by equation (7.46) and where V(f) is given by: 
V(f) = arg ( 
1 	xke 2711 )6t) 	 (7.48) 
The blue horizontal line corresponds to the amplitude derived from the rms of the experimental 
signal, and the red horizontal line corresponds to the amplitude of the correlated sine wave. 
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Figure 7.28: Signal from the piston displacement transducer plotted against time (solid blue) 
and the associated correlation (dotted red). The two graphs correspond to two dif-
ferent experimental records whose specifications  are indicated above the graph. 
For the top graph, the relative discrepancy of the amplitude of the correlated sine wave with 
respect to the rms amplitude of the signal is 23.9%. For the bottom graph, it is 1.06%. 
Experimental records were retained for comparison with numerical predictions, only if this rel- 
ative discrepancy was under 5%. Consequently, some experimental records had to be discarded. 
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The comparisons are shown on figure 7.29 for the same four different values of the dynamome-
ter damping. 
The general trend of both experimental data and the numerical data is similar, in that they both 
exhibit a peak. The frequency of this peak corresponds to the peak in heave response and to 
the sharp plunge in surge. As for the surge and heave responses, there is a shift of about 0.06s 
between numerical and experimental for the period at which the peak occurs. 
Concerning the amplitudes of the peaks, the discrepancies do not exceed 20% and are actually 
much lower in the case for the 3.45kg.s' and 40.7kg.s' damping values. The evolution of 
these discrepancies with the dynamometer damping is however different from that of the heave 
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Figure 7.29: Comparison between numerical predictions (solid lines) and experimental data 
for the piston motion relative to the tube. The circles correspond to measurements 
obtained with wave maker gain set to 2 and the crosses with wave maker gain set 
to 3. For each case, the damping value applied to the piston motion is indicated 
above the graph. 161 
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7.5.4.4 Capture width 
The capture width of a device is defined in section 7.2 (p.1  17). 
The instantaneous power absorbed by the power take-off mechanism P(t) is given by: 
P(t) = 	 (7.49) 
where D 0  is the power take-off damping and v(t) is the piston instantaneous velocity (relative 
to the tube). 
The time-average power absorbed P is computed from integration of (7.49). Due to piston 
stiction the position signal of the piston is not always very 'clean' (see figure 7.28, p.159). 
Derivation of v(t) from time differentiation of the experimental time series would not yield 
a well behaved signal. The correlated sine wave defined in the previous section is thus used 
instead of the actual experimental signal. 
The power contained in the incoming wave fronts was derived from the measured wave ampli-
tude. 
Comparisons between numerical predictions and experimental measurements of the capture 
width are shown in figure 7.30 for different values of the power take-off damping. 
The correlation between numerical predictions and experimental measurements for the capture 
width is very similar to that of the piston motion (see figure 7.27 p.157). There is a similar 
discrepancy between numerical and experimental data in the period at which resonance takes 
place. However, this discrepancy is slightly larger for the capture width than for the piston 
motion. 
In terms of wave energy conversion performances, these results are rather disappointing com-
pared to that of the single degree of freedom configuration. The capture width does not exceed 
45% and the bandwidth is narrow. However, it should be noted that in these measurements, the 
value of the power take-off damping is constant over the whole period range so no optimisation 
has been carried out on the damping values. 
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Figure 7.30: Comparison between numerical predictions (solid lines) and experimental data 
for the capture width of the device. The circles correspond to measurements ob-
tained with wave maker gain set to 2 and the crosses with wave maker gain set 
to 3. For each case, the damping value applied to the piston motion is indicated 
above the graph. 
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7.5.4.5 Results interpretations 
The main discrepancy between experimental data and numerical predictions that is consistently 
found in the surge and heave responses but also in the piston motion is the difference in wave 
period for which the peak (or the plunge for the surge response) occurs. This difference is of 
around 0.06s. 
The body mass properties input to the numerical model represent the experimental device with 
only a limited accuracy. These are obtained by creating a 3D representation of the device using 
the 3D mechanical design package SolidWorks. The density of the different materials used for 
the parts is incorporated in this representation. Due to the complexity of the system, especially 
the power take off mechanism, details such as screws are generally not taken into account. This 
leads to an overall discrepancy of 6% between the measured mass of the device and the mass 
calculated by SolidWorks. 
The mass is one aspect of the 'mass properties'. Moments of inertia and position of the centre 
of gravity are also very important and difficult to measure accurately. It was thus not possible 
to control their values calculated from the solid model against actual measurements. Instead, 
a sensitivity analyses for these parameters were carried out on the numerical model to assess 
their impact on the device's predicted response. 
The overall density of the Solid Works representation was increased in a uniform way to ensure 
that the overall calculated mass was equal to the measured one. The response predictions were 
not affected significantly. 
The position of the centre of gravity was shifted vertically by up to +86mm without, again, 
significant impact. 
The impact of the moments of inertia was also investigated. Since the motion is planar, only the 
moment of inertia in pitch is relevant. The moment of inertia J is decomposed into the mass in 




Figure 7.31 shows the influence of r on the numerical predictions. The five numerical curves 
are obtained by setting the radius of gyration to respectively 50%, 75%, 100%, 125% and 150% 
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of its original value. 
It can be seen that the numerical predictions corresponding to radius of gyration 125% that of 
the original display a good match with experimental data in terms of wave periods for which 
peaks (or plunges) occur. Similar observations can be made for the piston response as shown 
on figure 7.32. 
A variation in radius of gyration by 25% corresponds to about 160mm. This is quite significant 
and it is arguable whether or not this discrepancy can be fully attributed to inaccuracies of the 
Solid Works mass model. However this sensitivity analysis tends to suggest that the difference in 
wave period between experimental data and numerical predictions is related to mass properties. 
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Figure 7.31: Impact of variations in radii of gyration on numerical predictions of the device 
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Discussion and conclusions 
8.1 Discussion 
8.1.1 Modelling of the power take-off mechanism 
WAMIT is a widely used, general purpose modelling tool for the study of the hydrodynamics of 
wave and body interaction. However the power take-off (PTO) mechanism of the free floating 
device cannot be treated as a standard multiple body interaction problem for two principal 
reasons: 
• Both bodies (the piston and the tube) are in contact with each other 
• The motion constraints between the two bodies are complex. 
The approach adopted had therefore to be devised with the constraints of using a general tool to 
analyse a non-standard configuration. A customised code would probably yield a more elegant 
and efficient model. However, as the verifications of chapter 5 show, the outcome is satisfactory. 
When dealing with multiple bodies, WAMIT does not take advantage of the planes of symmetry 
to reduce the computation load. In the vertical configurations investigated in section 5.5 (p.80) 
two planes of symmetry could be exploited. This would reduce by a factor of four the number 
of unknowns that are associated with the linear system that needs to be solve to determine the 
radiation and diffraction potentials on the body surface. Given that the computational burden 
is at least proportional to the square of the number of unknowns [65], exploiting these two 
planes of symmetry would reduce the computation load by a factor of at least 16. Similarly, the 
inclined PTO configuration (section 5.6, p.90) has one plane of symmetry which could reduce 
the computation by a factor of four. 
The fact that the piston and the tube are in contact requires both bodies to be defined as open 
surfaces (see section 5.2, p.77). This in turn necessitates special care in deriving the hydrostatic 
coefficients for these bodies. As explained in section 5.3 (p.79), the method that WAMIT 
uses to compute the hydrostatics is not appropriate for dealing with the way in which the PTO 
mechanism is formulated. It was thus necessary to 'manually' introduce some corrective terms. 
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Finally, to model the PTO realistically, the motion of the piston has to be constrained in such 
a way that it can translate only along the tube axis. This was achieved by introducing a set of 
high stiffness constraints between the two bodies in such a way that all other motions are kept 
to minimum (see section 5.4 p.80). 
The above points illustrate the issues associated with using a general purpose commercial pack-
age to model this kind of PTO mechanism. A customised boundary element method code would 
have probably been more flexible and would have led to a more computationally efficient model. 
It would have however required more development time and skills. WAMIT on the other hand 
has the advantages of being generally robust, of having a well calibrated performance record 
and of not requiring specialised programming skills. 
8.1.2 Validation of the numerical models 
The comparisons between experimental data and numerical predictions for the different models 
have been discussed as they were presented in chapter 7, but a few further points should be 
added. 
In the case of the free floating models without PTO, WAM1T overestimates the magnitude of 
the heave response at resonance. As mentioned in chapter 3, this is not unprecedented and can 
be attributed to the fact that energy dissipation through viscous effects is not taken into account 
by WAMIT. The boundary element method is therefore a useful tool to identify the period and 
the bandwidth of resonance but is not always able to predict accurately the magnitude of the 
response amplitude at resonance. This issue is sometime tackled by the numerical introduction 
of external damping on the body motion to account for the parasitic losses of the real physi-
cal model (see appendix A. 17 of [651). Although viscous effects are known for some simple 
geometries, ([82] and [831) this is not the case for more complex body shapes. Moreover the 
various mechanism of parasitic energy dissipation may not always be represented accurately by 
simple velocity proportional damping forces. 
In the case of the single degree of freedom model, the physical response of the model was not 
measured. However, the agreement between experimental and numerical results is generally 
good with regards to capture width calculations (see section 7.2.2.3, p.1  28). This suggests that 
for this model, the numerically calculated responses would not over-predict the motion at any 
frequency. If it had been the case, the capture width predictions would have greatly exceeded 
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the experimental measurements. 
A possible interpretation for the result differences between the two above cases is that for 
the single degree of freedom model, all the numerical predictions were computed with the 
float subjected to an external damping. This suggests that the parasitic damping not taken into 
account by potential flow theory was small compared with the external damping. In which case 
the impact of the parasitic damping on the overall response of the externally damped model 
would be small. 
As explained in section 7.5.4.2 (p.156), this interpretation can also be applied to the results for 
the free floating model with FF0. 
8.2 Conclusions 
The main objective of the present work has been to investigate the capability of the bound-
ary element method for modelling certain configurations of sloped wave energy converters in 
regular waves. A two-stage approach was adopted. The numerical models were first verified 
by making sure that WAMIT outputs are consistent with the underlying theory it is based on. 
Numerical predictions were then compared to corresponding experimental data as part of a 
validation process. 
The theoretical background of the boundary element method was presented with a strong em-
phasis on the identification of the assumptions associated with the technique. The validity of 
the assumptions was investigated through case studies of simple body shapes. These provided 
useful information but it would be risky to draw general and precise rules of validity from these. 
The verification and the validation of the modelling were carried out for different configurations 
of sloped devices of increasing complexity. For each of these configurations, verification was 
sought through convergence tests which were satisfactory. 
In the case of the free floating configuration, the FF0 mechanism uses water inertia as its ref-
erence. This required special attention in deriving a suitable modelling approach to represent a 
piston sliding within a tube. Verification of this approach was performed for a generic geome-
try of the PTO which did not have the complexity of the actual experimental model and which 
was designed in such a way as to minimise convergence issues. The benchmark results for this 
verification corresponded to two cases. In the first case, the motion of the piston relative to the 
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tube was not subjected to any damping and in the second case the relative motion was heavily 
damped. The verification was satisfactory. 
Validation was first investigated in the case of a single degree of freedom device whose PTO 
mechanism was referenced to the sea bed. Four different slope angles were considered. The 
agreement between numerical predictions and experimental results for the wave exciting force, 
hydrodynamic impedance and capture width was found to be generally good. The main discrep-
ancies were due to waves reflected off the boundaries of the tank interfering with the incoming 
wave pattern at the point of the model. 
Two configurations of a free floating model without PTO were then examined. These had ap-
proximatively the same geometry but different inertias. In both cases a phenomenon of roll 
instability was identified from the experimental measurements. The numerical investigations 
failed to reproduce this instability because of its non-linear characteristic. Comparisons be-
tween experimental data and numerical predictions were established for surge and heave re-
sponses. In surge, both experiment and numerical results exhibited approximatively the same 
trend, but experimental measurements were significantly affected by wave reflections. Further 
quantitative investigations of this phenomenon confirmed the effect of these reflections from 
the back wall of the tank. In heave, the agreement is better except when it comes to the am-
plitude response at resonance. This can be explained by the fact that WAMIT does not take 
into account viscosity-induced damping. Also, normalised heave amplitude calculated from 
experimental measurements is hardly affected by wave reflections. 
A free floating configuration fitted with a self-referencing PTO mechanism was investigated. 
A roll instability was also observed experimentally with this model. Comparison between ex-
perimental results and numerical predictions were performed for the surge and heave responses 
of the device, for the motion of the piston relative to the tube and for the capture width of the 
system. Four values of piston damping were investigated. In each case, the period of reso-
nance predicted by WAMIT was found to be lower than the experimentally observed value by 
approximatively 0.06s. A sensitivity analysis of the numerical predictions suggests that this 
discrepancy might be related to inaccurate calculation of the pitch moment of inertia of the 
device. 
The capture width comparison for the free floating model, between numerical and experimental 
results exhibits discrepancies in the peak period. However, it can be seen (figure 7.30, p.163) 
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that the shapes, amplitudes and bandwidths of the numerical curves are similar to those from 
the experimental measurements. In the worst case (damping = 3 .45kg.s') the numerical pre-
dictions overestimate the amplitude of the capture width peak by about 25%. 
The ability of the boundary-element method to model accurately the configurations of sloped 
wave energy devices presented in this work is a complex issue. In the case of the single degree 
of freedom configuration for which the motion of the float is damped with respect to the sea 
bed, WAMIT reliably predicted the behaviour of the experimental model. For the free floating 
configuration without PTO, numerical modelling was found to be capable of computing the 
general trend of the device response but was less good at predicting accurate values for the 
heave amplitude at resonance. Neither did it predict the roll instability. The investigation of 
the free floating configuration with PTO proved that it was possible, from a numerical point 
of view, to model a PTO mechanism consisting of a piston sliding inside a flooded tube. The 
comparison with experimental data showed discrepancies in the resonance period which are 
not fully understood. These results suggest that the validity of linear boundary-element method 
for this kind of wave energy converter is case specific. Nevertheless, this type of numerical 
modelling provides useful information on the performance of the devices. In the case of the 
free floating configuration with PTO, there are discrepancies between numerical computations 
and experimental measurements of the capture width. However, the agreement is good enough 
to provide a first assessment of the performance of this configuration as a wave energy converter. 
8.3 Recommendations for further work 
With regard to the present work, it was found that several topics would benefit from further 
research. 
8.3.1 Curved tank wave generation 
As explained in section 6.2.4.1 (p.108) the wave generation system of the curved tank has 
currently not been optimised. A first improvement could be achieved by calibrating the 'transfer 
function' of the tank. This transfer function relates wavemaker command signals to the physical 
amplitude of the generated waves. An example of the transfer function corresponding to the 
wide tank can be found in [76]. 
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Given the complex layout of the curved tank and the presence of the glass on the side (see 
figure 6.8 p.  107), nominal variations in wave amplitude throughout the tank are not surprising. 
It would be however useful to quantitatively assess these variations. This could be done by 
sampling the wave amplitude in different points of the tank throughout the period range. The 
'maps' obtained this way could then be used to work out the spot where the waves are the most 
consistent and which would therefore be suited for the location of experimental models. 
8.3.2 Roll instability 
Section 7.4.3.1 (p.133) establishes that the free floating model exhibits a roll instability for 
some wave periods. That would be problematic for a full scale device. A better understanding 
of the phenomenon is therefore desirable. 
In WAMIT the free-surface and body boundary-conditions are linearised. It is thus not possible 
to use it to analyse roll instability. It would be better to use a time domain model where the 
variations of the hydrostatic coefficients with body response are taken into account. 
8.3.3 Mooring-induced oscillations 
In section 7.4.3.2 (p.137) it is described how the motion of the free-floating model comprises 
a long period surge oscillation superimposed on the wave frequency surge and heave motions. 
This low-frequency motion is thought to be associated with the low stiffness mooring arrange-
ment. The motion is non linear and probably excited by mean drift forces. 
Further investigations of this phenomenon could be carried out both from an experimental and 
a numerical point of view. The natural period of oscillation could be measured experimentally 
using the step response method. In the absence of incoming waves, the model would be released 
away from its rest position and the decaying oscillations would be recorded. The mean drift 
force for different wave periods could also be computed using WAM1T. 
8.3.4 Free floating model with PTO 
A difference between numerically calculated and experimentally measured values for the reso-
nant period was found in section 7.5.4 (p. 1  55). This discrepancy is not fully understood. 
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Careful measurement of the pitch moment of inertia of the tank model would make it possible 
to verify if this quantity is accurately input into the numerical model. 
It is also be of great interest to validate the formulation of the PTO independently of the free 
floating model. The dynamometer tube could be held submerged in a fixed position just below 
the deepest troughs, with its axis parallel to the direction of propagation of the waves. The 
waves would then induce motion of the piston. Different values of piston damping and different 




MATLAB and Fortran routines for 
visual checking of analytically defined 
geometries 
A.1 Introduction 
To test different geometries, some changes that need to be made to the MATLAB functions and 
the Fortran routines. These are explained by comments through the code. 
For a Fortran routine to interface to MATLAB, it must be compiled as a MEX-file. This is done 
from the MATLAB command windows. First of all, the MEX environment has to be initialised 
to access the Fortran compiler by typing the command mex - setup and by following the 
pop-up instructions. This operation has to be performed only once after the installation of 
MATLAB. It should then be ensured that the Fortran source code file is in the MA11AB current 
directory. The compilation itself is obtained by typing the command mex filename . f. 
A.2 MATLAB function 
function rien=checkgeo () 
%Give a 3D representation of the of the geometry described 
%analytically for WANIT 
theta=45;%input parameters requred for the analytical 
zO=-0.035;%representation of the geometry (case specific) 
nbrpan3;%nbr of patches 
symx=O;%Toggle the symetry with respect to the x=O plane 
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symY=l;%Toggle the symetry with respect to the y=O plane 
col (2)='b';Col is an array that contains the colour 
col(3)='g';indices for the surfaces to be plot. 
col(4)='r';%First surface is coloured in b, 
col(5)='y';%-second in green and so on. 
col(6)='c';%If there are more than 6 patches, the colour is 
col(l)='m';%affected in a cylcic way 
for k=l:nbrpan 	 %u and v are the two parametric 








The following line calls the function that refers to 
the FORTRAN subroutine 






Nx(i,j ,k)=-C(l) /nC; 
Ny(i, j ,k) =-C(2) /nC; 








surf(X(:, : ,k) ,Y(:, : ,k) ,Z(:, : ,k) , 'FaceColor' , . 
col(mod(k,6)+1) , 'EdgeColor', 'k' , 'FaceAlpha' ,O.5, 
FaceLighting' , 'phong'); 
hold on; 
if symX==1 
surf (-X (:, : ,k) , Y (:, : , k) , Z (:, : ,k) , 'FaceColor' , . - 
cal (tnod(k, 6) +1) , 'EdgeColor' , 'k' , 'FaceAlpha' ,0.5, 




surf (X (:, : , k) , -Y (:, : , k) , Z (:, : , k) , 'FaceColor' , 
col(mod(k,6)+l) ,'EdgeColor' , 'k', 'FaceAlpha' ,O.5, 
'FaceLighting' , 'phong'); 
hold an; 
end 
if symx==l & symY==l 
surf(-X(:,:,k),-Y(:,:,k),Z(:,:,k),'FaceColor',..,. 
cal (mod(k, 6)+l) , 'EdgeColor', 'k', 'FaceAlpha' ,0.5, 
'FaceLighting' , 'phong'); 
hold on; 
end 
quiver3(X(: , : ,k) ,Y(: , : ,k) ,Z(: , : ,k) ,Nx(: , : ,k) ,Ny(: , : ,k) , . 
Nz (: , : ,k) ,l, 'k' 
hold on 
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if symX==1 
quiver3 (-X(: , :,k) , Y(:, : , k) , Z (: , : ,k) , -Nx(: , : ,k) , - 




q'uiver3 (X ( : , : ,k) , -Y (:, : , k) , Z (:, , k) ,Nx ( : , ,k) , 
-Ny( :, : ,k) ,Nz (:, : ,k) , 1, 'k' 
hold on; 
end 
if symX==l & symY==l 
quiver3 (-X(:, : ,k) , -Y(:, : ,k) , Z(:, : ,k) , -Nx(: , : ,k) , 







light('Position', [1 1 O],'Style','infinite'); 
light ('Position', [-1 -1 01 , 'Style', 'infinite'); 
hold off; 
view([40 201); 
A.3 Fortran routine 
!The following code is meant to interface between a FORTRAN 
!subroutine that define analytically geometry for WAMIT, and 
IMatLab. The all point beeing to get a geometric representation 
!of the body to make sure that there is no error in the 
!analytical definition of the geometry. 
The core of this code can be used with little modification 
11:11] 
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!to check any geometric analytical definition. 
!The following section doesn't have to be modifed when testing 
!a different geompetry subroutine 
!This part is the "gateway routine" necessary to exchange data 
!with MatLab 
subroutine mexFunction(nlhs, plhs, nrhs, prhs) 
integer plhs(*), prhs(*) 
integer nlhs, nrhs 
!Declaration of the variables required to test any geometric 
subroutine 
integer mxCreateDoubleMatrix, mxGetPr 
integer upr, vpr, ipipr, xpr, xupr, xvpr 
real*8 u,v,x(3),xu(3),xv(3),ipi 
!The following section is specific to the subroutine to be 
tested 
!Declaration of the variable specific to the subroutine to be 
!tested. 
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real*8 zO,theta 
integer thetapr, zOpr 
!Transfer of the pointer adresses to the input argument to 
!local variables 
thetapr=mxGetPr (prhs (4)) 
zOpr=mxGetPr (prhs (5)) 
!Load the data into the Fortran variable 
call mxCopyPtrToReal8 (thetapr, theta, 1) 
call mxCopyPtrToReal8 (zOpr, zO, 1) 
!The following section doesn't have to be modifed when testing 
!a different geometry subroutine 
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XU (2) =0 
XU (3) =0 
XV (1) =0 
XV (2) =0 
XV (3) =0 
!Transfer of the pointer adresses to the input argument to 
!local variables 
upr=mxGetPr (prhs (1)) 
vpr=mxGetPr (prhs (2)) 
ipipr=mxGetPr (prhs (3)) 
!Load the data into the Fortran variable 
call mxCopyPtrToReal8 (ipipr, ipi, 1) 
call mxCopyPtrToReal8 (upr,u, 1) 
call mxCopyPtrToReal8 (vpr,v, 1) 
!Create the matrices for the ouput arguments 
plhs (1) =mxCreateDoubleMatrix (3, 1, 0) 
plhs(2) =rnxCreateDoubleMatrix(3, 1,0) 
plhs (3) =mxCreateDoubleMatrix (3, 1, 0) 
!Transfer of the pointer adresses to the input argument to 
!local variables 
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xpr=mxGetPr(plhs (1)) 
xupr=mxGetPr (plhs (2)) 
xvpr=mxGetPr (plhs (3)) 
!The following section is specific to the subroutine to be 
tested 
!Call the subroutine defining the geometry. The mt function 
!applied to ipiconverts the ipi real variable to an integer. 
!This is because to my (restriced) knowledge of FORTRAN/MatLab 
!interface, integer cannot be transfered. 
call SEMICYLRADIAL(u,v,l,int(ipi),x,xu,xv,l,l,zQ,theta) 
!The following section doesn't have to be modifed when testing 
!a different geometry subroutine 
!Load the ouput data into the MatLab arrays 
call rnxCopyReal8ToPtr(x, xpr, 3) 
call mxCopyReal8ToPtr (xu ,xupr, 3) 
call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(xv,xvpr, 3) 
MATLAB and Fortran routines for visual checking of analytically defined geometries 
RETURN 
END 
!The following section is specific to the subroutine to be 
!tested 
!Computational subroutine defining the geometry. The 
!modification to be done from the oringinal geomexat subroutine 
!for WAMIT are the following: 
!-The variable that have to be read from the geometric file 
I have to be passed here as arguments (ZO and THETA here) 
1-The REAL, SAVE declaration has to be replaced by REAL 
!-The IF-ELSE construction involving IPI=O and IER must be 
removed but with leaving the variable definition normally 
1 done only in the case IPI=O 
SUBROUTINE SEMICYL RADIAL (U,V, IBI, IPI , X,XU, XV, IGDFSCRB, 
& I ER, ZO,THETA) 
1 	COPYRIGHT (C) 01/2002 	Gregory Payne 
Version : 1.0 
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Source-code file : GEOMXACT.FOR 
DESCRIPTION 
Subroutine defines half of the submerged part of 
Chia-Po' s 
semi-cylinder (the y<o part) 
This subroutine can be used for 90>THETA 
Dimensions THETA, ZO are read from GDF input file 
The main difference with the previous version of this 
subroutine is that the geometry is parametrised radially 
Patch 1: side 
Patch 2: front 
Patch 3: back 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL-8 X(3),XU(3),XV(3),U,V 
INTEGER-4 IPI, IBI, IGDFSCRB, IER 
REAL-8 ZO, STHETA, CTHETA, THETAR, ANGR, XO 
L is the lenght of the semicylinder 
R is the radius of the semicylinder 
REAL, PARAMETER :: L=0.5, R=0.15 
REAL*8 zu, dzu, xuu, dxuu, ru, dru, hetau, dhetau, ri, THETA 
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The angle in degrees needs to be converted in radian 
before using trigonometric functions 




ANGR= (THETAR-ASIN (Z0/R)) 
zu=ZOR*SIN(THETARANGR* (l+U) *0.5) 
xuu=X0+SQRT(R**2_ (zu-ZO) **2) 
IF(IPI.EQ.l) THEN 
Patch 1: side 
ru=SQRT(xuu**2+zu**2) 
hetau=ATAN (zu/xuu) 
dzu=0 5*R*JGR*COS (THETARANGR* (1+U) *05) 
dxuu=- (dzu* (zu-zO) ) /SQRT(R**2 (zu-ZO) **2) 
dru=(dxuu*xuu+dzu*zu)/ru 
dhetau=(dzu*xuu_zu*dxuu)/(xuu**2+zu**2) 
X(l) =0 .5*ru* (V+l) *J (hetau) 
=-L/2 
=0 5*ru* (V+1) *SIN(hetau) 
XU(1)=0.5* (V+l) *(dru*COS(hetau) ru*dhetau*SIN(hetau)) 
XV(l) =0. 5*ru*COS (hetau) 
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XU(3)=O.5*(V4i)*(dru*SIN(hetau)+ru*dhetau* COS (hetau)) 
XV(3)=0.5*ru*SIN(hetau) 
ELSEIF(IPI.EQ.2) THEN 
Patch 2: front 





XU (3) =0. 5*R*ANGR*COS (THETARANGR* (1+U) *0. 5) 
XV(2) =0. 25*L 
ELSEIF(IPI.EQ.3) THEN 
Patch 3: back 
ri=SQRT( (X0+R*COS (THETAR) ) **2+ (Z0R*SIN(THETAR) ) **2) 
X(i) =0. 5*ri* (V+i) 	(THETAR) 
X(2)=_0.25*L*(U+1) 
X(3) =_0.5*rl* (V+1)*SIN(THETAR) 
XV(i) =0. 5*ri*COS (THETAR) 










The underlying theory of transformation matrices belongs to the field of linear algebra. 
Let S be a n-dimension linear space and let B = ( b1, b2, b3.. ... b) be a basis of S. For 
every vector v E S there is a unique linear combination of the basis vectors such as: 
v=aibi+a2b2+a3b3+ ... +ab 	 (B.1) 
where the a coefficients are scalars and correspond to the description of v in B noted: 
al 
a2 
VB = 	03 	 (B.2) 
Let C = (Cl, c2, c3, . . . , c) be another basis of S. The transformation matrix from B to C is 
defined as: 
TC/B = ( b 
	b2 ...bn ) 
	
(B.3) 
Each kth  column of Tc/B is actually the description of bk in C. 
A useful aspect of transformation matrices is: 
TB/C = TB T 	 (B.4) 
where is Ti/B  is the transpose matrix of Tc/B. 
Transformation matrices are used to express vectors, described in one basis, into another one. 
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This is done in the following way: 
vC = Tc/B VJ3 
	 (B.5) 
Consider a linear transformation 1 from S into S. Let LB be the matrix describing I in the basis 
B. The description of 1 in the basis C, noted LC can be derived using transformation matrices 
as follow: 
Lc = TC/B LB. TB/c = TC/B . LB. TB = TC/B LB. T,B 	(B.6) 
B.2 Applications to 3-dimensional space mechanics 
Consider 2 coordinate systems B : (OB, 1B,JB, kB) and C : (Oc, ic,jc, ks). The transfor-
mation matrix from frame B to frame C is: 
1B'C JB'C kB•IC 
TC/B = 	1B jC JB jc kB ic 	 (B.7) 
(iB'kC jBkC kBkc 
B.2.1 Transformation matrix of a 2D rotation 
IN 
Figure B.!: Coordinate systems B and C 
Figure B.1 shows coordinate systems B : (OB, 1B,JB, kB) and C : (Oc, iC, jc, ks). These 
two coordinate systems share the same y-axis and direction (JB = jc) but 1c  is rotated by 9 
iI 
Transformation matrices 
with respect to 1B•  Using (B.7), the transformation mathxfrom frame B to frame C is thus: 
cosO 0 — sinO 








Fortran routine for the geometric 
definition of the semi-cylindrical float 
C.1 Introduction 
The routine defining the input geometry to WAMIT analytically needs to be added to the dy-
namic link library (dli) GEOMXACT.CII1. This is achieved by modifying the Fortran source 
code of the dli which is located in the file GEOMXACT.F. The actual dli is obtain after appro-
priate compilation. 
The two parameters to be included in the WAMIT geometric definition file (GDF) are the slope 
angle THETA in degrees and the vertical coordinate ZO of the cylinder axis, in meters. 
C.2 Source code 
The subroutine defining the geometry of the semi-cylinder is called SEMI CYL_RADIAL. It 
should be noted that the subroutine GEOMXPACT (first subroutine of GEOMXACT.F) needs to 
modified to call SEMICYL RADIAL. 
SUBROUTINE SEMICYLRADIAL(U,V,IBI,IPI,X,XtJ,XV,IGDFSCRB,IER) 
COPYRIGHT (C) 12/2005 	Gregory Payne 
Version : 1.0 
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Source-code file : GEOMXACT.FOR 
DESCRIPTION 
Subroutine defines half of the submerged part of 
Chia-Po's semi-cylinder (the y<O part) 
This subroutine can be used for 90>THETA 
Dimensions THETA, ZO are read from GDF input file 
The main difference with the previous version of this 
subroutine is that the coding of the mapping functions 
is very close to what is in the thesis. 
Patch 1: side 
Patch 2: front 
Patch 3: back 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL X(3),XU(3),XV(3),U,v 
INTEGER IPI, IBI, IGDFSCRB, IER 
REAL, SAVE :: ZO, STHETA, CTHETA, THETAR, ANGR, XO 
L is the lenght of the semicylinder 
R is the radius of the semicylinder 
I ______________________________________________________________ 
REAL, PARAMETER :: L=0.5, R=0.15 
REAL Su, Cu, ri, THETA 
IF(IPI.EQ.0) THEN 
READ (IGDFSCRB,*,IOSTAT=IER) THETA,ZO 
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IF (IER.NE.0) GOTO 99 
I ______________________________________________________________ 
The angle in degrees needs to be converted in radian 
before using trigonometric functions 






Su=R*SIN (THETARANGR* (1+U) *0.5) 
Cu=R*COS (THETARANGR* (1+u) *0.5) 
ENDIF 
IF(IPI.EQ.l) THEN 
Patch 1: side 
X(l) =0.5*  (V.i-l) * (X0+Cu) 
X(2) =-L/2 





ELSEIF(IPI .EQ.2) THEN 
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Patch 2: front 
X(i)=X0+Cu 




XV (2) =0. 25*L 
ELSEIF (IPI . EQ. 3) THEN 















As explained in section 4.4.2 (p.72) the hydrodynamic parameters which are investigated for 
these tests are the RAO and the wave exciting force computed from both direct pressure inte-
gration and the Haskind relation. 
Convergence tests are carried out for every relevant mode of motion and for a sample of wave 
periods. 
Each discretization is characterised by its associated number of unknowns specified in the label 
box of the graphs. The meaning of these unknowns, tlso referred as unknown coefficients, is 
explained in section 2.7.2.2 (p.34). 
The RAO graphs in the following sections which are plotted against wave period are laid out in 
the following way: 
• The first row shows normalised amplitude for the different discretizations. 
• The second row shows the phase. 
• The third row shows the amplitude relative error with respect to the finest discretization. 
• The forth row shows the absolute error on the phase with respect to the finest discretiza-
tion. 
The exciting force graphs are laid out in the following way: 
• The first row shows normalised amplitude, computed from direct pressure integration, 
for the different discretizations. 
• The second row shows the phase, computed from direct pressure integration. 
• The third row shows the relative error on the amplitude computed from the Haskind 
relation with respect to the amplitude computed from pressure integration with the same 
discretization. 
• The forth row shows the absolute error on the phase computed from the Haskind relation 




For the phase error, presenting relative error was though to be unnecessary since the maximum 
phase angle range is constant and known ([-180; 180]). 
In terms of amplitudes, the relative error provides the most pertinent information on conver-
gence. However, when the amplitude values considered are close to zero, the relative error can 
be very high despite an acceptable absolute error. The graphs showing the amplitude values 
thus provides a way to check if an eventual large relative error is due to converge or simply to 
the amplitude values being close to zero. 
Convergence tests 
D.2 Vertical axis power take-off configuration 
This configuration was analysed with three modes per body. 
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Figure D.3: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for the 
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Figure D.5: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for the piston 
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D.2.3 Discretization adopted 
Convergence is well behaved for the tube&cylinder. There are significant discrepancies for the 
piston between the exciting force computed from direct pressure and from the Haskind relation. 
The exciting force values are however very small, the high relative errors can thus be considered 
not to have a significant impact on the validity of the RAO. As can be seen on figure D. 1, the 
panel distribution has been made finer over the mouth of the tube. The discretization adopted for 
the subsequent calculations is the one involving 1636 unknowns. This discretization has been 
set up automatically by WAMIT with a maximum physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m 
(see section 4.4.1.2, p.70  for more details on this process). It should be noted that although the 
geometry exhibits two planes of symmetry, these cannot be exploited to reduce the number of 
unknowns because the analysis involves two bodies. 
Is 
Convergence tests 
D.3 Vertical axis tube&cylinder configuration 
D.3.1 Input geometry 
Figure D.6: Vertical axis tube & cylinder configuration geometry 
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Convergence tests 
D.3.2 Convergence tests 
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D3.3 Discretization adopted 
The non uniform panel distribution on the tube mouth is the same as for the vertical axis PTO 
configuration (section DA). The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the 
one involving 489 unknowns. This keeps the relative error on the RAO below 0.5% and the rel-
ative error on the exciting force below 1.5%. This discretization has been set up automatically 
by WAMIT with a maximum physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m. It should be noted that 
out of the two planes of symmetry exhibited by the geometry, only one has been exploited for 
geometry construction reasons. 
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D.4 Inclined axis power take-off configuration 
This configuration was analysed with three modes per body. 
D.4.1 Input geometry 
Incoming 
wave direction 

































D.4.2 Convergence tests 
D.4.2.1 1ibe&cylinder 
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Figure D.12: R40 comparison for four different discretizations for the piston 
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Figure D.13: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for the piston 
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Convergence tests 
D.4.3 Discretization adopted 
The non uniform panel distribution on the tube mouth is the same as for the vertical axis PTO 
configuration (section D. I). The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the 
one involving 1636 unknowns. This keeps the relative error below 1%, except for the piston 
in heave where it reaches 4%. This discretization has been set up automatically by WAMIT 
with a maximum physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m. It should be noted that although 
the geometry exhibits one plane of symmetry, it cannot be exploited to reduce the number of 
unknowns because the analysis involves two bodies. 
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D.5 Inclined axis tube&cylinder configuration 
D.5.1 Input geometry 
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D.53 Discretization adopted 
The non uniform panel distribution on the tube mouth is the same as for the vertical axis PTO 
configuration (section D.1). The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the 
one involving 489 unknowns. This keeps the relative error on both RAO and exciting force 
below 1%. This discretization has been set up automatically by WAMIT with a maximum 
physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m. It should be noted that a plane of symmetry was 






D.6 Single degree of freedom model 
Four different slope angles have been investigated: 35°, 45°, 60° and 900. 
D.6.1 Input geometries 
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D.6.3 45 degrees configuration 
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D.6.6 Discretization adopted 
As shown on the graphs, the convergence is not much of a problem for these four simple geome-
tries. A uniform panel distribution is sufficient. The discretization adopted for the subsequent 
calculations is the one involving 56 unknowns for the 45° and 60° slope angle configurations 
and the one involving 65 unknowns for the 35° and 90° slope angle configurations. These dis-
cretizations have been set up automatically by WAMIT with a maximum physical length, for 
each panel, of 0.1 m. It should be noted that for these geometries, a plane of symmetry was 
exploited to half the number of unknowns. 
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Convergence tests 
D.7 Free floating configuration without PTO but with blocked tube 
D.7.1 Input geometry 
Figure D.26: Rendered view (left) of the of geometry corresponding to the free floating model 
without PTO but with the tube blocked at both ends. A section view (rigth) shows 
the representation of the tube. 
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D7.2 Convergence tests 
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Figure D.27: RAO comparison for four different discretizations for the geometry correspond-
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Figure D.28: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for the geometry 













































D.7.3 Discretization adopted 
The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the one involving 458 unknowns. 
This keeps the relative error on the RAO below 1%, and the relative error on the exciting force 
under 5%. This discretization has been set up automatically by WAMIT with a maximum 
physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m. It should be noted that a plane of symmetry was 
exploited to half the number of unknowns. 
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Convergence tests 
D.8 Free floating configuration without PTO but with unblocked 
tube 
D.8.1 Input geometry 
~N~ 
 
Figure D.29: Rendered view (left) of the of geometry corresponding to the free floating model 
without PTO but with the tube unblocked. A section view (rigth) shows the rep-
resentation of the tube. 
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D.8.2 Convergence tests 
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Figure D30: RAO comparison for four different discretizations for the geometry correspond -
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Figure D.31: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for the geometry 
corresponding to the free floating model with the tube unblocked 
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Convergence tests 
D.8.3 Discretization adopted 
The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the one involving 665 unknowns. 
This keeps the relative error on the RAO below 5%, and the relative error on the exciting force 
also under 5%, except in heave, for the first period where it reaches 10%. In the latter case, 
the actual value of the exciting force is close to zero. Consequently, this should not put into 
question the overall convergence. This discretization has been set up automatically by WAMIT 
with a maximum physical length, for each panel, of 0.05m. It should be noted that a plane of 
symmetry was exploited to half the number of unknowns. 
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Convergence tests 
D.9 Configuration without piston to verify free floating configura-
tion with undamped PTO 
D.9.1 Input geometry 
4 Ob 
 
Figure D.32: Rendered view (left) of the of geometry corresponding to the free floating model 
without piston. A section view (rigth) shows the absence of piston inside the tube. 
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D.9.2 Convergence tests 
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Figure D.33: RAO comparison for four different discretizations for geometry corresponding to 
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Figure D.34: Excitation force comparison for four different discretizations for geometry cor-
responding to the free floating model without piston 
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Convergence tests 
D.9.3 Discretization adopted 
The discretization adopted for the subsequent calculations is the one involving 694 unknowns. 
This keeps the relative error on both RAO and exciting force below 5%. This discretization 
has been set up automatically by WAMIT with a maximum physical length, for each panel, 
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